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536 | 600 € 540 | 700 €

543 | 200 €

551 | 300 €

554 | 1.000 €

537 | 100 €

541 | Gebot

552 | 300 €

555 | 300 €

539 | 200 €

542 | 150 €

548 | 300 €

553 | 150 €
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560 | 600 €

564 | 300 €

567 | 200 €

571 | 120 €

574 | 250 €

561 | 500 €

569 | 120 € 572 | 150 €

575 | 150 €

562 | 1.000 €

570 | 100 €

573 | 150 €

576 | 200 €
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565 | 150 €

566 | 250 €

559 | 600 €

547 | 300 €
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612 | 400 €

577 | 150 €

581 | 100 €

586 | 200 €

589 | 200 €

592 | 1.000 €

579 | 1.500 €

584 | 120 €

587 | 100 €

590 | 250 €

593 | 120 €

580 | 1.200 €

585 | 700 €

588 | 300 €

591 | 100 €

594 | 200 €
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595 | 300 €

599 | 500 €

602 | 300 €

611 | 100 €

614 | 200 €

596 | 800 €

600 | 800 €

603 | 400 €

615 | 100 €

597 | 200 €

601 | 250 €

609 | 200 €

613 | 1.000 €

617 | 400 €
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618 | 1.000 €

622 | 500 €

625 | 1.000 €

628 | 400 €

631 | 800 €

619 | 200 €

623 | 80 €

626 | 250 €

629 | 100 €

632 | 100 €

621 | 100 €

624 | 2.000 €

627 | 500 €

630 | 1.200 €

633 | 300 €
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634 | 300 €

637 | 100 €

640 | 100 €

643 | 120 €

654 | 80 €

635 | 300 €

638 | 1.000 €

641 | 150 €

648 | 600 €657 | 60 €

636 | 600 €

639 | 100 €

642 | 250 €

649 | 300 €

659 | 100 €
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661 | 160 €

664 | 150 €

670 | 500 €

673 | 400 €

677 | 750 €

662 | 100 €

668 | 150 € 671 | 250 €

674 | 700 €

663 | 150 €

669 | 200 €

672 | 100 €

675 | 120 € 679 | 120 €
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678 | 800 €

680 | 600 €

681 | 200 €
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ex. 683 | 100 €

691 | 300 €

697 | 80 €

701 | 100 €687 | 80 € 693 | 500 €

699 | 100 €702 | 150 €

682 | 250 €

688 | 300 €

696 | 300 €

700 | 100 €

704 | 200 €
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705 | 100 €

714 | 200 €

717 | 200 €

722 | 350 €

710 | 70 €

715 | 120 €

718 | 120 €

723 | 150 €

726 | 200 €

711 | 70 €

716 | 250 €

721 | 200 €

724 | 400 € 728 | 200 €

711
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737 | 1.200 €

725 | 2.000 €

773 | 1.200 €

848 | 1.500 €
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729 | 200 €

732 | 120 €

735 | 200 €

738 | 70 €

741 | 300 €

730 | 120 €

733 | 70 €

736 | 150 €

739 | 300 €

742 | 350 €

731 | 70 €

734 | 250 €

740 | 100 €

744 | 100 €

All single lots and selected parts of 
collections are pictured in full size on: 

www.auktionen-gaertner.de
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745 | 120 €

749 | 100 €

752 | 150 €

755 | 150 €

758 | 70 €

746 | 200 €

750 | 200 €

753 | 150 €

756 | 120 €

759 | 80 €

747 | 120 €

751 | 1.200 €

754 | 250 €

757 | 150 €

760 | 150 €
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761 | 200 €

764 | 60 €

768 | 1.200 €

771 | 100 €

774 | 150 €

762 | 200 €

765 | 200 €

769 | 300 €772 | 120 €

775 | 200 €

763 | 500 €

767 | 300 €

770 | 150 €

777 | 200 €
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778 | 250 €

782 | 120 €

786 | 150 €

791 | 80 €

795 | 250 €

780 | 300 €

783 | 150 €

787 | 250 €

793 | 100 €

796 | 150 €

781 | 400 €

785 | 250 €

788 | 300 €

794 | 100 €

797 | 160 €
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798 | 160 €

803 | 600 €

806 | 300 €

811 | 100 €

814 | 800 €

799 | 160 €

804 | 300 €

807 | 250 €

812 | 100 €

815 | 200 €

801 | 150 €

805 | 300 €

808 | 150 €

813 | 120 €

816 | 200 €
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817 | 1.200 €

820 | 300 €

823 | 100 € 827 | 200 €

818 | 1.200 €

821 | 150 €

825 | 150 €

828 | 150 €

819 | 150 € 822 | 70 €

826 | 100 €

829 | 150 € 847 | 1.200 €843 | 300 € 846 | 100 €
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830 | 120 €

831 | 300 € 832 | 250 €

833 | 100 €

836 | 70 €

839 | 130 €

842 | 300 €

834 | 150 €

837 | 350 €

840 | 100 €

835 | 300 €

838 | 70 €

841 | 250 €

849 | 750 €
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850 | 300 €

853 | 500 €

858 | 200 €

861 | 1.500 €

865 | 250 €

851 | 1.500 €

855 | 500 €

859 | 60 €

863 | 200 €

867 | 1.200 €

852 | 300 €

860 | 600 €

864 | 300 €

869 | 160 €
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856 | 2.500 €
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883A | 1.500 €

878 | 1.200 €

883A | 1 500 €
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870 | 120 €

873 | 150 €

881 | 100 €

871 | 120 €

876 | 150 €

879 | 300 €

882 | 200 €

884 | 250 €

872 | 100 €

880 | 120 €

883 | 200 €

885 | 100 €
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877 | 800 €

886 | 2.500 €
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891 | 150 €

894 | 300 €

897 | 600 €

900 | 250 €

887 | 120 €

892 | 1.200 €

895 | 300 €

898 | 1.500 €

901 | 120 €

890 | 70 €

893 | 300 €

896 | 600 €

899 | 1.200 € 902 | 100 €
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917 | 2.500 €

928 | 5.000 €
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903 | 1.500 €

906 | 180 €

910 | 100 €

913 | 300 €

916 | 120 €

904 | 300 € 908 | 80 €

911 | 120 €

914 | 100 €

905 | 120 €

909 | 250 € 912 | 100 €

915 | 80 € 918 | 70 €
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919 | 80 €

922 | 120 €

927 | 100 € 930 | 100 €

933 | 400 €

920 | 150 €

923 | 120 €

931 | 150 €

934 | 60 €

921 | 150 €

926 | 150 €

929 | 60 €

932 | 200 €

935 | 200 €
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936 | 250 €

939 | 150 €

942 | 70 € 945 | 1.200 €

948 | 70 €

937 | 200 € 940 | 200 €

943 | 200 €

946 | 400 €

949 | 300 €

938 | 150 €ex. 941 | 60 €

944 | 250 € 947 | 300 €

951 | 200 €
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ex. 960 | 1.000 €000 €
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952 | 500 € 958 | 100 €

963 | 100 €

966 | 300 €

955 | 80 € 953 | 60 €

956 | 150 €

964 | 600 € 967 | 250 €

954 | 200 € 957 | 70 €

961 | 300 €

965 | 200 €

968 | 350 €
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983 | 1.500 €
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969 | 300 €

972 | 500 €

976 | 700 €

979 | 600 €

982 | 120 €

970 | 250 €

974 | 100 €

977 | 150 €

980 | 70 €

971 | 300 €

975 | 600 €

978 | 70 €
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981 | 800 €

990 | 1.500 €
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985 | 600 €

984 | 1.500 €
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991 | 150 €

1003 | 200 €

986 | 70 €

989 | 500 €

995 | 150 €1004 | 250 €

987 | 150 €

993 | 100 €

1001 | 300 € 1006 | 200 €

988 | 2.000 €

992 | 1.000 €
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1007 | 100 €

1016 | 500 €

1020 | 120 €

1024 | 400 €

1027 | 120 €

1008 | 150 €

1017 | 300 €

1025 | 120 €

1028 | 200 €

1014 | 150 €

1021 | 250 €

1018 | 150 €

1023 | 300 €

1026 | 150 €

1030 | 150 €
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1031 | 200 €

1036 | 800 €

1040 | 150 €

1043 | 70 €

1046 | 100 €

1034 | 120 €

1038 | 600 €

1041 | 120 €

1044 | 50 €

1047 | 100 €

1035 | 250 €

1039 | 600 €

1042 | 200 €

1045 | 600 €

1048 | 400 €
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1050 | 3.000 €

1056 | 2.500 €
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1049 | 70 €

1055 | 150 €

1058 | 150 €

1061 | 150 €

1053 | 150 €

1059 | 100 €

1062 | 350 €

1051 | 300 €

1054 | 70 €

1057 | 200 €

1060 | 300 €

1063 | 150 €

1052 | 1.000 €
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1077 | 3.000 €
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1064 | 100 €

1067 | 70 €

1070 | 50 €

1073 | 200 €

1076 | 300 €

1065 | 70 €

1068 | 150 €

1071 | 70 €

1074 | 100 €

1066 | 150 €

1069 | 70 €

1075 | 100 €

1078 | 70 €

1072 | 1.500 €
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1079 | 100 €

1082 | 200 € 1085 | 100 €

1088 | 200 €

1091 | 150 €

1080 | 150 €

1083 | 100 €

1086 | 70 €

1089 | 100 €

1081 | 200 €

1084 | 100 €

1087 | 70 €

1090 | 600 €

1093 | 120 €
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1094 | 100 €

1097 | 150 €

1100 | 350 €

1103 | 500 €

1106 | 300 €

1095 | 100 €

1098 | 100 €

1101 | 150 €

1107 | 100 €

1096 | 70 €

1099 | 100 €

1102 | 120 €

1105 | 70 €

1108 | 200 €
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1104 | 500 €

1092 | 3.000 €

1124 | 5.000 €
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1109 | 150 €

1112 | 70 €

1115 | 200 €

1119 | 400 €

1122 | 500 €

1110 | 400 €

1113 | 120 €

1117 | 150 €

1123 | 80 €

1111 | 500 €

1114 | 350 €

1118 | 400 €

1121 | 800 €

1120 | 1.500 €
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1125 | 120 €

1128 | 120 €

1131 | 100 €

1134 | 200 €

1137 | 400 €

1126 | 250 €

1129 | 400 €

1132 | 800 €

1135 | 200 €

1127 | 150 €

1130 | 100 €

1133 | 200 €

1136 | 200 €

1139 | 180 €

1138 | 1.000 €
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1140 | 100 €

1143 | 600 €

1153 | 650 €

1141 | 500 €

1144 | 400 €

1147 | 400 € 1154 | 500 €

1148 | 200 €

1155 | 150 €

1149 | 1.500 € 1152 | 1.000 €

1142 | 1.500 €
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1146 | 200 € 1151 | 200 €

1145 | 1.500 €
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1156 | 400 €

1159 | 100 €

1162 | 100 €

1165 | 300 €

1168 | 350 €

1157 | 150 €

1160 | 150 €

1163 | 150 €

1166 | 300 €

1169 | 350 €

1158 | 400 €

1161 | 150 €

1167 | 100 €

1170 | 200 €

1164 | 4.000 €
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1171 | 350 €

1174 | 250 €

1178 | 70 €

1184 | 500 €

1172 | 100 €

1179 | 150 €

1182 | 80 €

1185 | 600 €

1173 | 400 €

1180 | 800 €

1183 | 150 €

1186 | 600 €

1181 | 1.500 €

1175 | 1.000 € 1176 | 1.200 €
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1187 | 250 €

1190 | 100 €

1193 | 100 €

1196 | 400 €

1199 | 100 €

1188 | 300 €

1191 | 300 €

1194 | 80 € 1197 | 300 €

1200 | 100 €

1189 | 500 €

1192 | 150 €

1195 | 250 €

1198 | 150 €

1201 | 300 €
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1207 | 2.500 €

1206 | 4.500 €
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1202 | 300 €

1205 | 300 €

1208 | 350 €

1211 | 300 €

1214 | 150 €

1203 | 500 € 1209 | 300 €

1212 | 800 €

1215 | 150 €

1204 | 400 €

1210 | 300 €

1213 | 750 €

1216 | 350 €
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1217 | 80 €

1222 | 800 €

1229 | 100 €

1218 | 80 €

1220 | 350 € 1221 | 700 €

1223 | 500 €

1227 | 100 €

1230 | 300 €

1219 | 200 €

1221A | 750 €

1224 | 400 €

1225 | 300 € 1228 | 300 €

1231 | 400 €
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1235 | 150 €

1238 | 400 €

1245 | 400 €

1233 | 400 €

1236 | 750 € 1239 | 150 €

1237 | 200 €

1244 | 150 €

1247 | 250 €

1242 | 4.000 €

1234 | 1.000 €1232 | 1.500 €
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1240 | 1.800 €

1241 | 1.500 €

1246 | 3.000 €
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1248 | 200 €

1252 | 100 €

1255 | 100 €

1258 | 200 €

1249 | 500 €

1253 | 70 €

1256 | 100 €

1259 | 250 €
1262 | 200 €

1250 | 300 €

1254 | 400 €

1257 | 200 €

1260 | 300 €

1263 | 200 €
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1261 | 1.500 €

1277 | 1.500 €
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1264 | 200 €

1267 | 700 €

1270 | 150 €

1273 | 150 €

1276 | 200 € 1265 | 300 €

1268 | 300 €

1271 | 250 €

1274 | 150 €

1266 | 300 €

1269 | 100 €

1272 | 150 €

1275 | 200 €

1278 | 400 €
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1280 | 250 € 1283 | 500 €

1286 | 1.800 €

1289 | 2.500 €

1303 | 4.000 €

1306 | 5.000 €
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1279 | 200 €

1282 | 250 €

1285 | 70 €

1288 | 200 €

1291 | 400 € 1292 | 200 €

1281 | 200 €

1284 | 70 €

1287 | 200 €

1290 | 200 €

1293 | 220 €
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1294 | 100 €

1297 | 70 €

1300 | 1.200 €

1295 | 150 €

1298 | 250 €

1301 | 250 €

1304 | 200 €

1307 | 100 €

1296 | 70 €

1299 | 150 €

1302 | 350 €

1305 | 150 €

1308 | 100 €
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1327 | 250 €

1330 | 70 €

1315 | 400 €

1318 | 500 €

1321 | 150 €

1310 | 300 €

1313 | 200 €1316 | 200 €

1319 | 400 €

1322 | 70 €

1314 | 300 €

1317 | 400 €

1320 | 150 €
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1324 | 400 €

1334 | 250 €

1337 | 500 €

1325 | 150 €

1328 | 350 €

1331 | 400 €

1335 | 750 €

1338 | 200 €

1326 | 250 €

1329 | 900 €

1332 | 400 €

1336 | 500 €

1339 | 450 €

1323 | 150 €
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1341 | 200 €

1344 | 200 €

1350 | 1.000 €

1342 | 70 €

1348 | 250 €

1355 | 200 €1343 | 300 €

1346 | 100 €

1353 | 100 €

1309 | 2.000 € 1311 | 2.500 €
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1347 | 2.500 €
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1349 | 1.500 €1312 | 4.000 €

1345 | 5.000 €
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1357 | 120 €

1361 | 200 €

1365 | 200 €

1369 | 300 € 1372 | 500 €

1358 | 300 €

1362 | 150 €

1367 | 200 €

1370 | 750 €

1373 | 600 €

1359 | 300 €

1364 | 150 €

1368 | 150 €

1371 | 450 €

1374 | 100 €

1354 | 1.000 €
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1351 | 600 €

1356 | 600 €
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1375 | 400 €

1378 | 300 €

1381 | 150 €

1384 | 200 €

1387 | 220 €

1376 | 80 €

1379 | 200 €

1382 | 300 €

1388 | 100 €

1380 | 300 €

1383 | 300 €

1386 | 750 €
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1385 | 750 €

1377 | 1.500 €

1389 | 600 €
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1390 | 220 €

1393 | 200 €

1396 | 100 €

1403 | 100 €

1391 | 200 €

1394 | 80 €

1397 | 80 €

1401 | 150 €

1404 | 100 €

1392 | 200 €

1395 | 200 €

1398 | 220 €

1402 | 100 €

1405 | 150 €
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ex. 1413 | 700 €

ex. 1414 | 1.800 €

ex. 1412 | 500 €

1399 | 2.000 €
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1406 | 100 €

1409 | 200 €

1407 | 220 €

1411 | 150 €

1417 | 600 €

1420 | 100 €

1408 | 200 €

1415 | 300 €

1439 | 4.000 €1439 | 4 000 €
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1421 | 1.200 €

1423 | 2.000 €

1416 | 5.000 €

1419 | 3.000 €

1418 | 7.500 €
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1422 | 500 €

1425 | 250 €

1428 | 100 €

1431 | 600 €

1434 | 300 €

1426 | 150 €

1429 | 200 €

1432 | 200 €

1435 | 350 €

1424 | 200 €

1427 | 150 €

1430 | 500 €

1433 | 200 €

1436 | 600 €
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1443 | 1.500 €

1447 | 1.000 €

1450 | 10.000 €

1448 | 1.000 €
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1437 | 400 €

1440 | 120 €

1446 | 100 €

1449 | 500 €

1438 | 400 €

1441 | 150 €

1444 | 100 €

1442 | 120 €

1445 | 300 €

1451 | 70 €
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1455 | 1.500 €

1465 | 1.000 €
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1473 | 100 €

1452 | 400 €

1458 | 200 €

1461 | 200 €

1464 | 100 €

1453 | 400 €

1456 | 200 €

1459 | 250 €

1462 | 400 €

1454 | 200 €

1457 | 100 €

1460 | 100 €

1463 | 300 €

1466 | 400 €
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1467 | 400 €

1470 | 300 €

1476 | 250 €

1479 | 250 €

1468 | 600 €

1471 | 200 €

1474 | 600 €

1477 | 120 €1480 | 250 €

1469 | 300 €

1472 | 150 €

1475 | 150 €1478 | 200 €

1481 | 200 €
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1482 | 150 €

1485 | 70 €

1488 | 250 €

1491 | 150 €

1494 | 200 €

1483 | 150 €

1486 | 250 €

1489 | 200 €

1492 | 300 €

1495 | 250 €

1484 | 100 €

1487 | 500 €

1490 | 200 €

1493 | 200 €

1496 | 200 €
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1497 | 350 €

1500 | 500 €

1503 | 300 €

1506 | 300 €

1510 | 200 €

1498 | 300 €

1501 | 150 €

1504 | 70 €

ex. 1508 | 700 €

1511 | 200 €

1499 | 200 €

1502 | 100 €

1505 | 100 €

1509 | 300 €

1512 | 100 €
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1513 | 100 € 1516 | 200 €

1519 | 400 € 1522 | 600 €

1517 | 150 € 1520 | 80 €

1526 | 250 €

1515 | 70 €

1518 | 200 €

1521 | 300 €

1524 | 500 €

1527 | 200 €
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1525 | 1.000 €

1514 | 300 €

1523 | 1.000 €
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1528 | 200 €

1532 | 250 €

1535 | 250 € 1540 | 500 €

1544 | 200 €

1530 | 250 €

1533 | 350 €

1537 | 150 €

1541 | 70 €

1546 | 70 €

1531 | 250 € 1534 | 600 €

1538 | 250 €

1542 | 300 €

1547 | 400 €
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1552 | 500 €
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1548 | 500 €

1551 | 100 €

1554 | 300 €

1557 | 800 €

1560 | 500 €

1549 | 600 €

1555 | 800 €

1558 | 400 €

1561 | 1.000 €

1550 | 400 €

1553 | 1.500 €

1556 | 500 € 1559 | 500 €

1562 | 300 €
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1566 | 750 €

1564 | 1.500 €

1565 | 1.500 €

1568 | 1.500 €

|
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1563 | 250 €

1569 | 2.000 €

1572 | 200 € 1575 | 70 €

1567 | 600 €

ex. 1570 | 600 €

1573 | 300 €

1576 | 600 €

ex. 1571 | 600 €

1574 | 200 €

1577 | 200 €
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1582 | 4.000 €

1586 | 1.800 €

1589 | 400 €
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1599 | 1.500 €

1578 | 100 € 1581 | 500 €

1584 | 750 €

1587 | 150 € 1590 | 120 €

1579 | 600 €

1585 | 350 €

1588 | 200 €

1591 | 150 €

1580 | 150 €

1583 | 200 €

1592 | 5.000 €
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1597 | 600 €

1608 | 4.000 €

1595 | 800 €

1609 | 500 €



 100

1593 | 750 €

1596 | 800 €

1602 | 1.000 €

1605 | 200 €

1594 | 400 €

1600 | 750 €

1603 | 2.000 €

1598 | 200 €

1601 | 1.000 €

1604 | 100 €
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1623 | 1.500 €

1622 | 1.500 €
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1611 | 400 €

1614 | 400 €

1617 | 500 €

1620 | 500 €

1612 | 400 €

1615 | 300 €

1618 | 300 €

1621 | 100 €

1624 | 600 €

1613 | 400 €

1616 | 2.000 €

1619 | 500 €

1625 | 400 €

Consignments for our Auctions are 
welcome at any time. Do not hesitate 
to contact our professional team.
If you prefer cash payment – OUTRIGHT 
PURCHASE is always possible!
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1633 | 800 €

1639 | 300 €

1628 | 1.500 €
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1626 | 300 €

1629 | 400 €

1632 | 300 €

1635 | 750 €

1638 | 300 €

1627 | 300 €

1630 | 300 €

1636 | 400 €

1631 | 300 €

1634 | 500 €

1637 | 300 € 1640 | 100 €

1642 | 400 € 1643 | 200 €
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ex. 1656 | 6.000 €



ex. 1641 | 1.000 €

 106

1644 | 200 €

1648 | 70 €

1651 | 200 € 1654 | 600 €

1649 | 100 €

1652 | 200 €

1647 | 60 €

1650 | 150 €

1653 | 600 €



Los-Nr. Kat-Nr. Ausruf

7th of March 2011 107

MONTAG / 7. MÄRZ 2011 – MONDAY / 7   OF MARCH 2011

indian states :: park collection / Einzellose – single lots

Beginn der Versteigerung 13.00 Uhr – start at 1.00 pm

Los-Nr. 536 - 1.656

th

AKALKOT
P 536 AKALKOT: Die proofs of the General Stamp in denominations from 4a to 6r (8 denominations) 

each on large sheet of paper - most attractive and possibly unique. (M) (*)  600,-

ALWAR
P 537 ALWAR: Folded unstamped letter bearing native square strike of Alwar Postage Due, cover faults / part 

missing. b 100,-

538 ALWAR: 1877 ¼a x 3 used vertical strips of 4 each in a distinct shade of steel blue, ultramarine & grey-
blue. (T) 1, 1b, 1c g 70,-

P 539 ALWAR: Local handmade registered cover bearing ¼a steel blue (SG 1) pair & 1a chocolate (SG 2b) pair 
(2a registration fee and ½a postage) cancelled by small intaglio native seal strike. 1, 2b p/b 200,-

P 540 ALWAR: 1877 combination cover addressed to The Maharaja of Danta bearing ¼a ultramarine 
tied by native square strike also bearing British India QV ½a blue-green tied by „ULWUR/13 FE 
97“ cds with „MAROTH/MARWAR/B.O./FE 14/97“ delivery cds on reverse. Combination covers 
of Alwar are extremely rare. 1b b 700,-

P 541 ALWAR: 1877 ¼a grey-blue vertical mint hinged pair with horizontal pre-printing paper fold - minor stains 
on bottom stamp. 1c var p/* Gebot

P 542 ALWAR: 1877 ¼a grey blue used vertical pair variety Imperf between - not listed in SG. 1c var p/g 150,-

P 543 ALWAR: 1877 ¼a grey blue (SG 1c) pair + 1a pale reddish brown (SG 2c) pair on homemade registered 
cover paying 2a registration fee and ½a postage tied by 4 native square strikes. (T) 1c, 2c b 200,-

544 ALWAR: 1877 1a brown unused pane of 24 in superb condition, all but one never hinged. (T) 2a **/* 70,-

545 ALWAR: 1877 1a brown on local handmade cover cancelled by small oval native intaglio seal. 2a b 100,-

546 ALWAR: 1877 1a pale yellowish-brown unused blk/4 mint hinged with hinge re-enforcements with stag-
gered row of horizontal rouletting. 2 var v/* Gebot

P 547 ALWAR: 1877, 1a complete sheet of 70 in very � ne condition, mint never hinged with original gum. (M) 2c **   300,-

P 548 ALWAR 1880s ca., proof of 2a Court Fee stamp in orange, block of four in sunken card numbered ‚D. 
035‘. (M) (*)  300,-

549 ALWAR: 1893 preprinted address label „Per Value Payable Post“ af� xed to homemade envelope from 
newspaper bearing British India QV ½a blue-green (faults) tied by „ULWUR/13 SE/93“ squared circle cds 
with green Value Payable label and „MORIANI/SIBSAGAR/22 SE/93“ delivery cds. b 70,-

550 ALWAR: British India QV x 4 different postal stationery items all used from Alwar between 1898-1901 (dur-
ing the period when Alwar issued its own postage stamps). GA 100,-

P 551 ALWAR: 1899-1901 ¼a slate-blue wide margins between stamps horizontal mint hinged pair variety Im-
perf pair - not listed in SG. 3a var p/* 300,-

P 552 ALWAR: 1899-1901 ¼a emerald-green with wide margins between stamps (SG 4) mint without gum as 
issued, showing watermark as described by Benns. SG catalogue value £650. 4 (*)  300,-

P 553 ALWAR: 1901 ¼a emerald-green with narrow margins mint hinged horizontal pair variety Imperf between 
SG catalogue value £300. 5a p/* 150,-

P 554 ALWAR: 1901 ¼a pale yellow-green with narrow margins horizontal pair used on piece can-
celled „LAXMANGARHI/10 FE 02/ULWAR STATE“ variety Imperf vertically (horizontal pair) - not 
listed in SG - possibly unique. 5eb var p/d 1.000,-

P 555 ALWAR: 1901 ¼a pale yellow-green with narrow margins mint hinged vertical pair variety Imperf horizon-
tally (vertical pair) - not listed in SG with repaired circular hole on bottom stamp. 5eb var p/* 300,-

BAMRA
556 BAMRA: Reprint of the 1888 ¼a black on yellow complete sheet of 20, mint without gum as issued. (*)  200,-

557 BAMRA: Reprint of the 1888 ¼a black on yellow on piece tied by indistinct cds. g 70,-

558 BAMRA: Reprints of the 1888 issue in all 6 denominations, unused no gum as issued. (*)  60,-
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P 559 BAMRA: 1888 8a black on rose - a partial reconstructed sheet of 21 including horizontal strip 
of 10, block of 6 and 5 singles some with various faults, mint without gum as issued, 1st issues 
of Bamra are rare in multiples. Cat. £1155 as singles. Ex Terry Sturton. (T) 6 (*)  600,-

P 560 BAMRA: 1890-93 ¼a on bright rose (SG 9) on native cover tied by a hereto unknown native cds 
with dates in Oriya instead of English accompanied by a note from Ray Benns indicating that 
the stamp is cliché 15 of setting IIId. Genuine non-philatelic covers of Bamra are extremely rare. 9 b 600,-

P 561 BAMRA: 1890 Of� cial Bamra Palace stationery envelope with State crest on � ap addressed to 
Queen of Bamra, Sambalpur bearing 1890-93 ¼a on reddish-purple horizontal pair cancelled 
by „BAMRA/7 DEC/90“ cds with indistinct „DEOGARH“ (Bamra State) cds on reverse. Original 
accompanying letter written on Bamra of� cial stationery enclosed. 10 d 500,-

P 562 BAMRA: 1893 local cover bearing 1890-93 ¼a on reddish-purple pair + single  with error 
„AMRA“ inverted (row 4, pos 4) tied by „BAMRA/3-2-1893“ cds. 1 stamp stained (not the one 
with error). A great rarity on cover. Cat. £2000+. 10, 10b b 1.000,-

563 BAMRA 1890-93, 1/2a on green, bluish green or blue-green, resp., 14 stamps with partial sheet of 8 
(mixed ‚Postage‘/‘postage‘), inverted ‚‘a‘‘ of ‚anna‘, shades etc. Fine group. (M)

SG 11, 12, 
28, 29 (*)  100,-

P 564 BAMRA: 1890-93 ½a dull green setting IIIa unused pane of 52 with hinge re-enforcements, no gum as 
issued, small tear affecting top row of 4 stamps and small thin affecting 2 stamps. (T) 11, 28 (*)  300,-

P 565 BAMRA: 1890-93 ½a on blue-green complete setting of 16 (setting IIIc) with minor faults/thins, mint 
without gum as issued. 12, 29 (*)  150,-

P 566 BAMRA: 1890-93 ½a blue-green setting VI - an unused pane of 16 with error First „A“ in „Anna“ inverted 
(row 3, pos 3). mint without gum as issued, Stain on right side. Ex Terry Sturton. 12, 29, 29a (*)  250,-

P 567 BAMRA: 1893 philatelic cover bearing 1890-93 ½a on dull green tied by „BAMRA/8-6-1893“ cds with 
„RAMSAIHAT/JU 18/93“ delivery cds on reverse. b 200,-

568 BAMRA: 1890-93 1a bistre-yellow reconstructed sheet of 15+1 including 3 blocks of 4, 1 pair, & 2 singles 
(1 used remaining mint without gum as issued). Ex Terry Sturton. (T) 13, 30 (*)/g 100,-

P 569 BAMRA: 1890-93 1a on orange-yellow with error „annas“ for „anna“ mint without gum as issued with large 
margins, SG catalogue value £250. 14a (*)  120,-

P 570 BAMRA: 1890-93 2a on rose-lilac with error „E“ instead of „F“ in „Feudatory“ with large margins and rich 
colour. mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £200. 15a (*)  100,-

P 571 BAMRA: 1890-93 2a on dull rose horizontal se-tenant pair with large „P“ and small „p“ used on part docu-
ment with punch hole - a rare � scal usage of postage stamps. 17, 33 d 120,-

P 572 BAMRA: 1890-93 8a on rose-lilac with error „Foudatory“ instead of „Feudatory“ and „c“ instead „e“ in 
„Postage“ with large margins, mint without gum as issued, 2 minor thins under hinge. SG catalogue value 
£300. 21a (*)  150,-

P 573 BAMRA: 1890-93 8a on rose-lilac with error „BAMBA“ instead of „BAMRA“ unused with large margins and 
rich colour. mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £300. 21b (*)  150,-

P 574 BAMRA: 1890-93 1r on rose-lilac with error „BAMBA“ instead of „BAMRA“ with large margins and rich 
colour. mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £500. 24b (*)  250,-

P 575 BAMRA: 1890-93 1r on bright rose with error Small „r“ in „rupee“ cancelled with „BAMRA/13 MA 94“ cds. 
SG catalogue value £275. 25a g 150,-

P 576 BAMRA: 1890-93 4a on deep pink used on philatelic cover tied by „BAMRA/8-6-1893“ cds with „RAMSAI.
HAT/JU 18/93“ delivery cds on reverse. 35a b 200,-

P 577 BAMRA: 1890-93 1r on bright rose with error Small „r“ in „rupee“ in rich colour, mint without gum as is-
sued, SG catalogue value £300. 40a (*)  150,-

578 BAMRA: Fournier forgery of the 1890-93 2a on bright rose block of 6 with 3 vertical tete-beche pairs, mint 
without gum as issued. (*)  60,-

P 579 BAMRA: 1893, stampless cover from the Raja of Bamra to the Political agent in Raipur with 
Native „BARMA/17-5-1893“ cds with „SAMBALPUR/MAY 19/93“ cds of the Imperial exchange 
of� ce in Bamra State where a boxed „POSTAGE DUE/ONE ANNA“ was struck on the front which 
was subsequently changed to 4as in red ink by manuscript and „RAIPUR/20 MY/93“ delivery 
cds. Of particular interest is the fact that the cover does not bear any Bamra stamps - being 
that it was mail from the Ruler of Bamra the Bamra State authorities let this cover travel thru 
the Bamra State postal system without any postage. While the Bamra State postal authorities 
let this cover travel without any postage the Imperial post-of� ce levied postage due of twice 
the def� cient rate of 2 annas (4  annas). Most unusual and extremely commercial mail from the 
State of Bamra during it‘s stamp issuing period. (T) b 1.500,-
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P 580 BAMRA: 1893, cover, with parts missing, from the Raja of Bamra‘s Of� ce to the Political agent 
in Raipur bearing 1891-93 ¼a black on reddish-purple tied by native „BARMA/31-9-1893“ cds 
bearing on obverse, Br. India QV ½a blue-green tied by „SAMBALPUR/OCT 5/93“ squared circle 
cds of the Imperial exchange of� ce in Bamra State where a boxed „POSTAGE DUE/ONE ANNA“ 
was struck on the front which was subsequently changed to ½a in red ink (upon the realization 
that the cover was prepaid with a ½a stamp) with manuscript annotation „Paid ½anna / initials 
of postman /6-10-93“ with two „RAIPUR/6 OC./93“ delivery cds. Commercially used combina-
tion covers of Bamra State are extremely rare - this being one of three recorded examples. (M) 27 b 1.200,-

P 581 BAMRA: Native stampless cover (faults) with a rare specimen of the „BAMRA/OC 5 1897“ large single 
ring cds. b 100,-

582 BAMRA: 1910 registered Royal crested envelope with crested seal of Bamra from the Raja of Bamra to 
The Palace, Sambalpur (Bamra State) bearing British India KEVII ½a pair + 1a x 3 tied by „BALLYGUNGE/
CALCUTTA/4 AP 10“ cds and „DEOGARH/7 AP/10“ delivery cds on reverse. (T) b 80,-

BARWANI
P 584 BARWANI: 1921 ¼a blue-green clear impression on medium wove paper perf 7 all around mint no gum as 

issued very rare stamp in � ne condition SG catalogue value £170 SG 1 (*)  120,-

P 585 BARWANI: 1921, ¼a blue-green, clear impression medium wove paper perf 7 all around, com-
plete booklet pane of four, variety double row of horizontal perfs affectin all four stamps, mint 
no gum as issued, certi� cate ISES. Unique showpiece! SG 1 var (*)  700,-

P 586 BARWANI: 1921 ½a dull blue perf 7 all around unused no gum as issued, SG catalogue value £375. 2 (*)  200,-

P 587 BARWANI: 1921 ¼a green blurred impression soft wove paper perf 7 on two or three sides complete 
booklet pane of four mint no gum as issued SG catalogue value £120 as singles SG 3 (*)  100,-

P 588 BARWANI: 1922, ¼a dull blue clear impression on thick glazed wove paper perforation 7, booklet pane of 
four with large margins on two sides, small thin away from stamp, mint no gum as issued, certi� cate ISES, 
SG catalogue value £520+ SG 7 (*)  300,-

P 589 BARWANI: 1922, ¼a deep grey-blue on smooth soft medium wove paper, perf 7 on two or three sides, 
complete booklet pane of four, mint no gum as issued, certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £ 300 as 
singles SG 8 (*)  200,-

P 590 BARWANI: 1922, 1a vermilion on thick glazed white wove paper, variety imperf between (vertical pair), 
mint no gum as issued, certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £ 375. SG 10 a (*)  250,-

P 591 BARWANI: 1928 native notice registered cover (small faults) bearing 1922 2a purple tied by native cds SG 11 b 100,-

P 592 BARWANI: 1938 native registered cover bearing 1922 2a purple pair variety imperf between 
(horizontal pair) tied by native cds, certi� cate ISES great rarity on cover SG catalogue value 
£1425 SG 11b b 1.000,-

P 593 BARWANI: 1922 2a purple on thick glazed white wove paper perf 11 variety imperf between (vertical pair) 
mint no gum as issued SG catalogue value £190 SG 11c (*)  120,-

P 594 BARWANI: 1922, 2a purple on thick glazed paper complete booklet pane of four with variety imperf be-
tween (vertical pair), mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £380. 11c v/(*) 200,-

P 595 BARWANI: 1922 ¼a grey unused vertical pair variety imperf pair, mint without gum as issued, SG cata-
logue value £550. 13a (*)  300,-

P 596 BARWANI: complete booklet consisting of 16 panes of four (SG 13) with light green  cover 
stitched, on bottom. Very rare booklet not listed by SG SG 13 var (*)  800,-

P 597 BARWANI: 1923 ¼a black on wove paper perf 7 complete booklet pane of four, mint no gum as issued SG 
catalogue value £320 as singles SG 17 (*)  200,-

598 BARWANI: 1923 ¼a rose on horizontally laid battone paper perf 12, complete unused sheet of three 
panes of four with sheet watermark, mint without gum as issued. (T) 18 (*)  70,-

P 599 BARWANI: 1923, ¼a rose on horizontally laid batonne paper, pin perf 6, complete booklet pane 
of four, mint no gum as issued, certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £ 720 as singles SG 18 b (*)  500,-

P 600 BARWANI: 1923, ¼a rose on horizontally laid batonne paper, pin perf 6, part sheet of eight 
containing two booklet panes of four, cancelled by four native cds., variety left pane imperf 
between stamp and margin, certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £760++ as normal singles, 
unique showpiece. SG 18 b / var g 800,-

P 601 BARWANI: 1923, ¼a rose on horizontally laid batonne paper, compound perf 12 and pin perf 6, complete 
booklet pane of four, two � ne cancels, certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £ 360 as singles SG 18 c g 250,-

P 602 BARWANI: 1927, 4a orange-brown on thin brittle wove paper perf 7 cancelled by a superb strike of BAR-
WANI / 4/MARCH/30 cds., certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £ 500. SG 22 g 300,-

P 603 BARWANI: 1927, 4a orange-brown very poor impression on thin brittle wove paper, perforation 7, bottom 
horizontal pair with sheet margins on three sides, variety „double row of vertical perforation“ certi� cate 
ISES, mint no gum as issued. SG 22 var (*)  400,-
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604 BARWANI: 1928-32 ½a bright yellow-green on thick glazed paper perf 7 complete booklet pane of four 
mint no gum as issued SG catalogue value £112 as singles SG 25 (*)  80,-

605 BARWANI: 1928 ¼a ultramarine on thick glazed paper perf 10.5 complete pane of eight with two tete-
beche pairs mint no gum as issued SG 26a (*)  80,-

606 BARWANI: 1928 ½a apple-green on thick glazed paper perf 10.5 complete pane of eight with four tete-
beche pairs mint no gum as issued SG 27a (*)  80,-

607 BARWANI: 1929-32 ¼a complete pane of 8 top block in indigo and bottom block in deep dull blue very 
attractive pane in two distinctly different shades proving that these sheets were printed in two operations SG 28a/b (*)  80,-

608 BARWANI: 1929-32 ¼a indigo on thick glazed paper perf 11 variety imperf between (horizontal pair) mint 
no gum as issued SG 28ab (*)  70,-

P 609 BARWANI: 1928-32 ½a myrtle-green on thick glazed paper perf 11 variety imperf between (horizontal 
pair) mint no gum as issued SG catalogue value £350 SG 29a (*)  200,-

610 BARWANI: 1928-32, ½a myrtle-green horizontal marginal pair variety imperf between, mint without gum 
as issued, SG catalogue value £350. 29a (*)  200,-

P 611 BARWANI: 1935 native cover from Silawad to Niwali bearing ½a turquoise-green horizontal pair tied by 
native cds with Niwali delivery cds SG 29b b 100,-

P 612 BARWANI: 1928-32, ½a turquoise-blue on thick glazed paper perforation 11, pair variety imperf between 
(vertical pair), small thin between stamps, mint no gum as issued, certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £ 
700. SG 29ba (*)  400,-

P 613 BARWANI: 1936 native registered cover bearing 1929-32 ½a turquoise-green on thick glazed 
paper perf 11 variety imperf between (vertical pair) other stamps now missing SG catalogue 
value for stamps only £800 SG 29ba b 1.000,-

P 614 BARWANI: 1928-32, ½a myrtle-green, horizontal pair from top of sheet, variety double row of vertical 
perforation, mint no gum as issued, certi� cate ISES SG 29 var (*)  200,-

P 615 BARWANI: 1932 cover bearing 1931 1a rose-carmine on thick glazed paper perf 11 tied by RAJPUR cds 
with Barwani delivery cds, SG catalogue value £150 SG 30 b 100,-

616 BARWANI: 1931 native cover made from newspaper from Silawad to Barwani bearing 1931 1 anna rose-
carmine tied by Silawad dispatch cds with Barwani 6 May 1931 delivery cds. SG catalogue value £150. (T) 30 b 80,-

P 617 BARWANI 1939, 1a brown, last printing, two complete sheets of four (+ single), one on Off-white paper, the 
other on Cream paper with additional vertical and horizontal perforation line into, very � ne. (M) SG 39 v/(*) 400,-

P 618 BARWANI: 1941 8a booklet containing 8 panes of ¼4a (SG 32A) a rare booklet SG catalogue 
£1300 SG SB1 **   1.000,-

P 619 BARWANI: 1947 8a complete booklet containing 8 panes of 32 (SG 32B) in superb condition SG catalogue 
value £300 SG SB16 **   200,-

620 BARWANI: 1947 8a complete booklet containing 8 panes (32 stamps) of ¼a (SG 32B) with clear cover 
printed ”32 STAMPS/VALUE As. 8.” � ne condition SG catalogue value £300 SG SB16 **   200,-

P 621 BARWANI: 1944 postcard bearing 1932 ½a blue-green close setting tied by native cds SG 33A b 100,-

P 622 BARWANI: 1947 1r complete booklet containing 8 panes of 32 (SG 33B) very � ne condition SG 
catalogue value £750 SG SB8 **   500,-

P 623 BARWANI: 1932 1a block of four on local handmade registered cover cancelled by BARWANI 3 JAN 34“ 
cds with boxed registration strike on front - reduced at left. £168 SG 34A b 80,-

P 624 BARWANI: 1932-47, 1a brown close setting pair variety imperf between (horizontal pair), mint 
never hinged with left margin, one of only two known copies of this great rarity-rarest stamp of 
Barwani State, certi� cate ISES SG 34 A a **   2.000,-

P 625 BARWANI: 1947 2r complete booklet containing 8 panes of 32 (SG 34B) in superb condition 
very rare booklet SG catalogue value £1500 SG SB9 **   1.000,-

P 626 BARWANI: 1932-47 2a rose-carmine wide setting mint hinged with full original gum ISES certi� cate, SG 
catalogue value £450. SG 35 a B *    250,-

P 627 BARWANI: 1932-47 2a rose-carmine wide setting horizontal marginal pair mint hinged with full 
original gum ISES certi� cate, SG catalogue value £900. SG 35 a B *    500,-

P 628 BARWANI: 1941 4r complete booklet containing 8 panes of 32 (SG 35A) SG catalogue value £600 SG SB4 **   400,-

P 629 BARWANI: 1942  registered cover bearing 1932-47 tied by indistinct native cds. With BARWANI delivery 
cds. on reverse, SG catalogue value £165. 36B b 100,-

P 630 BARWANI: 1945 ½a yellowish-green a complete booklet of eight panes (32 stamps) with clear 
cover unlisted in booklet form by SG, certi� cate ISES possibly unique SG 38 a B var **   1.200,-

P 631 BARWANI: 1945, local addressed printed envelope bearing on reverse 1932-45 revenue 1a red 
(Koeppel & Manners No.240) tied by ‚BARWANI/24 FEB 45‘ cds. The adhesive was accepted as 
payment for postage at origin but disallowed on receipt with boxed ‚postage due‘, an extremely 
rare usage of the BARWANI revenue adhesive for postage, certi� cate BPA. (T) b 800,-
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P 632 BARWANI: 1948 native cover made from newspaper from Pansemal to Barwani bearing 1947 1a brown 
wide setting perf 7.5 tied by part „PANSEMAL“ cds and „BARWANI/10 JUNE 48“ delivery cds. SG catalogue 
value £180. (T) 39Ba b 100,-

P 633 BARWANI: 1947 2r complete booklet containing 32 stamps of 1a perf 8.5 (SG 39Ba) in superb condition, 
SG catalogue value £475 SG SB15 **   300,-

P 634 BARWANI: 1947 2r complete booklet containing 8 panes of 32 (SG 39Ba) in superb condition SG cata-
logue value £475 SG SB15 **   300,-

P 635 BARWANI: 1933-47, 2a bright purple wide setting mint hinged block of four, bottom stamps never hinged, 
SG catalogue value £480. 40B v/**/* 300,-

P 636 BARWANI: 1943 registered cover (small faults) from Pansemal to Barwani bearing 1933-47 2a 
bright-purple vertical pair (upper stamp defective) tied by three strikes of the dispatch cds with 
Barwani delivery cds. BPA certi� cate. SG catalogue value £1500. 40B b 600,-

P 637 BARWANI: 1933-47, 2a rose carmine, wide setting, booklet pane of four with margins all around, mint 
never hinged, SG catalogue value 140 as singles SG 41b **   100,-

P 638 BARWANI: 1947 4r complete booklet containing 8 panes of 32 (SG 41B) very rare booklet in 
superb condition SG catalogue value £1300 SG SB 12 **   1.000,-

P 639 BARWANI: 1941 4a sage-green wide setting (5th setting) pane of four mint top pair hinged bottom pair 
never hinged SG catalogue value £160 as singles SG 42b **/* 100,-

P 640 BARWANI: registered cover (small faults) bearing 1939 4a pale sage-green wide setting tied by native cds 
with boxed native registration strike on front SG catalogue value £150 SG 42Ba b 100,-

P 641 BARWANI: 1940 native cover bearing 1938 1a brown (corner fault) tied by native cds SG catalogue value 
£255 SG 43 b 150,-

P 642 BARWANI: 1942 native registered cover bearing 1938 1a brown block of four cancelled by native cds, 
certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £510 SG 43 b 250,-

P 643 BARWANI: 1938 native local cover made from newspaper bearing 1938 1a brown tied by indistinct cds 
with delivery cds in black. SG catalogue value £255. (T) 43 b 120,-

644 BARWANI: 1942 revenue document bearing 2 court fee adhesives (2a & 4a) plus 2a writing fee adhesive 
along with 2a defence service victory label. (T) b 70,-

645 BARWANI: 1945 Local stampless of� cial cover made from native newspaper from Rajpur to Rajpur with 
“RAJPUR/BARWANI/31 JAN 45” dispatch cds and “RAJPUR/BARWANI/2 FEB 45” delivery cds. b 70,-

BHAVNAGAR
646 BHAVNAGAR: Set of 19 multicolour of� cial gilt edged view cards all with state crest in full colour including 

in silver at back of each. A very � ne and most attractive set. (T) Ak 150,-

BHOPAL
P 648 BHOPAL: 1872 ¼a black row 3 postion 2 variety central embossing inverted with minor paper 

split caused by the embossing device mint no gum as issued - great rarity SG catalogue value 
for normal stamp £750 SG 1 var (*)  600,-

P 649 BHOPAL: 1972 ¼a black used on piece with manuscript cancel minor pin hole, certi� cate ISES SG cata-
logue value £550 SG 1 g 300,-

650 BHOPAL: 1880 ½a brown-red value not in parenthesis, block of 4 mint never hinged with gum (normally 
without gum) with irregular perfs as usual, bottom left stamp defective. SG catalogue value £72 for nor-
mal stamps without gum. 13 v/** Gebot

651 BHOPAL: 1889 ¼a black horizontal marginal pair with variety embossing inverted, mint without gum as 
issued. 27 var (*)  Gebot

652 BHOPAL: 1889-90 ¼a black on native cover tied by intaglio seal cancel with large and small native cds 
on reverse. 29 b 60,-

653 BHOPAL: 1889-90 2a blue on native cover with large and small native cds on reverse. 31 b 60,-

P 654 BHOPAL: 1884 ¼a blue-green with error “JAN” for “JAHAN” mint without gum as issued, irregular perfs as 
usual, SG catalogue value £160. 48a (*)  80,-

655 BHOPAL: 1888 native cover bearing ¼a deep green. 58 b Gebot

656 BHOPAL: Br. India QV ½a blue postal stationery envelope from Goona to Bhopal with ‘BHOPAL/MAY 1” 
arrival cds and “SIRONJ/MAY 2” delivery cds. GA Gebot

P 657 BHOPAL: 1903 Die proof of 1 anna SG type 20 in blue on pale bluish card - ex Perkins Bacon. (*)  60,-

658 BHOPAL: 1903 Die proof of 1 anna SG type 20 in pale brown on creme card - ex Perkins Bacon. (*)  60,-

P 659 BHOPAL: 1903 Plate proof of 1 anna SG type 20 (part bock of 9) in red on crème wove paper. (*)  100,-

660 BHOPAL: 1903 4a yellow with circular embossing, complete sheet of 8, mint without gum as issued, 
toned. SG catalogue value £160 as singles. 96 (*)  70,-
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P 661 BHOPAL: 1903 4a yellow on laid paper with circular embossing horizontal marginal pair mint no gum as 
issued certi� cate ISES SG catalogue value £320 SG 96a (*)  160,-

P 662 BHOPAL: 1932-34 ½a to 4a with inscriptions “BHOPAL GOVT” on right, complete set of 5 in blocks of 6, 
mint without gum as issued. SG catalogue value £240 as singles. O314-7 (*)  100,-

P 663 BHOPAL: 1908-11 1a carmine-red overprinted “SERVICE” SG Type O1, variety imperf marginal block of 4, 
mint without gum, SG catalogue value £320. O302b v/(*) 150,-

P 664 BHOPAL: 1911 4a brown overprinted “SERVICE” SG Type O1, variety imperf block of 4, mint without gum, 
not listed in SG. O304 var v/(*) 150,-

665 BHOPAL: 1908-11 2a blue overprinted “SERVICE” SG Type O2 block of 4 with variety overprint inverted. 
Mint 1 stamp hinged 3 never hinged. SG catalogue value £100 as singles. O307a v/*/** 70,-

666 BHOPAL: 1911 4a brown overprinted “SERVICE” SG Type O2 block of 4 with variety overprint inverted. Mint 
2 stamps hinged 2 never hinged. SG catalogue value £80 as singles. O308a v/*/** 60,-

667 BHOPAL: 1911 4a brown overprinted “SERVICE” sag Type O2 vertical strip of 3 with variety imperf, mint 
without gum, SG catalogue value £135. O308c (*)  70,-

P 668 BHOPAL: 1932 ¼a orange with inscriptions “BHOPAL STATE” on right, variety imperf horizontal pair mint 
without gum, not listed in SG. O313 var p/(*) 150,-

P 669 BHOPAL: 1935-36 ¼a on 4a chocolate overprint in red � ne used copy certi� cate ISES SG catalogue value 
£375 SG O322 g 200,-

P 670 BHOPAL: 1935-36 3p on 4a chocolate with error ”THEEE” instead of ”THREE” mint hinged, cer-
ti� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £850 SG O324a *    500,-

P 671 BHOPAL: 1938 ½a purple-brown and green variety ”SERVICE” overprinted double unrecorded by SG mint 
hinged certi� cate ISES SG O336d var *    250,-

P 672 BHOPAL: 1938 2a green and violet, variety imperf between vertical strip of 3, mint hinged. SG catalogue 
value £180. O338b *    100,-

P 673 BHOPAL: 1949 8a bright purple and blue marginal block of 4 one with error ”SERAICE” for ”SERVICE” mint 
never hinged 2 hinged, certi� cate ISES SG catalogue value £770 as singles SG O343/a **/* 400,-

P 674 BHOPAL: 1949 2a on 1.5a perf 11 very � ne used copy - great KGVI rarity SG catalogue value 
£1300 SG O357a g 700,-

BHOR
P 675 BHOR: 1879 ½a carmine block of 4 with large margins each stamp cancelled by heart shaped intaglio 

cancel. Used multiples of Bhor are rare. 1 v/g 120,-

676 BHOR: 1879 ½a carmine vertical strip of 4 each stamp cancelled by circular intaglio cancel. Used mul-
tiples of Bhor are rare. 1 g 100,-

P 677 BHOR: Native cover bearing 1879 ½a carmine cancelled by native intaglio seal cancel. Bhor 
covers are extremely rare. 1 b 750,-

P 678 BHOR 1879, 1/2a carmine, complete sheet of 32, � ne unused as issued. Scarce to � nd in com-
plete sheet. (M) SG 1 (32) (*)  800,-

P 679 BHOR: 1 anna slate violet receipt stamp used on piece with error - head inverted, certi� cate ISES. d 120,-

P 680 BHOR: Native cover bearing 1901 ½a red tied to cover by a special cancel which was designed 
so as not to obliterate the Maharaja’s portrait. Bhor covers are extremely rare. (T) 3 b 600,-

P 681 BHOR: 1901 ½a red complete sheet of 21 with position 1 partly printed, mint without gum as issued, 
minor peripheral staining and vertical crease affecting 3 stamps. Complete sheet of Bhor are very rare. 
SG catalogue value £357 as singles. 3 (*)  200,-

BIJAWAR
P 682 BIJAWAR: 1935-36 3p to 2a complete set handstamped “SPECIMEN”, no gum as issued. 1-5 var (*)  250,-

P 683 BIJAWAR: 1935-37 3p to 2a complete set both perf 11 and Roulette 7 + 4a to 1r, mint hinged being all the 
stamps issued by the State of Bijawar. SG catalogue value £180. 1-15 *    100,-

684 BIJAWAR: 1935-36 3p brown complete sheet of 6, mint never hinged, SG catalogue value £48 as singles. 1 **   Gebot

685 BIJAWAR: 1935-36 6p carmine complete sheet of 6, mint never hinged with some toning & stains, SG 
catalogue value £45 as singles. 2 **   Gebot

686 BIJAWAR: 1935-36 9p violet complete sheet of 6, mint never hinged, SG catalogue value £60 as singles. 3 **   Gebot

P 687 BIJAWAR: 1935-36 9p violet with variety imperf pair, large margins of 3 sides, mint hinged, SG catalogue 
value £140. 3a *    80,-

P 688 BIJAWAR: 1935-36 9p vertical impef pair with error chocolate instead of violet, mint hinged on margin with 
2 creases and minor staining. Previously unrecorded and possibly unique. Certi� cate ISES with normal 
issued stamp for comparison. 3a var **/* 300,-
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689 BIJAWAR: 1935-36 1a blue horizontal marginal strip of 3 with variety double row of horizontal perfs in 
middle, mint never hinged with diagonal crease. 4 var **   120,-

690 BIJAWAR: 1935-36 2a deep-green block of 4 with variety double row of horizontal perfs in middle, mint 
never hinged. 5 var v/** 120,-

P 691 BIJAWAR: 1935-36 2a deep-green complete sheet of 12 with 2 panes of 6 tete-beche with variety imperf 
between stamp and margin on top and bottom + double row of horizontal perforation in the middle. 4 
stamps hinged the remaining 8 never hinged. A spectacular error. (T) 5 var **/* 300,-

692 BIJAWAR: 1936 3p brown roulette 7 complete sheet of 6, mint never hinged, SG catalogue value £36 as 
singles. 6 **   Gebot

P 693 BIJAWAR: 1936-37, two complete sets (3p-2a roul, 4a-1r perf) in complete sheets of 6 each. 1r 
value with variety ‘’1 Rs’’ for ‘’1 R’’, � ne series. (SG ca. £840+++) (M) SG 6-15, 15a **   500,-

694 BIJAWAR: 1936 6p carmine roulette 7 complete sheet of 6, mint never hinged, SG catalogue value £48 
as singles. 7 **   Gebot

695 BIJAWAR: 1936 9p violet roulette 7 complete sheet of 6, mint never hinged, SG catalogue value £36 as 
singles. 8 **   Gebot

P 696 BIJAWAR: 1937 4a to 1r (complete set of 5) very � ne used. A very rare set in used condition. Certi� cate 
ISES SG catalogue value £550. 11-15 g 300,-

P 697 BIJAWAR: 1937 4a orange marginal pair, variety imperf between (vertical pair), mint never hinged, SG 
catalogue value £ 140. 11a p/** 80,-

698 BIJAWAR: 1937 6a lemon marginal pair, variety imperf between (vertical pair), mint never hinged with 
minor toning, SG catalogue value £150. 12a p/** 80,-

P 699 BIJAWAR: 1937 6a lemon horizontal pair variety imperf pair with large margins, mint hinged, SG catalogue 
value £200. 12b *    100,-

P 700 BIJAWAR: 1937 8a emerald-green variety imperf between stamp and bottom margin, mint hinged. 13 var *    100,-

P 701 BIJAWAR: 1937 12a greenish-blue variety imperf between stamp and top margin, mint hinged. 14 var *    100,-

P 702 BIJAWAR: 1937 12a greenish-blue vertical pair variety imperf pair with large margins, mint never hinged 
with minor paper adhesion on one stamp on back, SG catalogue value £250. 14a p/** 150,-

703 BIJAWAR: 1937 1r horizontal marginal pair one with variety “Rs” instead of “R”, hinged on the margin 
stamps never hinged. SG catalogue value £97 as singles. 15/15a p/** 60,-

P 704 BIJAWAR: 1937 1r bright-violet horizontal pair variety imperf pair with large margins, mint never hinged, 
SG catalogue value £300. 15b **   200,-

P 705 BIJAWAR: 1938 airmail cover from Bijawar to UK addressed to the Prince of Patiala State with multicolour 
Royal State crest & “BIJAWAR STATE” embossed on � ap bearing Br. India KGV & KGVI adhesives tied to 
cover with “CHHATARPUR/29 JAN 38” cds. Most attractive cover. b 100,-

BUNDI
707 BUNDI: Stampless hand made cover with illustration of dagger from Jaipur to Bundi with Jaipur dispatch 

cds, boxed “POSTAGE DUE/1 anna (in manuscript)”, boxed ‘UNPAID/SORTING”, octagonal “DEOLEE” sort-
ing strike and “BOONDEE” arrival cds. b 70,-

708 BUNDI: Stampless hand made cover from Jaipur to Bundi with various dispatch, transit, sorting and 
“BOONDEE” arrival cds. b Gebot

709 BUNDI: Stampless hand made cover with illustration of dagger from Jaipur to Bundi with Jaipur dispatch 
cds, boxed “POSTAGE DUE/1 anna (in manuscript)”, boxed ‘UNPAID/SORTING”, octagonal “DEOLEE” sort-
ing strike and “BOONDEE” arrival cds. b 70,-

P 710 BUNDI: Stampless hand made cover with illustration of dagger from Jaipur to Bundi with Jaipur dispatch 
cds, boxed “POSTAGE DUE/1 anna (in manuscript)”, Kotah transit cds and “BUNDI/MAR.15” arrival cds. b 70,-

P 711 BUNDI: QV ½a blue postal stationery envelope from Jaipur to Bundi with illustration of dagger with “BUN-
DI/SEP 2/96” delivery cds on reverse. GA 70,-

712 BUNDI: 1896 cover posted at the Imperial post-of� ce at Bundi to Rutlam bearing QV ½a blue-green tied 
by “BUNDI/AP 2/86” squared circle cds and “RUTLAM/5 AP./96” delivery cds. b Gebot

713 BUNDI: Folded letter bearing a � ne strike of 21mm “THANA GANDOLI” intaglio seal. d 70,-

P 714 BUNDI: 1894 (Dec.) ½a slate-grey vertical block of 8 mint without gum as issued. Certi� cate ISES, SG 
catalogue value £400. 2 (*)  200,-

P 715 BUNDI: 1894 (Dec.) ½a slate-grey on native local cover tied by native cds with native delivery cds on re-
verse. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £220. 2 b 120,-

P 716 BUNDI: 1896 Br. India ½a QV postal stationery envelope cancelled by “BUNDI/8 SE 96” cds bearing on 
reverse 1894 (Dec.) ½a slate-grey tied by native cds with Bombay arrival and “COLABA/BOMBAY/1ST 
DELY/11 SE/96” delivery cds on reverse. Certi� cate ISES. Combination covers of the Bundi dagger issues 
are extremely rare. 2 GA 250,-
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P 717 BUNDI: 1894 (Dec.) ½a slate-grey with variety Value at top, name below, mint without gum as issued. 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £325. 2a (*)  200,-

P 718 BUNDI: 1896 ½a slate-grey irregular block of 17 with gutter margin between two columns, mint without 
gum as issued with minor stains. (T) 3 (*)  120,-

719 BUNDI: 1912 cover bearing 1896 ½a slate-grey tied by “RAJ DAK BUNDI/16 APR/12” cds with “RAJ DAK 
BUNDI/17 APR/12” delivery cds on reverse. SG catalogue value £95. 3 b 70,-

720 BUNDI: 1897 cover bearing 1896 ½a slate-grey tied by “RAJ DAK BUNDI/BUNDI/SE 15/97” small cds. 
SG catalogue value £95. 3 b 70,-

P 721 BUNDI: 1896 ½a slate-grey corner bottom right marginal block of 4 with variety last two letters of value 
below rest on bottom right stamp (row 12 / position 7), mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG 
catalogue value £393. 3, 3a v/(*) 200,-

P 722 BUNDI: 1897-98 1a to 1r including both shades of the 1a and 2a with blade of dagger comparatively nar-
row (SG Type I) on laid paper, mint without gum as issued. A rare set of stamps (only 400 copies of the 8a 
and 200 copies of the 1r were printed). Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £650. 4-10 (*)  350,-

P 723 BUNDI: 1897 native cover bearing 1897-98 1a Indian-red with blade of dagger comparatively narrow (SG 
Type I) tied by native cds. Ex Haverbeck, SG catalogue value £280. 4 b 150,-

P 724 BUNDI: 1897 native philatelic cover bearing 1897-98 4a green with blade of dagger comparatively narrow 
(SG Type I) tied by native cds. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £1100. 8 b 400,-

P 725 BUNDI: 1898 native cover bearing 1897-98 8a Indian-red with blade of dagger comparatively 
narrow (SG Type I) on laid paper cut slightly into design on left, tied to cover by native cds with 
native delivery cds on reverse. A rare stamp on cover, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value 
£3750. 9 b 2.000,-

P 726 BUNDI: 1897-98 1r yellow on blue with blade of dagger comparatively narrow (SG Type I) on laid paper, 
mint without gum as issued. A rare stamp of which only 200 copies were printed. Certi� cate ISES, SG 
catalogue value £375. 10 (*)  200,-

727 BUNDI: 1897-98 1r yellow on blue with blade of dagger wider (SG Type III) on wove paper, used with a 
superb strike of “RAJ DAK BUNDI/12 DEC 1900” cds. 16a g Gebot

P 728 BUNDI: 1930 native registered cover (small faults) from Nainawa to Bundi City with manuscript “number 
20” in blue ink for registration number bearing on reverse 1917 2½a chrome-yellow inscriptions SG type 
A and 1930-37 ½a black inscriptions SG type E on medium wove paper both tied by “DAK RAJ BUNDI/28 
OCT/30” native cds. SG catalogue value £498. 21, 55 b 200,-

P 729 BUNDI: 1936 native cover (small faults/ crease) with registration number in manuscript without regis-
tration label bearing 1917 3a chestnut inscriptions SG type A and ½a black inscriptions SG type G on 
medium wove paper tied by native cds, SG catalogue value £508. 22, 63a b 200,-

P 730 BUNDI: 1930 registered cover bearing 1917 3a chestnut inscriptions SG type A tied by “DAK RAJ BUN-
DI/10 FEB/30” native cds, manuscript “registration number105” in red ink, cover with vertical fold affect-
ing stamp. SG catalogue value £480. 22 b 120,-

P 731 BUNDI: 1917 1r reddish-violet inscriptions SG type A (Benns setting 14) complete sheet of 4 mint without 
gum as issued, SG catalogue value £120 as singles. 25 v/(*) 70,-

P 732 BUNDI: 1930 Of� cial cover with manuscript “Kar Sarkari” (On Service) & “13-5-30” (dispatch date) bear-
ing on reverse 1914-23 ½a black inscriptions SG type B (Benns setting 26 position 4) on pelure paper 
with damage on upper right corner, tied by a rare strike of Bundi oval Court cancel with “DAK RAJ BUN-
DI/15 MAY/30” native delivery cds. 27 b 120,-

P 733 BUNDI: 1918 local cover bearing 1914-23 1a vermillion inscriptions SG type B cancelled by “DAK RAJ 
BUNDI/20 APR/48” native cds SG catalogue value £130. 28 b 70,-

P 734 BUNDI: 1935 large native registered folded cover with manuscript “registered” in blue ink on front bearing 
1915 4a apple-green inscriptions SG type B (Benns setting 13 position 1) tied by 22mm indistinct intaglio 
seal cancel with “DAK RAJ BUNDI/30 APR/35” delivery cds with two additional strikes of the 22mm inta-
glio seal one on front and one on reverse, SG catalogue value £480. 32 b 250,-

P 735 BUNDI: 1917 4a olive-yellow horizontal marginal se-tenant pair left stamp inscriptions SG type B and right 
stamp inscriptions SG type C, very � ne used cancelled by native cds. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value 
£415 as singles. 32a, 41a p/g 200,-

P 736 BUNDI: 1917 4a yellow-green (colour not listed in SG) inscriptions SG type B Benns setting 13) cancelled 
by a � ne strike of “DAK RAJ BUNDI/24 MAY/34” native cds with trivial blue ink stain on top right corner. 32a var g 150,-

P 737 BUNDI: Native registered cover bearing 1917 4a olive-yellow inscription SG type B and 1940 1a 
scarlet-vermillion inscription SG type H perf 11(with perforation fault on top right corner)  tied to 
cover by two strikes of the rare boxed “KARPEN RAJ BUNDI” - this cancel previously unrecorded. 
Certi� cate BPA, SG catalogue value £2310. 32a, 75 b 1.200,-

P 738 BUNDI: 1915 8a orange inscriptions SG type B (Benns setting 2) very � ne used, SG catalogue value £130. 34 g 70,-
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P 739 BUNDI: 1917 10a olive-sepia inscriptions SG type B (Benns setting 13) very � ne used, Certi� cate ISES, 
SG catalogue value £600. 35 g 300,-

P 740 BUNDI: 1914-23 10a yellow-brown inscriptions SG type B (Benns setting 13 position 1) mint without gum 
as issued with stain at bottom, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £300. 35a (*)  100,-

P 741 BUNDI: 1914-23 10a yellow-brown mixed setting complete sheet of 4 with inscriptions SG type B (position 
1) and inscriptions SG type C (position 2, 3, 4) mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, rare mixed 
setting sheet, SG catalogue value £570 as singles. 35a, 43b v/(*) 300,-

P 742 BUNDI: 1914-23 12a sage-green mixed setting complete sheet of 4 (Benns setting 13) with inscriptions 
SG type B (position 1) and inscriptions SG type C (position 2, 3, 4) mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate 
ISES, rare mixed setting sheet, SG catalogue value £692 as singles. 36, 44 v/(*) 350,-

743 BUNDI: 1915-41 Selection of 12 different complete sheets of 4, all overprinted “Service”, from ¼a to 4a 
denominations. (T) v/(*) 150,-

P 744 BUNDI: 1938 native local cover (small faults) bearing vertical se-tenant pair of 1937 ¼a cobalt inscrip-
tions SG type C and inscriptions SG type E on medium wove paper stamps with minor faults, tied by 3 
strikes of “DAK RAJ BUNDI/13 OCT/38” native cds. Certi� cate ISES, A rare se-tenant pair on cover, SG 
catalogue value £250++. 37c, 54b b 100,-

P 745 BUNDI: 1938 Br. India KGV 9p postcard cancelled by imperial “BUNDI/22 JUN 38” cds bearing 1937 ¼a 
cobalt inscriptions SG type C tied by native cds, with Bhawaniganj delivery cds. This postcard was posted 
at the Native post-of� ce thus requiring a Bundi stamp, was handed over to the Imperial exchange of� ce 
in Bundi for onward transmission to Bhawaniganj (outside Bundi State). A scarce combination postcard, 
SG catalogue value £230. 37c GA 120,-

P 746 BUNDI: 1924 small native cover from Dhangaon to Nainawa bearing 1917-41 ½a black inscriptions SG 
type C (Benns setting 19) Cliché A (position 2) tied by a superb strike of the rare 22mm sub post-of� ce 
“DAK KHANA DHANGAON/RAJ/BUNDI” intaglio seal cancel with “DAK RAJ BUNDI/31 AUG/24” delivery 
cds. Certi� cate ISES. 38 b 200,-

P 747 BUNDI: Native cover to Nainwa bearing on reverse ½a black inscription SG type C tied by native cds with a 
superb strike of the rare 22mm “DAK KHANA DHANGAON/RAJ BUNDI” intaglio seal on front. (T) 38 b 120,-

748 BUNDI: 1918 local cover addressed to the State Post Master bearing 1917-41 ½a black inscriptions SG 
type C tied by a clear strike of “DAK RAJ BUNDI/2MAY/18” native cds with delivery cds on reverse, cover 
and stamp with stains. 38 b Gebot

P 749 BUNDI: 1924 native registered cover from Kaaprain to Bundi City bearing 1917-41 ½a black inscriptions 
SG type C block of 4 + pair cancelled by two strikes of the rare sub post-of� ce “KAAPRAIN RAJ BUNDI/1 
DEC/24” cds with pink “KAAPRAIN” registration label on front tied by “DAK RAJ BUNDI” delivery cds. 
Stamps with stains and faults. 38 b 100,-

P 750 BUNDI: 1938 native registered cover bearing a complete sheetlet of 1936 1a deep red inscriptions SG 
type C on medium wove paper tied by 4 strikes of 22mm intaglio seal cancels with manuscript “12-6-38” 
in blue ink with pink registration label. (It was a normal practice, by Thanas (Police station/sub post-
of� ce), to obliterate stamps by manuscript date in ink upon acceptance of the article of mail as regular 
cancellers were not available to them - intaglio seal cancel were applied at a later time - such covers from 
Thanas/sub post-of� ces of Bundi State are very scarce to rare and command a premium). SG catalogue 
value £338. 39b b 200,-

P 751 BUNDI: 1938 native registered cover with manuscript “registered” in blue ink on front, bearing 
1936 4a bright apple-green inscriptions SG type C on medium wove paper tied by  “DAK RAJ 
BUNDI/2 FEB/38” native cds. Extremely rare stamp on cover. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue 
value £3000. 41b b 1.200,-

P 752 BUNDI: 1936 2r chocolate (very deep shade) & black inscriptions SG type C (Benns setting 40) on medium 
wove paper complete sheet of 4, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £280 as singles. 46 v/(*) 150,-

P 753 BUNDI: 1936 2r chocolate & black inscriptions SG type C (Benns setting 40) on medium wove paper com-
plete sheet of 4, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £280 as singles. 46a v/(*) 150,-

P 754 BUNDI: 1941 3r grey-blue & chocolate inscriptions SG type C (Benns setting 58) on medium wove paper 
complete sheet of 4, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £480 as singles. 47a v/(*) 250,-

P 755 BUNDI: 1917-41 4r emerald & scarlet inscriptions SG type C mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue 
value £300. 48 (*)  150,-

P 756 BUNDI: 5 Rupees top right corner marginal mint catalog £250 SG 49 (*)  120,-

P 757 BUNDI: 1917-41 5r scarlet  emerald inscriptions SG type C mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue 
value £300. 49 (*)  150,-

P 758 BUNDI: 1918 10a bistre inscriptions SG type D with variety semi circle omitted from 4th character - not 
listed in SG, mint without gum as issued. 52 var (*)  70,-

P 759 BUNDI: 1919 12a grey-olive inscriptions SG type D, very � ne used with large part “DAK RAJ BUNDI/21 
JAN/26” native cds, SG catalogue value £140. 53 g 80,-
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P 760 BUNDI: 1938 registered of� cial cover (faults) with “KAR SARKARI” (On Service) in manuscript bearing 
1936 3a chocolate inscriptions SG type E (Benns setting 40) on medium wove paper tied indistinct native 
cds with “DAK RAJ BUNDI/29 MAY/38” delivery cds. It should be noted that postage stamps were used on 
of� cial mail until 1941. SG catalogue value £420. 57 b 150,-

P 761 BUNDI: Native registered cover (with faults not affecting stamp) bearing 1936 3a chocolate inscriptions 
SG type E on medium wove paper tied by native cds with pink registration label, SG catalogue value £420. 57 b 200,-

P 762 BUNDI: 1936 Hand made registered postcard with tear / faults bearing 1936 3a chocolate inscriptions 
SG type E (Benns setting 40) position 1, stamp stained & creased, cancelled by “DAK RAJ BUNDI/26 
JULY/36” native cds with manuscript annotation by postman reading “REFUSED TO ACCEPT” in red ink, 
postcard returned back to sender. Registered postcards from Bundi are rare. Certi� cate ISES, SG cata-
logue value £420. 57 b 200,-

P 763 BUNDI: 1936 4a bright apple-green inscriptions SG type E on medium wove paper, variety no 
tail to 4th character, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £1000. 58ab (*)  500,-

P 764 BUNDI: 1930-32 ½a black inscriptions SG type E on very thick wove paper, corner marginal mint without 
gum as issued, SG catalogue value £100. 60 (*)  60,-

P 765 BUNDI: 1930-32 ½a black inscriptions SG type E (Benns setting 28) on very thick wove paper, complete 
sheet of ,4 mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £400 as singles. 60 v/(*) 200,-

766 BUNDI: 1931 1a bright-scarlet inscriptions SG type inscriptions SG type E (Benns setting 29) on very thick 
wove paper, complete sheet of 4, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £80 as singles. 61 v/(*) 60,-

P 767 BUNDI: 1933 native registered cover bearing 1930-32 1a block of 4 carmine-red inscriptions SG type E on 
very thick wove paper (Benns setting 29) with initials of the accepting postal clerk in manuscript tied by 4 
strikes of small “DAK RAJ BUNDI/12 SEPT/33” native cds, SG catalogue value £760. 61a b 300,-

P 768 BUNDI: 1936 ¼a indigo inscriptions SG type E (Benns setting 34 position 3) on thin horizontally 
laid paper bottom marginal copy, major error stamp printed double one albino 6mm apart, mint 
without gum as issued. Certi� cate ISES. A major rarity of Bundi - possibly unique. 62 var (*)  1.200,-

P 769 BUNDI: 1935 ¼a indigo inscriptions SG type E (Benns setting 34) on thin horizontally laid paper, two 
blocks of 4 printed tete-beche on opposite sides of the paper, mint without gum as issued. A spectacular 
item, Certi� cate ISES. (T) 62 var (*)  300,-

P 770 BUNDI: 1935 ¼a indigo inscriptions SG type E (Benns setting 34 position 1 & 2) on thin horizontally laid 
paper, vertical pair printed tete-beche, mint without gum as issued. Certi� cate ISES. 62 var p/(*) 150,-

P 771 BUNDI: 1935 ½a black complete sheet of mixed setting on medium wove paper - inscriptions SG type 
E (position 1,2,4) and inscriptions SG type F (position 3), Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £174 as 
singles. 63a, 55 v/(*) 100,-

P 772 BUNDI: 1935 4a yellow-olive inscriptions SG type F on medium wove paper, cancelled “X” by pen and as-
sumed to be � scally used. SG catalogue value £800 as postally used. 63b d 120,-

P 773 BUNDI: 1935 4a yellow-olive inscriptions SG type F on medium wove paper, on folded letter 
with sender’s name and address (Kariri) in native script to Nainwa cancelled by partly legible 
“25 OCT 34” native cds. A great rarity of Bundi sacred cow issue on cover, SG catalogue value 
£4000. (T) 63b b 1.200,-

P 774 BUNDI: 1935 1a scarlet-vermillion inscriptions SG type E (Benns setting 34 position 2) on thin horizontally 
laid paper, vertical pair printed tete-beche on opposite sides of the paper, mint without gum as issued. 
Certi� cate ISES. 63 var p/(*) 150,-

P 775 BUNDI: 1936 registered cover (usual faults / crease) bearing 1935 1a deep orange-red (instead of scar-
let-vermillion) inscriptions SG type E on thin horizontally laid paper (Benns setting 34) complete sheet of 4 
tied by 4 strikes of small “DAK RAJ BUNDI/2 MAY/36” native cds with manuscript “initials” & “1-5-36” in 
blue ink. The letter as accepted on May 1st and cancelled by native cds on May 2nd. 63 var b 200,-

776 BUNDI: 1935 native local cover bearing 1935 ½a black inscriptions SG type G on horizontally laid paper 
cancelled by “DAK RAJ BUNDI/4 NOV/35” native cds. SG catalogue value £180. 64 b 80,-

P 777 BUNDI: 1937 hand made registered postcard with manuscript “Registry no. 53” bearing 1935 1a scarlet 
inscriptions SG type G on horizontally laid paper x 3 singles tied by two small “DAK RAJ BUNDI/11 JAN/37” 
native cds with large “DAK RAJ BUNDI/12 JAN/37” delivery cds. Registered postcards from Bundi State 
are rare. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £200++. 65 b 200,-

P 778 BUNDI: 1937 home made registered postcard bearing 1935 4a bright-green inscriptions SG type G (Ben-
ns setting 35) position 3 tied by “DAK RAJ BUNDI/11 OCT/37” native cds with pink registration label, 
manuscript annotation by postman reading “REFUSED TO ACCEPT” in red ink, postcard returned back to 
sender. Registered postcards from Bundi are rare. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £manuscript anno-
tation by postman reading “REFUSED TO ACCEPT” in red ink, postcard returned back to sender. Registered 
postcards from Bundi are rare. Certi� cate ISES. 66 b 250,-

779 BUNDI: Native registered cover reduced on bottom bearing 1935 4a inscriptions SG type G on horizontally 
laid paper cancelled by indistinct native cds with pink registration label.. 66 b 80,-
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P 780 BUNDI: 1937 Native registered cover bearing two complete sheets of 1936 ½a inscriptions SG type G 
on medium wove paper (banns setting 42) 3 stamps with faults, tied by indistinct native cds with pink 
registration label. A rare usage of 2 complete sheets to make up the 4a registered single weight cover 
rate. Certi� cate ISES. 66a b 300,-

P 781 BUNDI: 1936 folded document usual faults from sub post-of� ce Khinya bearing 1936 4a yellow-green 
inscriptions SG type G on medium wove paper tied by a superb strike of 23mm “THANA KHINYA” intaglio 
cancel with manuscript “ initials” & “3-8-36” in blue ink. (It was a normal practice, by Thanas (Police sta-
tion/sub post-of� ce), to obliterate stamps by manuscript date in ink upon acceptance of the article of mail 
as regular cancellers were not available to them - intaglio seal cancel were applied at a later time - such 
covers from Thanas/sub post-of� ces of Bundi State are very scarce to rare and command a premium). SG 
catalogue value £1100. 66b b 400,-

P 782 BUNDI: 1938 4a emerald inscriptions SG type H (Benns setting 46 cliché B) rouletted, on piece tied by a 
� ne strike of sub post-of� ce “THANA/DHABI” 23mm intaglio seal cancel with manuscript date in ink. (It 
was a normal practice, by Thanas (Police station/sub post-of� ce), to obliterate stamps by manuscript date 
in ink upon acceptance of the article of mail as regular cancellers were not available to them - intaglio seal 
cancel were applied at a later time. 70 d 120,-

P 783 BUNDI: 1941 5r vermillion & yellow-green inscriptions SG type H position 2 with corner margins, mint 
without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £250. 72 (*)  150,-

784 BUNDI: 1938 native local cover bearing 1939 ¼a ultramarine inscriptions SG type H perf 11 horizontal 
pair tied by two strikes of “BUNDI/21 DEC/38” cds. This cover proves that these stamps were issued in 
1938 and not 1939 as suggested by the SG listing. SG catalogue value £116. 73 b 80,-

P 785 BUNDI: 1941 native cover from Lamdheri sub post-of� ce with mailing date of “30-6-41” in manuscript 
bearing 1939-41 ½a black inscriptions SG type H perf 11 tied by two superb strikes of the 23mm ex-
tremely rare “THANA LAMDHER” intaglio seal cancel to Karpen. 74 b 250,-

P 786 BUNDI: 1940 1a scarlet-vermillion inscriptions SG type H perf 11 block of 4, mint no gum with trivial stains 
on back. SG catalogue value £560 as singles. 75 (*)  150,-

P 787 BUNDI: 1944 combination cover bearing 1940 1a scarlet-vermillion inscriptions SG type H perf 11 tied by 
two strikes of “DAK RAJ BUNDI/19 DEC 44” native cds with “X” in blue crayon over adhesive also bearing 
Br. India KGVI 3p pair + 1a tied to cover by “BUNDI/19 DEC 44” Imperial cds with “BANDIKUI/21 DEC 44” 
delivery cds on reverse. This cover was posted at the Native post-of� ce thus requiring a Bundi stamp, was 
handed over to the Imperial exchange of� ce in Bundi for onward transmission to Bandikui (outside Bundi 
State). A scarce combination cover. 75 b 250,-

P 788 BUNDI: 1940 local cover bearing 1940 ½a black inscriptions SG type I with small tear on upper left cor-
ner, tied by two strikes of the extremely rare “THANA GANDHOLI” intaglio cancel in blue. Certi� cate ISES. 77 b 300,-

789 BUNDI: Folded court notice bearing 1941-44 2 x 3p bright-blue + 2a deep-brown + 1947 ½a violet & 1 
anna yellow-green pair all tied by large oval intaglio seal cancel. 79, 82a, 87, 88 d 100,-

790 BUNDI: 1941-48 3p bright blue marginal horizontal strip of 4 from top of sheet with variety double row of 
horizontal perforations, mint without gum as issued, stain spots. 79 var (*)  Gebot

P 791 BUNDI: 1941 6p, 1a, 2a (SG 80, 81, 82a) on local handmade registered cover with pink registration label 
on front - multicolour franking. £222 SG 80, 81, 82a b 80,-

792 BUNDI: 1941-44 1a orange-red on cover (usual faults) from Lakheri tied by a rare strike of the 23mm 
“THANA LAKHERI” intaglio seal cancel. 81 b 100,-

P 793 BUNDI: 1941-44 1a orange-red 4 copies on registered cover (tear / usual faults) tied by four strikes of 
the rare “BARAN” 22mm intaglio seal cancel with acknowledgement receipt attached to the letter with 
manuscript annotation by postman in native language reading “refused to accept letter”, letter being sent 
back to the sender, small envelope tear not affecting stamps, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £156. 81 b 100,-

P 794 BUNDI: 1947 ½a violet on local cover (reduced at right) tied by native cds. SG catalogue value £350. 87 b 100,-

P 795 BUNDI: 1947 1a yellow-green x 4 on native registered cover, stamps cancelled by a superb strike of the 
very rare 22mm “THANA HINDOLI” sub post-of� ce intaglio seal strike with pink registration label on front, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £496. 88 b 250,-

P 796 BUNDI: 1915-41 2½a chrome-yellow inscriptions SG type A (Benns setting 14 position 1) with overprint SG 
type O1 in red, mint without gum as issued with faults resulting from uneven perf separation. Certi� cate 
ISES, SG catalogue value £300. O2aA (*)  150,-

P 797 BUNDI: 1915-41 2½a chrome-yellow inscriptions SG type A (Benns setting 14) with overprint SG type O2 
in red, mint without gum as issued. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £325. O2aB (*)  160,-

P 798 BUNDI: 1915-41 3a chestnut inscriptions SG type A (Benns setting 14) with overprint SG type O1 in red, 
mint without gum as issued. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £325. O3bA (*)  160,-

P 799 BUNDI: 1915-41 3a chestnut inscriptions SG type A (Benns setting 14) with overprint SG type O2 in red, 
mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £325. O3bB (*)  160,-

800 BUNDI: 1915-31 ¼a ultramarine inscriptions SG type B with overprint SG type O3 in black complete sheet 
of 4 variety only 2 overprints between 4 stamps mint without gum as issued. O6C var p/(*) 70,-
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P 801 BUNDI: 1915-41 ½a black inscriptions SG type B (Benns setting 21) with overprint SG type O1 in red com-
plete sheet of 4, variety one stamp without overprint, mint without gum as issued. O7aA var p/(*) 150,-

802 BUNDI: 1915-41 1a carmine complete sheet of 4 with mixed settings inscriptions SG type B (position 2) 
and inscriptions SG type 3 (position 1, 3, 4) with overprint SG type O2 in black, mint without gum as is-
sued. O8bB, O17aB p/(*) Gebot

P 803 BUNDI: 1915-41 4a olive-yellow inscriptions SG type B (Benns setting 13) with overprint SG type 
O1 in red, mint without gum as issued. Unpriced in SG - possibly unique. O10baA (*)  600,-

P 804 BUNDI: 1915-41 6a pale ultramarine inscriptions SG type B with overprint SG type O1 in red, mint without 
gum as issued, SG catalogue value £500. O11aA (*)  300,-

P 805 BUNDI: 1915-41 6a deep ultramarine inscriptions SG type B with overprint SG type O1 in red, with dra-
matic pre-printing paper fold variety, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value 
£225 for normal stamp. O11baA (*)  300,-

P 806 BUNDI: 1915-41 6a deep ultramarine inscriptions SG type B with overprint SG type O1 in red, very � ne 
used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £225 for unused, used being considerably rarer. O11baA g 300,-

P 807 BUNDI: 1915-41 8a orange inscriptions SG type B with overprint SG type O1 in red, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £450. O12aA (*)  250,-

P 808 BUNDI: 1915-41 ¼a ultramarine inscriptions SG type C (Benns setting 18 position 4), error overprint SG 
type O1 in black on reverse, � ne used with minor pin hole, Certi� cate ISES. O15A var g 150,-

809 BUNDI: 1915-41 ½a black inscriptions SG type C (Benns setting 19) with overprint SG type O2 in black 
complete sheet of 4, variety 2 overprints between 4 stamps, mint without gum as issued with some toning. O16B var v/(*) 70,-

810 BUNDI: 1915-41 ½a black inscriptions SG type C (Benns setting 19) with overprint SG type O3 in black 
complete sheet of 4, variety 2 overprints between 4 stamps, mint without gum as issued with some toning. O16C var v/(*) 100,-

P 811 BUNDI: 1915-41 1a orange-red vertical pair inscriptions SG type C with overprint SG type O1 in black, 
variety one stamp without overprint, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES. O17A var p/(*) 100,-

P 812 BUNDI: 1915-41 2a emerald vertical pair inscriptions SG type C (Benns setting 9) with overprint SG type 
O2 in black, variety 1 overprint between 2 stamps, used with defect on bottom stamp, Certi� cate ISES. O18B var p/g 100,-

P 813 BUNDI: 1915-41 2a sage-green inscriptions SG type C with overprint SG type O3, used, Certi� cate ISES. 
SG catalogue value £110 for unused. O18bC g 120,-

P 814 BUNDI: 1915-41 4a yellow-green inscriptions SG type C with overprint SG type O2 in red, mint 
without gum as issued. Unpriced in SG - possible unique. O19bB (*)  800,-

P 815 BUNDI: 1915-41 10a olive-sepia (SG 43a) inscriptions SG type C with overprint SG type O2 in black, mint 
without gum as issued, not listed in SG. O21B var (*)  200,-

P 816 BUNDI: 1915-41 2r red-brown & black inscriptions SG type C with overprint SG type O1 in black, mint 
without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £400. O24A (*)  200,-

P 817 BUNDI: 1915-41 2r chocolate & black on medium wove paper marginal vertical pair inscriptions 
SG type C (Benns setting 40) with overprint SG type O1 in black, error bottom stamp without 
overprint, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES. SG catalogue value £1800 as normal - 
this being a unique example of this spectacular error. O24cA var p/(*) 1.200,-

P 818 BUNDI: 1915-41 4r emerald & scarlet marginal vertical pair inscriptions SG type C with over-
print SG type O1 in black, error bottom stamp without overprint, mint without gum as issued, 
some perf separation between stamps reinforced with hinge, Certi� cate ISES. SG catalogue 
value £600 as normal - this being a unique example of this spectacular error. O26A var (*)  1.200,-

P 819 BUNDI: 1915-41 2½a buff inscriptions SG type D (Benns setting 16) with overprint SG type O1 in red, mint 
without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £350. O28bA (*)  150,-

P 820 BUNDI: 1915-41 2½a buff inscriptions SG type D (Benns setting 16) with overprint SG type O2 in red, mint 
without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £500. O28bB (*)  300,-

P 821 BUNDI: 1915-41 10a bistre inscriptions SG type D with overprint SG type O1 in black, variety dot and semi-
circle omitted, mint without gum as issued. O30A var (*)  150,-

P 822 BUNDI: 1915-41 ¼a cobalt inscriptions SG type F on medium wove paper with overprint SG type O3 in red, 
mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £120. O32caC (*)  70,-

P 823 BUNDI: 1915-41 3a chocolate inscriptions SG type E (Benns setting 40) with overprint SG type O1 in black, 
mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £190. O35A (*)  100,-

824 BUNDI: 1915-41 3a chocolate inscriptions SG type E (Benns setting 40) with overprint SG type O2 in black, 
mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £130. O35B (*)  70,-

P 825 BUNDI: 1915-41 3a chocolate inscriptions SG type E with overprint SG type O3 in black, mint without gum 
as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £250. O35C (*)  150,-

P 826 BUNDI: 1915-41 ½a black inscriptions SG type E on very thick wove paper with overprint SG type O1 in 
black, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £170. O37A (*)  100,-
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P 827 BUNDI: 1915-41 1a bright-scarlet inscriptions SG type E on very thick wove paper with overprint SG type 
O3 in black, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £400. O38C (*)  200,-

P 828 BUNDI: 1915-41 ¼a indigo inscriptions SG type E on thin horizontally laid paper (Benns setting 34 posi-
tion1) vertical marginal pair with overprint SG type O2 in red, variety stamps printed tete-beche on oppo-
site sides of the paper, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES. O39aB var (*)  150,-

P 829 BUNDI: 1915-41 ¼a indigo inscriptions SG type E on thin horizontally laid paper (Benns setting 34) with 
overprint SG type O3 in red, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £275. O39aC (*)  150,-

P 830 BUNDI: 1915-41 1a scarlet-vermillion inscriptions SG type E on thin horizontally laid paper (Benns setting 
34 position2) vertical marginal pair with overprint SG type O1 in black, variety stamps printed tete-beche 
on opposite sides of the paper, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES. SG catalogue value £120 
as normal stamps. O40A var (*)  120,-

P 831 BUNDI: 1915-41 ½a black inscriptions SG type F (banns setting 33) with overprint SG type O1 in black, 
mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £600. O40bA (*)  300,-

P 832 BUNDI: 1915-41 ½a black inscriptions SG type F (Benns setting 33) with overprint SG type O1 in red, mint 
without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £475. O40baA (*)  250,-

P 833 BUNDI: 1915-41 ½a lack inscriptions SG type G (Benns setting 36) on vertically laid paper with overprint 
SG type O1 in black, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £170. O41bA (*)  100,-

P 834 BUNDI: 1915-41 ½a lack inscriptions SG type G (Benns setting 36) on vertically laid paper with overprint 
SG type O1 in red, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £275. O41baA (*)  150,-

P 835 BUNDI: 1915-41 ½a lack inscriptions SG type G (Benns setting 36) on vertically laid paper with overprint 
SG type O3 in red, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £500. O41baC (*)  300,-

P 836 BUNDI: 1915-41 ½a black inscriptions SG type H rouletted with overprint SG type O2 in black, mint with-
out gum as issued, SG catalogue value £120. O44B (*)  70,-

P 837 BUNDI: 1915-41 4a emerald inscriptions SG type H rouletted with overprint SG type O1 in red, mint with-
out gum as issued, SG catalogue value £650. O46aA (*)  350,-

P 838 BUNDI: 1915-41 ¼a ultramarine inscriptions SG type H perf 11 with overprint SG type O3 in black , mint 
hinged with original gum, SG catalogue value £130. O47C *    70,-

P 839 BUNDI: 1915-41 1a scarlet-vermillion inscriptions SG type H perf 11 (Benns setting 49) with overprint SG 
type O1 in black, mint hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £225. O49A *    130,-

P 840 BUNDI: 1915-41 1a rose inscriptions SG type H perf 11 (Benns setting 54) with overprint SG type O1 in 
black, mint very lightly hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £190. O49bA *    100,-

P 841 BUNDI: 1915-41 2a yellow-green inscriptions SG type H perf 11 with overprint SG type O3 in black, mint 
hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £425. O50C *    250,-

P 842 BUNDI: 1915-41 ½a black inscriptions SG type I with overprint SG type O1 in red, mint hinged with original 
gum, SG catalogue value £550. O51aA *    300,-

P 843 BUNDI: 1941 8a dull-green overprinted “SERVICE” cancelled by a � ne strike of partial Bundi cds. SG 
catalogue value £650. O58 g 300,-

844 BUNDI: 3p slate violet on thick toned card perforated 11 overprinted “CASH COUPON | BUNDI STATE” with 
serial numbers stamped on reverse - pane of 8, mint without gum as issued. (*)  Gebot

845 BUNDI: 1a red and black on thick toned card perforated 11 overprinted “CASH COUPON | BUNDI STATE” 
with serial numbers stamped on reverse - horizontal strip of 3, mint without gum as issued. (*)  Gebot

BUSSAHIR
P 846 BUSSAHIR: 1895 4a slate-violet perf 7 variety without monogram, used with a superb strike “RORHU/

BUSSAHIR STATE/6JL 96” cds, irregular perforation as usually found with thin. Unpriced in used condition 
in SG. 13c g 100,-

P 847 BUSSAHIR: 1895 engraved die proof in black on blue granite paper of ¼a second design (SG 
Type 10) in superb condition. Only two similar die proofs are recorded, one in black (in Haver-
beck’s sheet of 8 values) and another in claret (on the Douie sample sheet). The same die was 
used to produce the ¼a postal stationery envelope. Certi� cate ISES. A great rarity of Bussahir 
State. 22 var (*)  1.200,-

P 848 BUSSAHIR: 1898 native cover from Rampur to Rorhu bearing 1897 ¼a deep violet recess print-
ed from single die with monogram in rose, tied by ‘RAMPUR/BUSSAHIR STATE/10 JA 98” cds 
with “RORHU/BUSSAHIR STATE/13 AU 98” delivery cds on reverse. An incorrect month slug 
was inserted by the postal clerk either in the dispatch cds or in the receiving cds. Certi� cate 
ISES. A rare cover and extremely undervalued in the Stanley Gibbons catalogue. SG catalogue 
value £2400. 22 b 1.500,-
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P 849 BUSSAHIR: 1896 native cover from Rampur to Rorhu bearing 1896-1900 ¼a slate-violet pein-
perf with monogram in rose tied by “RAMPUR/BUSSAHIR STATE/10 DE 96” cds with “RORHU/
BUSSAHIR STATE/12 DE.96” delivery cds on reverse. Certi� cate ISES. Covers bearing Bussahir 
State stamps are extremely rare. 27 b 750,-

P 850 BUSSAHIR: 1896-1900 ¼a slate-violet pin-perf with monogram in rose, a � ne block of 24 with trivial 
perforation fault on bottom right stamp, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, large multiples of 
Bussahir are scarce, SG catalogue value £501 as singles. 27 (*)  300,-

P 851 BUSSAHIR: 1896-1900 1a olive pin perf with monogram in rose, sheet of 4 without margins, 
error imperf between (horizontally & vertically), mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES. A 
major rarity of Bussahir State, not listed in SG - Unique. 29 var v/(*) 1.500,-

P 852 BUSSAHIR: 1896-1900 2a orange-yellow with variety handstamp in rose, unlisted in SG, mint without gum 
as issued. 30 var (*)  300,-

P 853 BUSSAHIR: 1896-1900 2a orange-yellow pin-perf with monogram in blue, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £950. 30 (*)  500,-

854 BUSSAHIR: Br. India QV ½a blue-green block of 7 each cancelled by “RAMPUR | BUSSAHIR | 28 FE 00” 
cds of the Imperial post of� ce at Rampur - the State’s capital. g 70,-

P 855 BUSSAHIR: 1900 Acknowledgement receipt for registered mail bearing 1900-01 1a vermillion 
with initials in mauve + 2a orange with initials in blue, both pin-perf each tied by “RAMPUR/
BUSSAHIR/9 OC 1900” cds with a clear strike of the same cds on reverse. Certi� cate ISES, SG 
catalogue value £157 for the stamps only. 38, 42b d 500,-

P 856 BUSSAHIR 1900/01, 2a yellow with monogram in mauve, complete sheet of 50 pin-perf, � ne 
unused. The only known complete sheet. Certi� cate. (SG for single stamps: £3250) (M) SG 41 (50) (*)  2.500,-

857 BUSSAHIR: 1901 2a orange (SG type 15) imperf block of 6 handstamped “PS” initials of Padam Singh - 
these were the remainder stock that in the treasury after the State’s postal system was merged into the 
Br. India postal system. (*)  70,-

P 858 BUSSAHIR 1906, registered cover to SOUTH AFRICA, sent from Poo/Simla (9th April), registered in Ram-
pur/Bussahir (17th Apr.), via Cape Town (Reg. transit oval ds at 29th May) and Bulawayo (5th July) to the 
Clifton Mine near Belingwe. A philatellic franked cover (with 7 India stamps QV and KEVII.) but very � ne, 
most decorative and with all the postmarks. (M) b 200,-

CHARKHARI
P 859 CHARKHARI: Stampless cover with “CHARKHARI STATE/11 OC” cds with a rare strike of the native tri-

sected “CHARKHARI STATE | POSTAGE DUE”. b 60,-

P 860 CHARKHARI: 1894 ¼a rose, superb used copy of the � rst stamp of Charkhari State with large 
margins all around and brilliant colour, cancelled by squared circle “CHARKHARI STATE P.O.” 
with crossed swords in middle. Charkhari � rst issues are seldom found without the usual paper 
thins due to the nature of the paper on which these stamps were printed. Certi� cate ISES. 1 g 600,-

P 861 CHARKHARI: 1894 2annas dull green, mint without gum as issued with minor thin. Certi� cate 
ISES, A great rarity of the Charkhari � rst issue of which less than 10 copies exist. SG catalogue 
value £2500. 3 (*)  1.500,-

862 CHARKHARI: 1897 ¼a purple block of 6 with very wide spacing between stamps, each cancelled by 
squared circle “CHARKHARI STATE P.O.” with crossed swords in the middle. 5a g 70,-

P 863 CHARKHARI: 1897 ¼a magenta - error stamp printed double, mint without gum as issued, not listed in SG. 5 var (*)  200,-

P 864 CHARKHARI: 1896 Proofs of the ½a in magenta, 1a in indigo, 2a in indigo & 4a in indigo all on bluish 
green  paper. Extremely rare. 6-9 var (*)  300,-

P 865 CHARKHARI: 1902 1/4a violet complete sheet of 30 (SG 10) showing complete sheet watermark “Mer-
cantile Script Extra Strong John Haddon & Co.” - rare in complete sheet format (M) SG 10 (*)  250,-

866 CHARKHARI: 1902-04 ¼a violet block of 10 stamps spaced wide apart, mint without gum as issued. (T) 10 (*)  Gebot

P 867 CHARKHARI: 1912 1p violet (SG type 3) imperf with error stamp printed double, mint without 
gum as issued with paper on back - A spectacular error not listed in SG, possibly unique. SG 
catalogue value £750 for normal stamp. 27 var (*)  1.200,-

868 CHARKHARI: 1917 1p violet (SG type 4) block of 6 with very wide spacing, mint without gum as issued 
with trivial stains. 28 (*)  70,-

P 869 CHARKHARI: 1921 1a violet on laid paper perf 11, vertical strip of 4, mint without gum as issued, Mul-
tiples of this issue are scarce. SG catalogue value £320 as singles. 30 (*)  160,-

P 870 CHARKHARI: 1942 native registered cover bearing 1930-45 1p deep blue pair + 1941 2a greenish-grey 
both stamps with gum stains, tied by large double ring “CHARKHARI STATE | 17 JUL 42” cds with large 
double ring “CHARKHARI STATE | 18 JUL 42” cds. SG catalogue value £298. (T) 31, 43 b 120,-

P 871 CHARKHARI: 1940 native cover bearing 1939 1p deep blue horizontal pair perf 11 on top & bottom only 
imperf vertically tied by small indistinct cds with 2 strikes of the delivery cds on reverse. SG catalogue 
value £255. (T) 31c b 120,-
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P 872 CHARKHARI: 1943 1p violet imperf horizontal block of 6 variety Tete-beche (vertical pair) x 3, mint without 
gum as issued, SG catalogue value £165 as singles. 33a (*)  100,-

P 873 CHARKHARI: 1943 local homemade registered cover bearing 1941 2a greenish-grey + ½a red both tied 
by “CHARKHARI STATE | 17 NOV 43” cds with an indistinct delivery cds on reverse. SG catalogue value 
£315. (T) 37, 43 b 150,-

874 CHARKHARI: 1943 ½a red imperf horizontal block of 6 variety Tete-beche (vertical pair) x 3, mint without 
gum as issued, SG catalogue value £126 as singles. 37a (*)  60,-

875 CHARKHARI: 1943 local homemade registered cover with “registration no. 157 / 12-4-46” in manu-
script bearing on reverse 1940 1a chocolate horizontal strip of 3with glue stains, tied by indistinct large 
Charkhari State cds. (T) 40 b 70,-

P 876 CHARKHARI: 1945 native registered cover bearing 2 copies of the 1930-45 1a lake-brown with usual gum 
stains, each tied by a large double ring Charkhari 1945 cds. SG catalogue value £300. (T) 40b b 150,-

P 877 CHARKHARI: 1944 native registered homemade cover with “registered letter” in manuscript 
bearing on reverse 1944 1a red (defective) and 2a greenish-grey both on laid paper cancelled 
by a double strike of large native cds also tied by an indistinct delivery cds. Certi� cate ISES, SG 
catalogue value £1775. 41b, 43b d 800,-

P 878 CHARKHARI: 1944 native registered cover usual opening bearing a pair + single 1944 1a car-
mine on horizontally laid paper tied by large double ring “CHARKHARI STATE/6 AUG 44” cds 
with an indistinct delivery cds on reverse. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £2125. 41b b 1.200,-

P 879 CHARKHARI: 1948 native registered cover bearing a horizontal strip of three 1a deep brown-red (distinctly 
different compared to the listed shade) tied by two strikes of large double ring “CHARKHARI STATE/23 
FEB 1948” cds. SG catalogue value £400 as the normal listed shade of red - this being much scarcer. (T) 41 var b 300,-

P 880 CHARKHARI: 1945 native registered cover bearing 1940 ½a red-brown + 1941 2a greenish-grey with gum 
stains tied by large double ring cds with large double ring delivery cds. SG catalogue value £295. 35, 43 b 120,-

P 881 CHARKHARI: 1940 “1 As.” on 1r chestnut used with manuscript pen cancel (possibly � scally used). SG 
catalogue value £475. 55 g 100,-

P 882 CHARKHARI: 1940 “1 As.” on 1r chestnut variety surcharge inverted, mint very light hinged with original 
gum, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £375. 55a *    200,-

P 883 CHARKHARI: 1939 “1 ANNA” on 1r chestnut used with manuscript pen cancel and scissor cut on left (pos-
sibly � scally used). SG catalogue value £1100. 56 g 200,-

P 883A CHARKHARI: 1939-40 “1 ANNA” on 1R chestnut (SG 56) pair on cover front tied by “CHARKHARI 
STATE/30 OCT” cds. Left stamp defective. Cat. £2200 for stamps only - BPA certi� cate (T) b 1.500,-

COCHIN
P 884 COCHIN: 1835 folded letter from Cochin to UK with manuscript “Cochin Dec 6th 1835” with a � ne strike of 

boxed “INDIA LETTER/FALMOUTH” in red with a � ne strike “Addl. ½” in black on front with “MAY/15/1836” 
arrival cds in red on reverse. This letter took over 5 months to reach it’s destination. b 250,-

P 885 COCHIN: 1845 pre-stamp cover from Cochin to Bombay with a � ne strike of boxed “COCHIN/Paid” in red 
with manuscript “11-5-45 / As 5” in black ink with “BOMBAY/ MAY 19/1845” with “4” inverted delivery 
cds on front. b 100,-

P 886 COCHIN: 1948-50 2p grey-brown SG type Die II (back of headdress further away from tablet, 
wider strip of tunic visible below collar perf 10.8, complete sheet of 48 mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £5280 as singles. (M) 109b (*)  2.500,-

P 887 COCHIN: 1852 folded letter from Cochin to London bearing a � ne strike of the boxed “COCHIN/PAID” in 
red with manuscript “20-2-32 / 15as” in black ink with unframed “BOMBAY/MA 1/52” transit cds with 
London arrival cds in red. b 120,-

888 COCHIN: 1854 pre-stamp cover from Cochin to Madras with “Paid” in manuscript with boxed “COCHIN/
PAID” in red with manuscript “25-3-54” with boxed “AM” and Madras “GPO/1854 MAR 31” arrival strike 
in red. b 70,-

889 COCHIN: 1855 stampless cover from Cochin to Madras with “Bearing” in manuscript with boxed “COCHIN/
BEARING” in black with manuscript “25-9-55 / 1A” to indicated that double the de� cient postage (1a - 
twice the postage rate of ½a for single weight letter) was collected from recepiant, with boxed “AM” and 
Madras “GPO” arrival strike in red. b 70,-

P 890 COCHIN: 1909 2p on 3 p rosy-mauve surcharge SG type 7 with variety surcharge inverted, mint without 
gum as issued, SG catalogue value £120. 22a (*)  70,-

P 891 COCHIN: 1909 2p on 3 p rosy-mauve surcharge SG type 7 horizontal marinal pair with variety stamp and 
surcharge tete-beche, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £225. 22e p/(*) 150,-

P 892 COCHIN: 1911-13 2p brown with watermark umbrella error - imperf with wide margins all around 
cancelled by small double ring native cds. Certi� cate ISES, possibly unique. 26a g 1.200,-
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P 893 COCHIN: 1911-13 2p grey die proof with very wide margins all around, mint without gum as issued. 26 var (*)  300,-

P 894 COCHIN: 1911-13 2p maroon die proof with very wide margins all around, mint without gum as issued. 26 var (*)  300,-

P 895 COCHIN: 1911-13 3p blue plate proof in issued colour, bottom marginal block of 4 with very wide margins 
all around, mint without gum as issued. 27 var v/(*) 300,-

P 896 COCHIN: 1911-13 4p apple green with watermark umbrella sideways, error imperf block of 4, 
mint no gum. 28 var v/(*) 600,-

P 897 COCHIN: 1911-13 4p green with watermark umbrella sideways, error stamp printed double, 
mint without gum. A great rarity. 28 var (*)  600,-

P 898 COCHIN: 1911-13 Rama, Verma I Imperf Progressive Die Proof on very thin watermarked paper 
of 1½a - 2 impressions - one without value & design tablet & other in the issued design. With 
another issued stamp for comparision. (*)/* 1.500,-

P 899 COCHIN: 1916-30 6p error of colour - printed in green (colour of the 4p denomination) instead 
of red-brown, perf 13½ used. A unique example of a major Cochin rarity. 37 var g 1.200,-

P 900 COCHIN: 1916-30 6p in green (issued colour of the 4p denomination), plate proof block of 4 with horizon-
tal line in pen line across all 4 stamps, top two stamps mint hinged bottom two never hinged with originl 
gum. 37 var v/*/** 250,-

P 901 COCHIN: 1916 Raja Rama Varma II 1a green stamp inscribed “ANCHAL REVENUE” (similar to SG type 9) 
block of 6 mounted on Perkins Bacon sunken die card with “D 001.” stamped on bottom left, stamps with 
stains, worm holes affecting the card only. Scarce. (T) (*)  120,-

P 902 COCHIN: 1922 cover from Cochin to UK bearing Br. India KGV ½a green x 3 tied by “ERNAKULAM/6 OCT 
22” cds with “t” in circle to indicate postage due with “10c” in blue crayon accontancy mark, large “1½ D” 
strike to indicate postage due of 1½d with “I.S./Q.” in black bearing GB ½d green + 1d red postage due 
stamps tied by “CAMBRIDGE/8 NO/22” cds. b 100,-

P 903 COCHIN: 1933-38 Rama Verma III Imperf Master Die Proof of key plate of 2p in issued color 
without value tablets. With another issued stamp for comparision. (*)/* 1.500,-

P 904 COCHIN: 1938 Essay of 10a light-brown litho printing perf 11 mint never hinged with original gum. **   300,-

P 905 COCHIN: 1937 Palace registered cover with oval strike “H.H. THE MAHARAJA’S PALACE | TRIPPUNITHURA 
| 20 MAR 1937” in violet with boxed registration strike bearing on reverse 1933-38 6p red-brown & 2¼a 
yellow-green tied by “TRIPPUNITHURA | 12 MEE 12” cds with “KODAKARA.A.O. | 13 MEE 12” arrival cds, 
with manuscript annotation on front “Addressee is no more/16.7.12” in red ink with a further dispatch 
strike “KODAKARA.A.O. | 17 MEE 12” and “TRIPPUNITHURA | 17 MEE 12” delivery cds. (T) 56, 60 b 120,-

P 906 COCHIN: 1938 4p green litho printing perf 11, marginal corner block of 4 mint never hinged with original 
gum, with variety complete off-set on reverse - a spectacular variety. 68 var v/(*) 180,-

907 COCHIN: 1938 6p red-brown litho printing perf 11, block of 4 mint without gum as issued with variety 
partial off-set on reverse. 69 var v/(*) 70,-

P 908 COCHIN: 1938 1a brown-orange litho printing perf 13½ very � ne used. SG catalogue value £160. 70b g 80,-

P 909 COCHIN: 1939 1a brown-orange litho printing perf 11 with overprint “ANCHAL” SG type 19, mint hinged 
with original gum, SG catalogue value £400. 73 *    250,-

P 910 COCHIN: 1942/44, 6p on 1a ovpt T.22, used, cat. £325. SG 80 g 100,-

P 911 COCHIN: 1942-44 1a orange-brown litho printing perf 11 with overprint “ANCHAL/SIX PIES” SG type 23 
very � ne used. SG catalogue value £225. 81 (*)  120,-

P 912 COCHIN: 1942-44 1a orange-brown litho printing perf 13½ with overprint “ANCHAL/SIX PIES” SG type 23, 
mint hinged with original gum. SG catalogue value £180. 81a *    100,-

P 913 COCHIN: 1942/44, 6p on 1a ovpt T.23 perf 13x13 ½,marginal block of four (gum disturbance & 1 stamp 
with ink stain) £720+ SG 81a v/* 300,-

P 914 COCHIN: 1942-44 1a orange-brown litho printing perf 11 with overprint “ANCHAL/NINE PIES” SG type 22, 
mint hinged with original gummint hinged with original gum. SG catalogue value £160. 82 *    100,-

P 915 COCHIN: 1942-44 1a orange-brown litho printing perf 11 with overprint “ANCHAL/NINE PIES” SG type 22, 
very � ne used. SG catalogue value £150. 82 g 80,-

P 916 COCHIN: 1942-44 1a orange-brown litho printing perf 13½ with overprint “ANCHAL/SURCHARGED NINE 
PIES” SG type 24, with variety � rst “N” of “NINE” omitted, � ne used. 84 var g 120,-

P 917 COCHIN: 1943 4p green with watermark umbrella on each stamp, mint never hinged marginal 
block of four. Certi� cate ISES, A rare KGVI stamp. SG catalogue value £4400 as singles. 85c v/** 2.500,-

P 918 COCHIN: 1943 1a brown-orange perf 13½ watermark umbrella mint hinged with original gum, SG cata-
logue value £110. 85c *    70,-

P 919 COCHIN: 1943 1a brown-orange perf 13½ watermark umbrella very � ne used, SG catalogue value £140. 85c g 80,-
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P 920 COCHIN: 1943 2p grey-brown perf 13½ watermark umbrella with error - stamp printed double very � ne 
used. 85 var g 150,-

P 921 COCHIN: 1943 9p ultramarine with error - stamp printed doule, � ne used. 89 var g 150,-

P 922 COCHIN: 1943 1a brown-orange perf 13½ with large sheet watermark (SG type W27) mint hinged with 
original gum, SG catalogue value £200. 90 *    120,-

P 923 COCHIN: 1943 1a brown-orange perf 13½ with large sheet watermark (SG type W27) � ne used, SG cata-
logue value £225. 90 g 120,-

924 COCHIN: 1943 1a brown-orange perf 11 with large sheet watermark (SG type W27) block of 4 mint without 
gum as issued, SG catalogue value £96 as singles. 90a v/(*) 60,-

925 COCHIN: 1943 2¼a perf 13½ block of 4 mint with part original gum. SG catalogue value £116. 91 v/* 60,-

P 926 COCHIN: 1948 1a orange top marginal copy with variety imperf between stamp and margin, mint without 
gum as issued. 106 var (*)  150,-

P 927 COCHIN: 1946-48 2a black perf 11, mint hinged with original gum, SG catalogue value £170. 107a *    100,-

P 928 COCHIN 1946-48, unissued 1a3p. magenta (SG Type 29 of Maharaja Ravi Varma), COMPLETE 
SHEET of 48, very � ne unused. (SG for singles: £13,200) (M) (SG after 108) (*)  5.000,-

P 929 COCHIN: 1948-50 2p grey-brown SG type Die II (back of headress further away from tablet, wider strip of 
tunic visible below collar, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £110. 109b (*)  60,-

P 930 COCHIN: 1948-50 4p green variety imperf vertically (horizontal pair), mint without gum as issued with 
surface abrasions, SG catalogue value £300. 111a p/(*) 100,-

P 931 COCHIN: Folded registered Express cover bearing 1948-50 3a orange-red x 3 + 1949 6p on 1a3p (SG type 
29) x 2 tied by “CRANGANUR A.O./REG/20 THU/25” cds with boxed registration label on front. Express 
covers are scarce. 115, 122 b 150,-

P 932 COCHIN: 1950 3a4p violet Die I � ne used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £375. 116 g 200,-

P 933 COCHIN: 1950 3a4p violet SG type Die II (continuous frame around head & single white line below value) 
� ne used - A rare stamp unpriced as used in SG. 116b g 400,-

P 934 COCHIN: 1949 1a orange (SG type 29) with surcharge “NINE PIES” in black, mint without gum as issued, 
SG catalogue value £110. 128 (*)  60,-

P 935 COCHIN: 1913 4p green watermark sideways overprinted “ON C G S” - variety overprint inverted, very � ne 
used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £325. O2a g 200,-

P 936 COCHIN: 1913 9p carmine watermark upright overprinted “ON C G S” marginal block of 4, mint hinged 
with original gum with some gum disturbance, SG catalogue value £SG catalogue value £480 as singles. O3 v/* 250,-

P 937 COCHIN: 1923 8p Raja Rama Varma I overprinted “ON C G S” surcharge “Eight pies” marginal horizontal 
pair with variety one stamp with capital “P” in “Pies” mint with toned dried gum, SG catalogue value £555 
as singles. O20a, O20ba p/* 200,-

P 938 COCHIN: 1924 8p Raja Rama Varma II overprinted “ON C G S” surcharge “Eight pies” unused no gum 
block of 4 with variety capital “P” in “Pies”, SG catalogue value £410. O21, O21a v/(*) 150,-

P 939 COCHIN: 1924 8p Raja Rama Varma II overprinted “ON C G S” surcharge “Eight pies” with variety sur-
charge double, � ne used, SG catalogue value £275. O21B var g 150,-

P 940 COCHIN: 1924 8p Raja Rama Varma II overprinted “ON C G S” surcharge “Eight pies” with variety “ON H 
M S” double, � ne used, SG catalogue value £350. O21c g 200,-

P 941 COCHIN: 1933-38 Maharaja Rama Varma III recess-printed stamps overprinted “ON C G S” complete set 
of 10 values from 4p to 10a mint with original gum mostly never hinged. SG catalogue value £100. O34-43 **/* 60,-

P 942 COCHIN: 1938-44 Maharaja Rama Varma III litho-printed 6p red-brown perf 11 overprinted “ON C G S” 
with SG type O7, block of 4 with variety inverted “S” on bottom right stamp, mint without gum as issued, 
SG catalogue value £125 as singles. O48, O48a v/(*) 70,-

P 943 COCHIN: 1938-44 Maharaja Rama Varma III litho-printed 1a brown-orange perf 11 overprinted “ON C G S” 
with SG type O8, mint lightly hinged with original gum, SG catalogue value £350. O49 *    200,-

P 944 COCHIN: 1938-44 Maharaja Rama Varma III litho-printed 6p red-brown perf 11 overprinted “ON C G S” 
with SG type O11, very � ne used.  A rare KGVI stamp, SG catalogue value £425. O53a g 250,-

P 945 COCHIN: 1938 Maharaja Rama Varma III litho-printed 2¼a green (being the issued colour for 
the 4p denomination) perf 11 overprinted “ON C G S” with SG type O9 (possibly a proof or colour 
trial, not listed as an issued stamp in SG) marginal block of 4 mint hinged with original gum. O56c var v/** 1.200,-

P 946 COCHIN: 1943 Raja Rama Varma II 1½a purple surcharge “NINE PIES” mint never hinged with original 
gum toned and dried (this stamp is always found in this condition). Certi� cate ISES, A great KGVI rarity, 
SG catalogue value £750. O57 **   400,-

P 947 COCHIN: 1943 Raja Rama Varma II 1½a purple surcharge “NINE PIES” variety surcharge double signed 
by Jal Cooper on back, very � ne used, this variety is not recorded by SG - Rare. O57 var g 300,-
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P 948 COCHIN: 1943 Maharaja Rama Varma III litho-printed 4p green watermark umbrella perf 13x13½ sur-
charged “SURCHARGED/THREE PIES” SG type 21, overprinted “ON C G S” with SG type O7, mint hinged 
with original gum with thin on back, SG catalogue value £190. O63 *    70,-

P 949 COCHIN: 1943, 3p on 4p, marginal block of four, unused, paper stuck at back (cat. £760+) SG O63 v/* 300,-

950 COCHIN: 1943 Maharaja Rama Varma III litho-printed 1a brown-orange watermark umbrella perf 11 sur-
charged “SURCHARGED | ON ANNA | THREE PIES” SG type 21, overprinted “ON C G S” with SG type O9 
� ne used, SG catalogue value £110. O66 g 60,-

P 951 COCHIN: 1943, 1a3p on 1a, mint never hinged, dried gum and some stains SG O66 *    200,-

P 952 COCHIN: 1943, 1a3p on 1a, mint never hinged block of four, toned gum with minor foxing not 
visible from front (cat £1400+) SG O66 v/** 500,-

P 953 COCHIN: 1943 Maharaja Rama Varma III litho-printed 4p green sheet watermark perf 13x13½ surcharged 
“THREE PIES” SG type 20, overprinted “ON C G S” with SG type O10, mint without gum, SG catalogue value 
£120. O67 (*)  60,-

P 954 COCHIN: 1944 Maharaja Kerala Varma II with sheet watermark  4p green perf 11 overprinted “ON C G S” 
with SG type O10 horizontal pair mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £320 as singles. O68a p/(*) 200,-

P 955 COCHIN: 1944 Maharaja Kerala Varma II 4p green sheet watermark perf 11 surcharged “THREE PIES” SG 
type 20, overprinted “ON C G S” with SG type O10 variety overprint on both sides � ne used,  SG catalogue 
value £150. O74ab g 80,-

P 956 COCHIN: 1944 Maharaja Kerala Varma II 4p green sheet watermark perf 11 surcharged “THREE PIES” 
SG type 20, overprinted “ON C G S” with SG type O10 variety stamp printed double, � ne used on piece. O74 var g 150,-

P 957 COCHIN: 1944 Maharaja Kerala Varma II with watermark umbrella 1a brown-orange surcharged “SUR-
CHARGED/ONE ANNA/THREE PIES” SG type 21 overprinted “ON C G S” with SG type O10 variety complete 
off-set of the stamp on reverse, � ne used. O80 var g 70,-

P 958 COCHIN: 1948/49 3a4p violet, marginal block of six, unused without gum. SG O99 (*)  100,-

959 COCHIN: 1949 Maharaja Ravi Varma 1a9p (SG type 29) surcharged “ONE ANNA” SG type 33 in red over-
printed “ON C G S” with SG type O2 block of 4 mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £100 as 
singles. O101 v/(*) 60,-

P 960 COCHIN: 1837/1951, a very detailed study collection on 92 well written up pages of Postal 
markings from 1837 pre stamp covers to 1951 with detailed description of each of the mark-
ings incl numeral issue on cover, combination, express, registered, of� cial, book post, refused, 
redirected, too late, railway, reused, cancelled to order, stampless. (A1) b 1.000,-

DHAR
P 961 DHAR: 1897-1900 ½p black on red (three native characters at bottom left) complete sheet of 10 from an 

early setting, mint without gum as issued. Complete sheet of the early setting is very rare. 1 (*)  300,-

962 DHAR: 1897-1900 ½p black on red (three native characters at bottom left) complete sheet of 10 from a 
later setting with several typeset errors, mint without gum as issued. 1 (*)  100,-

P 963 DHAR: 1897-1900 ¼a black on orange complete sheet of 10 with several typeset errors, mint without 
gum as issued. 3 (*)  100,-

P 964 DHAR: 1898 local cover bearing 1897-1900 ½a black on magenta tied by a superb strike of 
“DHAR STATE/9-10-98/DHAR” native cds with “DHAR STATE/ 10-10-98/DHAR” delivery cds 
on reverse, part back � ap missing otherwise in excellent condition. Coevers bearing stamps of 
Dhar State are extremely rare. 4 b 600,-

P 965 DHAR: 1897-1900 1a green part sheet of 6 with error - line below upper inscription (row 2 position 2), mint 
without gum as issued. SG catalogue value £292 as singles. 5, 5c (*)  200,-

P 966 DHAR: 1897-1900 2a black on yellow complete sheet of 10 with variety top right corner ornament trans-
posed with one from top of frame (row 2 position 5). mint without gum as issued. Complete sheet of the 
2a are very scarce.SG catalogue value £418 as singles. 6, 6e (*)  300,-

P 967 DHAR: 1900 Br. India QV ¼a postcard from Dhar to Sambhar posted at the Imperial post of� ce in Dhar 
with “DHARAMPURI/DHAR/23 JU./00” dispatch cds and “KUCHAMAN-ROAD/JU 27/00” arrival cds. The 
British Governement operated few Imperial post of� ces within Dhar State. Residents had the advantage 
of availing the services of the Imperial post of� ce when sending mail to destinations outside the State 
boundaries, thereby bypassing the need to frank the article of mail with native State adhesive also. Mail 
from this period (State stamp issuing period 1897 to March 31, 1901) are rare. GA 250,-

DUNGARPUR
P 968 DUNGARPUR 1939, 1a turquoise-blue tied with violet native cds to Service cover ‘On Dungarpur State 

Service Only.’, small perf faults, otherwise � ne, and scarce. (SG from £450) (M) SG 4 b 350,-

P 969 DUNGARPUR 1939, 1a turquoise-blue tied with violet native cds to Service cover ‘On Dungarpur State 
Service Only.’, weak stains, still very � ne, and scarce. (SG from £450) (M) SG 4 b 300,-
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P 970 DUNGARPUR: 1935 1a3p on cover cancelled by native cds in violet with ISES certi� cate stating that the 
stamp did not originate on cover. SG catalogue value £350 for stamp. 6 b 250,-

P 971 DUNGARPUR: 1939 ¼a orange perf 10 on two sides, mint never hinged with original gum with crease, 
soiling and minor thin. A rare stamp, SG catalogue value £1200. 9 **/* 300,-

P 972 DUNGARPUR: 1946 of� cial cover bearing 1945 1/2a vermillion horizontal setenant pair of Die 
II & Die III (SG 10a, 10b) tied by native cds dated 31 APR 46 - Stanley Gibbons does not list 
setenant pair of Die II & Die III (T) SG 10a, 10b) b 500,-

973 DUNGARPUR: 1946 pre-printed bank envelope with worm holes, bearing one reverse 1946 1½a deep 
violet x 2 copes both defective tied by “RIYASAT DUNGARPUR/6 AUG 46” native cds with manuscript “UR-
GENT” in red ink on obverse. SG catalogue value £975. 13 b 120,-

DUTTIA
P 974 DUTTIA: Folded letter bearing a superb strike of Duttia pre-stamp intaglio seal. b 100,-

P 975 DUTTIA: 1896 4a black/rose with extra large margins on top & bottom - minor vertical crease 
(cat. £1300) SG 7 (*)  600,-

P 976 DUTTIA: 1896 4a black on rose with control handstamp in blue, � ne copy wih margins all around 
(this issue is usually found with stamps being cut into the design on one or more sides), mint 
without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £1300. 7 (*)  700,-

P 977 DUTTIA 1912, 1/4a carmine in complete sheet of 30, colour rouletted vertically and marginal stamps 
horizontally also, and additionally perforated horizontally. Very uncommon. (M) SG 27 var. (*)  150,-

P 978 DUTTIA: 1913 1a blue postal-� scal stamp mint hinged with original gum. *    70,-

P 979 DUTTIA: Native local cover bearing 1913 1a blue postal-� scal stamp tied by hooded “DUT-
TIA/28.8.13” cds with a faint strike of native Duttia hooded cds on reverse. The 1a postal-� scal 
stamp was used for postage for a very short period of less than 6 months in 1913 due to a tem-
porary shortage of postage stamps - very rare on cover. b 600,-

P 980 DUTTIA: 1918 ½a blue imperf block of 10 from the right side of the sheet with sheet margins on 3 sides 
each with control handstamp in blue, mint without gum as issued. 35 (*)  70,-

P 981 DUTTIA 1920, 1/4a blue, Roul x perf7, partial sheet of 32 including top right corner stamp not 
printed, unused as issued, � ne. Normal rouletted sheet (SG 38) is added. (SG £1280++) SG 38a (32) (*)  800,-

FARIDKOT
P 982 FARIDKOT: 1877 1p ultramarine (SG type N3) prepared for use but not issued variety tete-beche (vertical 

pair), mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £225. p/(*) 120,-

P 983 FARIDKOT 1879-86, 1f ultramarine in complete sheet of 276 (23x12), unused as issued, small 
faults (affecting about 8 stamps), still � ne. Very scarce in complete sheet.  (M) SG N5 (*)  1.500,-

P 984 FARIDKOT: 1884 Br. India ½a green postal stationery envelope from Faridkot to Lahore (now 
Pakistan) uprated with ¼1879-86 1f ultramarine on wove paper tied native 3 ring oval cancel 
with “FARIDKOT/MAR 29” cds, “FEROZEPORE//MAR 29” transit cds and “LAHORE/30 MAR. 
84” delivery cds. Cover in superb condition. The envelope was mailed from a native Faridkot 
State post of� ce being forwarded to the Imperial post o� ce at Faridkot City for onward transmis-
sion thus requiring a combination of both State and Imperial postage - such combination mail 
bearing Faridkot stamps are rare. Certi� cate ISES. N5 GA 1.500,-

P 985 FARIDKOT: 1885 Br. India ¼a postcard from Faridkot to Amritsar uprated with ¼1879-86 1f 
ultramarine on wove paper tied native oval cancel with “FARIDKOT/OCT 24” cds, “FEROZ-
EPORE/25 OCT/85” transit cds and “AMRITSAR/26 OCT. 85” delivery cds. Postcard with faults. 
The postcard was mailed from a native Faridkot State post of� ce being forwarded to the Impe-
rial post o� ce at Faridkot City for onward transmission thus requiring a combination of both 
State and Imperial postage - such combination mail bearing Faridkot stamps are rare. N5 GA 600,-

P 986 FARIDKOT: 1887 Of� cial reprint of the 1879-86 1f in pale blue variety imperf between (horizontal pair), 
mint hinged with original gum. N5 var p/* 70,-

P 987 FARIDKOT: 1879-86 1f ultramarine on wover paper with variety stamps tete-beche (vertical pair), mint 
without gum as issued, one stamp with thin, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £275. N5a (*)  150,-

P 988 FARIDKOT: 1879-86 1f ultramarine on wover paper with variety stamps tete-beche (horizontal 
pair), with major error one stamp printed double, mint without gum as issued. An exceptional 
and unique item of Faridkot State. N5a var p/(*) 2.000,-

P 989 FARIDKOT: 1879-86 1f ultramarine on wove paper, block of 6 with pencil lines drawn on paper 
before the stamps were printed to help with the positioning of the stamp impressions, with 
variety stamps tete-beche (horizontal pair) resulting in 3 tete-beche pairs, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £825 as singles. N5a (*)  500,-
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P 990 FARIDKOT 1879-86, 1p ultramarine on wove paper, allmost complete sheet of 154 (14x11), 
unused. Last column not complete, otherwise � ne. Very scarce in complete sheet. (M) SG N6 (154) (*)  1.500,-

GONDAL
P 991 GONDAL: 1938, letter from Messrs. L.V. Indap & Co. to the Dewan of Gondal State soliciting business with 

regards to the printing of the State’s stamps - most interesting. (M) b 150,-

GWALIOR
P 992 GWALIOR 1899-1911, complete sheet of 240 of 3p grey with variety ‘Tall ‘R’’ and others, mint 

with o.g., toned, B.P.A. certi� cate. (SG ca. £2000++) (M) SG 39e+39 **   1.000,-
P 993 GWALIOR 1936-37, 2a vermilion in lower part of gutter sheet of 128 (2x 4x16), very � ne unmounted mint. 

(M) SG O75 **   100,-

P 994 GWALIOR 1942-45, short series of KGVI. 3a, 4a, 6a, and 8a each in complete sheet of 320 (8a in 
four separated multiples building a complete sheet), MNH, � ne. (SG £13,040) (MS1)

SG 124-27 
(320) **   1.400,-

P 995 GWALIOR: 1948 GVI 2R gutter blk/12 (SG 113) MNH £660 (T) SG 113 **   150,-

HYDERABAD
997 HYDERABAD: Large native folded cover bearing two strikes of the Royal Hyderabad pre-stamp intaglio seal 

with boxed inscription in black. (M) b 70,-

998 HYDERABAD: 1869 1a olive green pair variety imperf horizontally (vertical pair), used with heavy cancel, 
SG catalogue value £130. 1b p/g 70,-

999 HYDERABAD: 1870 ½a brown used block of 8. 2 g 60,-

1000 HYDERABAD: 1871-1909 ½a orange-brown perf 12½ block of 4 with variety stamp imperf vertically (hori-
zontal pair) used top left stamp defective, SG catalogue value £180. 13c v/g 70,-

P 1001 HYDERABAD: 1871-1909 1a black perf 12½ bottom marginal copy with variety stamp imperf horizontally, 
mint without gum as issued. Mint unpriced in SG. 14dc (*)  300,-

1002 HYDERABAD: 1898 Attractive picture postcard depicting a colour picture of the Nizam (King) of Hyderabad 
posted from the Imperial post of� ce in Hyderabad to Switzerland bearing br. India QV ½a blue-green tied 
by “HYDERABAD/DECCAN/29 DE.98” cds with “ZURICH 1/13.1.99” arrival cds. Ak 80,-

P 1003 HYDERABAD: 1905 ¼a blue SG type 6 marginal part sheet of 28 with a faint partial impression of one 
column on the right margin variety imperf. A spectacular block, unused without gum. Status unknown. (T) 22a var (*)  200,-

P 1004 HYDERABAD: 1905 ½a orange vertical pair variety imperf pair on cover tears / faults tied by native cds, 
postmark faded, SG catalogue value £700. 23ba b 250,-

1005 HYDERABAD: 1905 2a green SG type 6 but with reversed inscriptions large part sheet of 28 with native 
inscriptions on top margin, unused without gum of proof status. (*)  150,-

P 1006 HYDERABAD: 1908-11 Colour trials of ¼a to 12a (all 7 denominations) SG type 6 in mainly in unissued 
colours all in imperf marginal blocks of 4, mint without gum as produced. v/(*) 200,-

P 1007 HYDERABAD: 1915 ½a green block of 4 variety imperf between (horizontal pair), mint hinged with original 
gum, SG catalogue value £190. 35a v/(*) 100,-

P 1008 HYDERABAD: 1915 1a carmine pair variety imperfe between (horizontal pair), mint hinged with original 
gum, SG catalogue value £350. 36a *    150,-

1009 HYDERABAD: 1919 Br. India KGV ¼a postcard faults posted at Hominabad (Imperial post of� ce outside 
Hyderabad State) to Nageer (outside Hyderabad State) with a scarce strike of the native Hyderabad rail-
way cds. The postcard was carried on train which passed thru the State of Hyderabad, hence the native 
Hyderabad cds. GA 70,-

1010 HYDERABAD: 1931 4p black imperf block of 4 mint no gum - possibly of proof status. 41b var v/(*) 70,-

1011 HYDERABAD: 1931 4a ultramarine imperf block of 4 mint no gum - possibly of proof status. 45a var v/(*) 70,-

1012 HYDERABAD: 1931 4p black on pre-printed postcard (usual faults) bearing a rare green instructional label 
tied by native cds. b 80,-

1013 HYDERABAD: 1945 Br. India KGVI 9p postcard posted at an Imperial post of� ce outside Hyderabad State 
to Rol, Marwar (outside Hyderabad State) with a scarce strike of the native Hyderabad railway cds. The 
postcard was carried on train which passed thru the State of Hyderabad, hence the native Hyderabad cds. GA 70,-

P 1014 HYDERABAD: 1947 ½a claret used with blue crayon variety imperf between (horizontal pair), SG catalogue 
value £375. 58ab p/g 150,-

1015 HYDERABAD: 1949 2p bistre-brown imperf block of 4 mint no gum - possibly of proof status. 60a var v/(*) 70,-

P 1016 HYDERABAD: 1873 ½a brown overprinted “Sarkari” in red, used, SG catalogue value £850. O2 d 500,-
P 1017 HYDERABAD: 1873 1a drab perf 12½ horizontal marginal pair overprinted “Sarkari” in black SG type O1 

with error left stamp with overprint inverted, mint hinged with original gum, not listed in SG. O12 var p/* 300,-
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P 1018 HYDERABAD: 1911-12 ¼a brown-purple perf 13½ overprinted “Sarkari” SG type O2 with variety imperf 
horizontally (vertical pair) bottom stamp with fault from irregular seperation, SG catalogue value £375. O38a p/g 150,-

1019 HYDERABAD: 1934-44 1a brown overprinted “Sarkari” imperf block of 4 mint no gum - possibly of proof 
status. O48a var v/(*) 70,-

P 1020 HYDERABAD: 1917-20 ½a green overprinted “Sarkari” SG type O2 used pair variety imperfvertically (hori-
zontal pair), SG catalogue value £225. O40ca p/g 120,-

P 1021 HYDERABAD: 1917-20 ½a green perf 11 SG type 8 vertical pair overprinted “Sarkari” SG type O2 with 
major error - bottom stamp without overprint, very � ne used, Certi� cate ISES, unpriced in SG. O40gb p/g 250,-

1022 HYDERABAD: A group of 5 covers / piece including registered, of� cial and receipt of registration etc. (T) b 50,-

P 1023 HYDERABAD, hand painted essay of 24 Rupees stamps on sheet of laid paper with complete sheet wmk 
‘’Coat of arms + native inscr. + ‘Mahe Mooneer’ + ‘BRITISH MAKE’ ‘’. A very nice and scarce item (we never 
seen before). (M) Essay (*)  300,-

P 1024 HYDERABAD: collection of Proofs  of Court Fee from 1a to 6R in blocks of 4 (12 diff), Foreign Bill 2a to 
24R (12 diff), Special Adhesives 2a to 500R in blocks of 4 (14 diff) all from Waterlow Archives - a scarce 
compilation (116 stamps) - immaculate condition. (M) (*)  400,-

IDAR
P 1025 IDAR: 1939 ½a pale yellow-green with white panels, complete booklet pane of 4 with double row of 

middle horizontal perf, 1 stamp hinged 3 three never hinged with original gum.SG catalogue value £112 
as normal stamps. 1a var v/*/** 120,-

P 1026 IDAR: Registered cover bearing 1939 ½a plae yellow-green block of 3, pair & single tied by native violet 
cds with manuscript date of posting, with manuscript annotation by postaman “recipiant refused to ac-
cept letter” on front. The ink on the front has run possibly due to immersion in water. Certi� cate ISES, SG 
catalogue value £210. 1a b 150,-

P 1027 IDAR: 1941 1/2a booklet pane of 4 + vertical pair tied by violet double ring cds with “2.4.42” date in 
manuscript on registered cover. £270 SG 1b b 120,-

P 1028 IDAR: 1939 native registered cover bearing a complete sheetlet + pair of 1939 ½a emerald with white 
panels tied by two strikes of the native violet cancel with date “3-7-39” in manuscript, It should be noted 
that SG lists the issue date of this as 1941 - this cover is clearly used in 1939). 1b b 200,-

1029 IDAR: 1943 ½a yellow-green with white panels x 2 complete booklet panes on native registered cover 
cancelled by three strikes of the native cds in violet. SG catalogue value £243. 1c b 120,-

P 1030 IDAR: 1944 cover with 1/2a x 2 booklet panes of 4 SG 1c (2 diff shades) cancelled by violet double ring 
cds with “12.2.44” date in manuscript on registered cover with registration label on front. Covers with this 
later higher registration are seldom seen. £243+ SG 1c b 150,-

P 1031 IDAR: 1939 ½a pale yellow-green with coloured panels, complete booklet pane of 4 with vertical row of 
perforations shifted by 15mm, mint never hinged with original gum in pristine condition. SG catalogue 
value £168 as normal stamps. 2 v/** 200,-

1032 IDAR: 1941 1/2a booklet pane of 4 + vertical pair tied by violet double ring cds with “2.8.42” date in 
manuscript on registered cover (reduced at right) (with regn label). £270 SG 2a b 120,-

1033 IDAR: 1941 cover bearing ½a emerald tied by native violet cds with “13-8-41” dispatch date in manu-
script. 2a b 70,-

P 1034 IDAR: 1939 ½a emerald with coloured panels booklet pane of 4 + pair on registered cover with registra-
tion label on front, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £210. 2a b 120,-

P 1035 IDAR: 1944 registered cover bearing 1943 ½a yellow-green with coloured panels 2 booklet panes of 4 
tied by 5 strikes of the native cds in blue (Idar cds in blue is rare) with manuscript date “24-11-44” in black 
ink. Idar covers franked at the higher registration rate of 3½a instead of 2½a are scarce, Certi� cate ISES. 2b b 250,-

P 1036 IDAR: 1941 complete booklet with cover in pale-green printed “IDAR STATE/32/HALF ANNA/
POSTAGE TICKETS/ price Re. 1-0-0” containing 8 panes (32 stamps) of ½a emerald with co-
loured panels in � ne condition, interleaving adhered to stamps. A very rare booklet, SG cata-
logue value £928 as single stamps. 2b var **   800,-

1037 IDAR 1943/48, block of four of 1a violet on complete stamped paper 1r green used 23 Apr. 1948, � ne, 
scarce and decorative. (M) b 100,-

P 1038 IDAR: 1944 ½a blue-green complete booklet pane of 4 with margin on left, variety imperf, mint 
never hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES. Not recorded by SG. 3 var v/** 600,-

P 1039 IDAR: 1944 ½a yellow-green complete booklet pane of 4 with error - imperf between (horizontal 
pair), mint never hinged with original gum. This error is recorded by SG for the 2a denomination 
only - possibly unique. 3b var v/** 600,-

P 1040 IDAR: 1944 complete booklet with cover in pale-green printed “IDAR STATE/32/HALF ANNA/POSTAGE 
TICKETS/ price Re. 1-0-0” containing 8 panes (32 stamps) of ½a yellow-green in � ne condition. SG cata-
logue value £136 as single stamps. 3b var **   150,-
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P 1041 IDAR: 1944 1a violet on local cover tied by native cds from a metal die canceller (rare). SG catalogue 
value £195. 4 b 120,-

P 1042 IDAR: Registered cover tear / usual faults bearing 1944 1 a viloet booklet pane of 4 tied by native violet 
cds with date of posting in manuscript. Cover with tear no affecting stamps, SG catalogue value £390. 4 b 200,-

P 1043 IDAR: 1944 2a blue complete booklet pane of 4 with variety partially imperf between (vertical pair), mint 
never hinged with original gum. 4a v/** 70,-

P 1044 IDAR: 1944 complete booklet with cover in creme printed “IDAR STATE/32/One Anna Postage Tickets/ 
price Re. 2-0-0” containing 8 panes (32 stamps) of 1a violet interlea� ng stuck to stamps. SG catalogue 
value £112 as single stamps. 4 var *    50,-

P 1045 IDAR: 1944 4 different colour trials of the 2a in blue (issued colour), violet (used for the 1a de-
nomination), vermillion (used for the 4a denomination), blue green (used for the ½a denomina-
tion) all imperf corner marginal copy imperf without gum as produced. 5 var (*)  600,-

P 1046 IDAR: 1944 complete booklet with cover in pale blue printed “IDAR STATE/32/TWO ANNAS/POSTAGE 
TICKETS/ price Re. 4-0-0” containing 8 panes (32 stamps) of 2a blue in � ne condition. SG catalogue value 
£112 as single stamps. 5 var **   100,-

P 1047 IDAR: 1944 complete booklet with cover in pale orange-red printed “IDAR STATE/32/FOUR ANNAS/POST-
AGE TICKETS/ price Re. 8-0-0” containing 8 panes (32 stamps) of 4a blue in � ne condition. SG catalogue 
value £128 as single stamps. 6 var **   100,-

P 1048 IDAR: 1941 native registered cover (usual faults / one stamp demaged) bearing 4 copies of 1940-45 1a 
violet perf 11 each tied to cover by native cds in violet with postal of� cial’s initials with manuscript date 
of posting “17-4-41”, one stamp defective . Postal-Fiscal stamps are rare on cover, Certi� cate ISES, SG 
catalogue value £640 for stamps only. F2a b 400,-

P 1049 IDAR: 1943 1a violet postal-� scal stamp, with toned gum and minor stains. SG catalogue value £120. F3 *    70,-

P 1050 IDAR: 1945 1¼a blue-green postal-� scal, partially complete booklet containing 68 of 96 
stamps, stamps toned and booklet with faults, believed to be the only surviving booklet in this 
format (each booklet pane containing 12 stamps). Certi� cate ISES. A great rarity from KGVI 
period - SG catalogue value £6120 as single stamps only. (T) F5b **   3.000,-

P 1051 IDAR: 1945 1¼a yellow-green postal-� scal variety - imperf pair with original disturbed gum, not listed in 
SG. F5 var p/* 300,-

P 1052 IDAR: 1945 1¼a yellow-green postal-� scal horizontal pair variety - imperf pair with stamps 
printed tete-beche, mint never hinged with original gum (weak trase of crease). A great rarity 
of Idar. F5 var p/** 1.000,-

P 1053 IDAR: 1945 1¼a blue-green postal-� scal block of 4, mint never hinged with original gum, toned with perf 
seperation.SG catalogue value £360 as singles. F5b v/** 150,-

INDORE
P 1054 INDORE: Stampless folded letter bearing two Indore native cds. b 70,-

P 1055 INDORE: 1886 ½a bright mauve on thick white paper on native cover tied by “INDORE/JAN 23” cds - a very 
early cover. 1871-1909 1a black perf 12½ bottom marginal copy with variety stamp imperf horizontally, 
mint without gum as issued. Mint unpriced in SG.SG catalogue value £320. 1 b 150,-

P 1056 INDORE 1889, 1/2 black on pink, COMPLETE SHEET of 64, unused as issued, folded between 
blocks of four, � ne. One of only three sheets known. (M) SG 2a (*)  2.500,-

P 1057 INDORE: 1889 ½a black on pink provisional SG type I with good to large margins all around on native 
handmade cover from Khargot to Indore City. A scarce stamp on cover. 3 b 200,-

P 1058 INDORE: 1889 ½a black on pink provisional SG type I  on native handmade cover from Indore City to Uj-
jain. A scarce stamp on cover. 3 d 150,-

P 1059 INDORE: 1889 ½a black on pink provisional SG type II on native handmade cover from Khargot to Indore 
City. A scarce stamp on cover. 4 b 100,-

P 1060 INDORE: 1890 cover from Indore to Cannanore bearing 1889 ½a black on pink provisional SG type II 
tied by native cancel additionally franked with Br. India QV ½a blue-green tied by Indore squared circle 
cds with “CANNANORE/15 AP 90” delivery cds on reverse. Combination covers of the Indore provissional 
issue are very rare. 4 b 300,-

P 1061 INDORE: 1889-92 Maharaja Shivaji Rao Holkar SG type 3 2a impef proof in prussian-blue. mint without 
gum as produced. 8 var (*)  150,-

P 1062 INDORE: 1909 Maharaja Tukoji Holkar III ½a red SG type 5 imperf block of 8 mounted on sunken card 
with “D. 004.” stamped - in � ne condition. (T) 10 var (*)  350,-

P 1063 INDORE: 1910 cover to Germany with 1892 1/4a strip/7 + strip/3 (SG 5) tied by barred “S” cds with 
“KENZINGEN/12.6.01” arrival cds (T) b 150,-

P 1064 INDORE: 1926 Perkins bacon enlarged die proof of the central vignette of Maharaja Yeshwant Rao Holkar 
II, in green used for the 1a denomination, with manuscript “11/11/26 in pencil with paper clip stain. 18 var (*)  100,-
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P 1065 INDORE: 1935 3a prussian-blue marginal horizontal strip of 5 variety imperf. mint without gum as issued. 23a (*)  70,-

P 1066 INDORE: 1927-37 1r colour trial in green & carmine imperf block of 6 - ex perkins Bacon archive. 30 var (*)  150,-

P 1067 INDORE: 1934 India P&T Department receipt bearing Indore 1a yello & blue receipt stamp tied by “IN-
DORE CITY/19 SEP 34” cds. b 70,-

P 1068 INDORE 1940, ‘The Holkar Government Gazette’ franked with 1/4a claret tied by Indore oblong. Hole 
below the Coat of Arms, still most attractive and scarce. (M) SG 17 b 150,-

JAIPUR
P 1069 JAIPUR: Stampless letter bearing three strikes of the Jaipur frank in red. b 70,-

P 1070 JAIPUR: Stampless cover from Jaipur to Saugapore with “JEYPORE/JUN.5” dispatch cds, boxed “POSTAGE 
DUE/1 ANNA” with “BHILWARA/JUN 7” transit cds and “SAUGAPORE/JUN 8” arrival cds. b 50,-

P 1071 JAIPUR: 1872 native stampless cover from Jaipur to Calcutta with “Jeypore 2as” with “JEYPOOR/NO 
15/72” cds in red with “CALCUTTA/NO 22/72” arrival cds in blue. b 70,-

P 1072 JAIPUR: 1882-90, India QV ½a, 1a, 2a, 4a each handstamped “RAJ/SERVICE” in green on for 
use by Jaipur Public Works Department - unused without gum - very scarce - BPA certi� cate. (*)  1.500,-

P 1073 JAIPUR: 1904, ½a pale blue complete sheet of 24 with part original gum in a very good state of preserva-
tion. (T) 3 **/* 200,-

P 1074 JAIPUR: 1904 1a scarlet complete sheet of 12 with margins all around, all but one stamp mint never 
hinged with original gum. 4a **/* 100,-

P 1075 JAIPUR: 1904 2a pale-green complete sheet of 12 with trivial gum stains on the margins not affecting the 
stamps, mint never hinged with toned original gum. 5 **   100,-

P 1076 JAIPUR: 1904 colour trial of 1a chariot design imperf block of 12 with manuscript annotation “V. Ma-
hogany Lake (Bhopal)” from the Perkins Bacon archives, mint without gum as produced. 7 var (*)  300,-

P 1077 JAIPUR 1904, 1a carmine, partial sheet of 40 (left part) with IMPERFORATED between rows 3 
and 4 (5 pairs), and compound perf of bottom two rows. unmounted mint, � ne. (SG ca. £3400+) 
(M) SG 7ca + **   3.000,-

P 1078 JAIPUR: 1904 plate proof of 1a in chocolate-brown imperf pair on thin paper. 7 var p/(*) 70,-

P 1079 JAIPUR: 1906 ¼a plate proof in chocolate-grey block of 4 on thick card. 9 var p/(*) 100,-

P 1080 JAIPUR: 1906 plate proof of ¼a in red, green and slate-mauve all in vertical pairs on thick card, two with 
minor stains. 9 var p/(*) 150,-

P 1081 JAIPUR: 1906, ¼a olive-yellow part sheet of 64 stamps cancelled by “SAWAI JAIPUR/1 FEB 07” native 
cds - most impressive part sheet. (M) 9 g 200,-

P 1082 JAIPUR: 1910 picture postcard from jaipur to USA bearing 1908 1a bright-red with small circle in blue 
crayon on 4 corners of the stamp indicating that the Jaipur franking was not accepted as prepayment of 
postage for the transmission of the postcard (Jaipur stamps had no validity outside the State of Jaipur) 
with “JAIPUR/25 JA10” dispatch cds, tombstone “JAIPUR/DUE” strike, “T” in circle indicating postage due 
with “NEW YORK,N.Y./HUD.TERM.STA/FEB/23” & “DUE/4/CENTS” duplex cds bearing a pair of US 2c 
postage due tied by oval “NEW BRUNSWICK” strike. A most attractive postcard. 11a Ak 200,-

P 1083 JAIPUR: 1906 2a deep-green perforated “SPECIMEN”, unused no gum with minor stains. 12 var (*)  100,-

P 1084 JAIPUR: 1905-09 4a chestnut with curved perforated “SPECIMEN” mint hinged with original gum with 
minor stains. 13 var *    100,-

P 1085 JAIPUR: 1910 French Levant postal stationery postcard cancelled by Constantinople cds to Jaipur with 
“PORT TAUFIG | 7 VIII 10” transit cds, “ALEXANDRIA | 6 VIII 10” & “ALEXANDRIE | EGEYPTE | 6/AQUT/10” 
transit cds with “JAIPUR CITY | 21 AU./10” arrival cds and “JAIPUR | 22 AU 10” delivery cds. GA 100,-

P 1086 JAIPUR: 1912-22 ¼a pale olive-yellow horizontl pair with variety imperf on top and bottom, mint without 
gum as issued. 22a var p/(*) 70,-

P 1087 JAIPUR: 1912-22 ¼a olive perf 11 gutter pane of 24 showing full sheet inverted watermark “DORLING & 
CO. | LONDON”. (T) 23 (*)  70,-

P 1088 JAIPUR: 1912-22 ¼a olive (very bright shade) horizontal strip of 3 variety imperf vertically (horizontal pair) 
cancelled by 2 � ne strikes of “SAWAI JAIPUR / 25 APR 13” native cds. 23ba g 200,-

P 1089 JAIPUR: 1912-22 ¼a olive perf 11 variety imperf horizontally (vertical pair) mint hinged with original gum, 
one pulled perf. SG catalogue value £200. 23c p/* 100,-

P 1090 JAIPUR: 1912-22 1a rose-red single + pair variety imperf between horizontal pair (not recorded 
by SG) tied by native cds with boxed registration strike on cover (front only). Minor imperfec-
tions. A great rarity of Jaipur not listed in SG. SG catalogue value £950 for imperf between verti-
cal unused pair, used unpriced. 26c d 600,-
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P 1091 JAIPUR: 1922 registered cover from Jaipur to Costa Rica bearing Br. India KGV 9p on 1a block of 4 + 3a 
tied by “JAIPUR CITY/15 DE 21” cds, “JAIPUR CITY” registration label, with hooded “REGISTERED/LON-
DON/2 JA 22” transit cds in red and “R.R.SAN JOSE/COSTA RICA/ENE/30/1922” arrival cds in violet. A 
most unusual destination cover from jaipur. b 150,-

P 1092 JAIPUR: 1926 ½a blue postal stationery envelope uprated, on reverse, with 1918 1a carmine 
(very deep shade) pair + single variety imperf between (horizontal pair) tied by “SAWAI JAI-
PUR/25 MAR 26” native cds with native boxed registration strike on front, with “SAWAI JAI-
PUR/28 MAR 26” delivery cds. SG catalogue value £950 for imperf between horizontal unused 
pair, used unpriced. A great rarity of Jaipur and quite possibly unique. 26c GA 3.000,-

P 1093 JAIPUR: 1926 1r yellow surcharde “3 ANNA” in red variety surcharge inverted, used, SG catalogue value 
£200. 33a g 120,-

P 1094 JAIPUR: 1928 1a scarlet compound perf 12 x 11 pane of 15 with horizontal perfs 12 and vertical perfs 
11 overprinted ‘REVENUE”. 36a var (*)  100,-

P 1095 JAIPUR: 1931 Investiture of Maharaja complete set ¼a - 5r mint hinged with original gum (1r no gum), SG 
catalogue value £250. 40 - 51 (*)/* 100,-

P 1096 JAIPUR: Revenue document bearing 1928 Chariot design (SG type 3) 4a red block of 6 + single all over-
printed “REVENUE” also bearing two copies of 1931 1a black & blue. 42 d 70,-

P 1097 JAIPUR: 1931 Investiture 2½a black & carmine on 1933 registered cover tied by “SAWAI JAIPUR/DAK 
KHANA SADAR/30 SEP 33” native cds  with boxed registration strike on obverse. SG catalogue value from 
£240. 44 b 150,-

P 1098 JAIPUR: 1932-46 1r black & yello-bistre inscribed “POSTAGE & REVENUE” � ne used copy, SG catalogue 
value £140. 56 g 100,-

P 1099 JAIPUR: 1943 4A black & grey-green inscribed “POSTAGE” � ne used, SG catalogue value £180. 64 g 100,-

P 1100 JAIPUR: 1943 4a black & grey-green inscribed “POSTAGE” and 1948 ¼a Silver Jubilee on registered cover 
tied by Jaipur indistinct cds with boxed registration strike. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £720. 64, 71 b 350,-

P 1101 JAIPUR: 1946 8a black & chocolate inscribed “POSTAGE” error chocolate frame printed double. 66 var **   150,-

P 1102 JAIPUR: 1946 1r black & yellow-bistre inscribed “POSTAGE” very � ne used, SG catalogue value £200. 67 g 120,-

P 1103 JAIPUR: 1946 1r black & yellow-bistre inscribed “POSTAGE” used block of 4 - rare as such, SG 
catalogue value £800 as singles. 67 v/g 500,-

P 1104 JAIPUR 1936, 1r on 5r black & purple, complete sheet of 120. Folded twice, some open perf, 
� ne MNH. (SG £1440++) (M) SG 69 (120) **   500,-

P 1105 JAIPUR: 1939 postcard bearing 1938 ½a black & violet surcharged “QUARTER ANNA” in devnagri tied by 
Jaipur native cds “PHALERA/1 JUN 39” transit cds and ‘KISHANGARH/1 JUN 39” arrival cds, postcard with 
horizontal crease not affecting stamp, SG catalogue value £114. 70 b 70,-

P 1106 JAIPUR: 1949 9p Pakistan postal stationery postcard from Pakistan to Jaipur with “NAWAL” transit cds, 
bearing Jaipur 1947 ¼a tied by Jaipur 4 Mar 49 cds with “BOLNI/5 MAR 49” delivery cds. All incoming 
mail, handled by the Jaipur State Post, from outside Jaipur State were subject to the State’s internal postal 
charges, ¼a being the rate for postcards thus the same was af� xed and charged to the recipiant. A most 
unusual combination of Jaipur and Pakistan & most certainly unique. 71 var GA 300,-

P 1107 JAIPUR: 1948 postcard bearing 1947 ½a black & violet surcharged “3 PIES” in red tied by “BANDIKIA 
S.O./23 MAR 48” cds with “SIKAR S.O./24 MAR 48” delivery cds. SG catalogue value £180. 80 b 100,-

P 1108 JAIPUR: 1947 ½a black & violet surcharged “3 PIES” in red marginal block of 10, with error “PIE” for 
“PIES” (row 1 position 5) and error bars at left vertical (row 2 position1), mint never hinged with original 
gum SG catalogue value £297 as singles. 80, 80a, 80b **   200,-

P 1109 JAIPUR: 1947 ½a black & violet surcharged “3 PIES” in red marginal block of 4, error surcharge inverted, 
very � ne used, SG catalogue value £192 as singles. 80c v/g 150,-

P 1110 JAIPUR: 1947 ½a black & violet surcharged “3 PIES” in red marginal block of 4, error surcharge double 
one inverted with “PIE” for “PIES” on inverted surcharge (row 2 / position 2) top stamps hinged bottom 
never hinged. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £705 as singles. 80e, 80f v/*/** 400,-

P 1111 JAIPUR 1925, Of� cial letter (with blue Jaipur ‘coat of arms’ oval) from the Finance Dept. to the 
principal of the School of Arts of Jaipur respecting new 1 anna stamps contemplating to print. 
Interesting feature of Jaipur postal history dated 3rd Dec. 1925. (M) b 500,-

P 1112 JAIPUR: 1928 ½a pale-ultramarine perf 11 overprinted “SERVICE” SG type O1 block of 18, mint without 
gum as issued in very � ne condition. (T) O2 (*)  70,-

P 1113 JAIPUR: 1931 8a bright violet overprinted “SERVICE” SG type O2 � ne used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue 
value £200. O11 g 120,-

P 1114 JAIPUR: 1931 1r orange-vermillion overprinted “SERVICE” SG type O2 mint without gum as issued, SG 
catalogue value £550. O12 var (*)  350,-
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P 1115 JAIPUR: 1931 1r orange-vermillion overprinted “SERVICE” SG type O2 used with trivial stain on bootom 
right, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £325. O12 var g 200,-

1116 JAIPUR: 1946 2½a black and carmine inscribed “POSTAGE” overprinted “SERVICE” very � ne used, SG 
catalogue value £110. O27 g 60,-

P 1117 JAIPUR: 1946 2½a black and carmine inscribed “POSTAGE” overprinted “SERVICE” variety carmine frame 
printed double, very � ne used, SG catalogue value £110 for normal stamp. O27 var g 150,-

JAORA
P 1118 JAORA 1908, Perkins Bacon engraved vertical pair colour trials on thick card in blue, orange, sage-green 

& magenta portraiting Iftikhar Ali Khan. (M) (*)  400,-

P 1119 JAORA, Revenue Plate proofs 1a in pair on thick card and in block of 15 on thin tinted wove paper. (M) (*)  400,-

JASDAN
P 1120 JASDAN: 1942 1a myrtle-green perf 10½ on two sides (position 2 from booklet pane of 4), mint 

hinged with original gum - a rare KGVI stamp. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £1700 1 *    1.500,-

P 1121 JASDAN: 1945 sugar permit franked with 1942-47 1a light-green perf 12 along with 1a pink 
� scal adhesive tied by “CANCELLED”. 2 b 800,-

P 1122 JASDAN: 1943 1a light-green perf 10½ complete booklet pane of 4 mint never hinged with origi-
nal gum in pristine condition, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £720 as singles. 3 **   500,-

P 1123 JASDAN: 1946 1a pale yellow--green perf 8½ complete booklet pane of 4, 2 mint never hinged with origi-
nal gum/ 2 hinged 4 v/**/* 80,-

P 1124 JASDAN: 1946 1a pale yellow--green perf 8½ complete booklet containing 50 panes of 4 in pris-
tine condition. A great rarity of Jasdan being one of only two such known booklets. SG catalogue 
value £4200 for single stamps. A great KGVI rarity. 4 var v/** 5.000,-

P 1125 JASDAN: 1946 1a pale yellow--green perf 8½ � ne used, SG catalogue value £200 4 g 120,-

P 1126 JASDAN: 1945 1a dull yellow-green horizontal marginal pair with variety - double row of horizontal perf on 
bottom one at an angle, mint never hinged with original gum. 5 var p/** 250,-

P 1127 JASDAN: 1947 1a bluish-green perf 8½ complete sheet of 8 mint never hinged with original gum/ part 
traces stucked on paper, SG catalogue value £224 as singles. 6 **/* 150,-

P 1128 JASDAN: 1947 1a bluish-green perf 8½ � ne used, SG catalogue value £200 6 g 120,-

JATH
P 1129 JATH 1900+ ca., essays/proofs of Court Fee stamps in black, green, brown and blue on carton, all printed 

by J. Dickinson Ltd., London. (M) (*)  400,-

JHALAWAR
P 1130 JHALAWAR: A superb strike of Jhalawar pre-stamp intaglio seal on folded letter. b 100,-

P 1131 JHALAWAR: Stampless internal cover with native cds on reverse and native boxed postage due strike on 
front. b 100,-

P 1132 JHALAWAR: Stampless native cover used locally with native circular intaglio seal in violet - very 
rare in violet being the only copy on cover - Unique. b 800,-

P 1133 JHALAWAR: 1892 Br. India QV ½a postal stationery envelope from Fatepur to Jhalawar cancelled by 
“FATEHPUR/NOV 3/92” squared circle dispatch cds with a � ne strike of Jhalawar intaglio frank in black 
to indicate that postage of ½a was to be collected from the recipient with “JHALRAPATAM/NOV 4/92” 
delivery cds on reverse. GA 200,-

P 1134 JHALAWAR: 1895 Br. India QV ½a green postal stationery envelope from Jhalawar to Gwalior State can-
celled by “JHALRAPATAN/MAY 25/95” squared circle cds bearing Jhalawar 1886-90 ½a green tied by 
native circular seal cancel with ‘GWALIOR STATE/UJJAIN/27 MY/95” delivery cds on reverse. The Jhalawar 
½a green stamp paid for the postage from the State post of� ce to the Imperial exchange post of� ce at 
Jhalrapatan. GA 200,-

P 1135 JHALAWAR: 1895 Br. India QV ½a blue-green on cover from Agar to Jhalawar cancelled “AGAR/2 NO/95” 
dispatch cds, “JHALRAPATAM/29 JL/97” Imperial arrival cds at the Exchange post-of� ce where the cover 
was handed over to the Jhalawar State postal authorities for further transmission & delivery with a superb 
strike of boxed native postage due reading “SADAR DAK JHALAWAR MAHSUL 1 PAISA” (State Post Jhala-
war Collect 1 paisa). b 200,-

P 1136 JHALAWAR: 1897 Br. India QV ¼a postcard (crease)from Harsore to Jhalawar cancelled “HARSORE/B.O./
JL 25/97/MARWAR” dispatch cds, “JHALRAPATAM/29 JL/97” Imperial arrival cds at the Exchange post-
of� ce where the cover was handed over to the Jhalawar State postal authorities for further transmission 
& delivery with native Jhalawar cds and a superb strike of boxed native postage due reading “SADAR DAK 
JHALAWAR MAHSUL 1 PAISA” (State Post Jhalawar Collect 1 paisa). GA 200,-
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P 1137 JHALAWAR: 1886-90 1p yellow-green on native handmade cover tied by two native intaglio cds. Cover of 
Jhalawar SG1 are rare, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £510 1 b 400,-

P 1138 JHALAWAR: 1886-90 1p blue-green, a superb partially complete sheet of 8 mint without gum as 
issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £1200 as singles. 1a (*)  1.000,-

P 1139 JHALAWAR: 1886-90 ¼a green complete sheet of 12 with screw marks at ends folded in the middle, � ne, 
mint without gum as issued. 2 (*)  180,-

P 1140 JHALAWAR: 1886-90 ¼a green with large margins on top & bottom on native cover tied by native cds with 
native delivery cds on reverse. 2 b 100,-

P 1141 JHALAWAR: 1899 Br. India QV ¼a postcard from Jhalawar to Bundi cancelled by “JHALRAPATAN 
CITY/JHALAWAR/JL 8/99” cds bearing Jhalawar 1886-90 ½a green tied by native circular seal 
cancel with “BUNDI/JL 11/99” delivery cds. PS card small corner fault.The Jhalawar ½a green 
stamp paid for the postage from the State post of� ce to the Imperial exchange post of� ce at 
Jhalrapatan. Br. India postcards bearing Jhalawar State stamps are rare. 2 GA 500,-

P 1142 JHALAWAR: 1895 British India QV 1/2a postal stationery (corner fault) with 1/4a green printed 
double (SG 2 var) tied by intaglio cancel to Gwalior with delivery cds on reverse SG 2 var GA 1.500,-

P 1143 JHALAWAR: 1893 native registered cover posted on 22 October 1893 bearing 1886-90 ¼a 
green strip of 6 cancelled by six strikes of the native cds with vertical fold resulting in paper 
split between stamps position 1 & 2 and damage above stamp position 6, Certi� cate ISES. 2 b 600,-

P 1144 JHALAWAR: 1886-90 ½a green on horizontal laid paper variety stamp printed double impressions spaced 
5mm apart, mint without gum as issued with minor ink stains on the edges - Rare. 2 var g 400,-

JIND
P 1145 JIND: 1876, Essay in red-brown complete sheet of 50 on thick bluish laid paper with Lion in the 

in central box instead of denomination with marginal inscription “LITHOGRAPH-JIND.STATE/
RAJ.PRESS SUNGROOR”, Certi� cate BPA, Rare. (M) (*)  1.500,-

P 1146 JIND: 1874, 2a yellow on thin yellowish wove paper imperf complete sheet of 50 with sheet margins all 
around with trivial creases, mint without gum as issued. (M) J3 (*)  200,-

P 1147 JIND: 1874 8a bluish-violet on thin yellowish paper vertical pair, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate 
ISES, SG catalogue value £550 J6a p/(*) 400,-

P 1148 JIND: 1876, ½a blue on bluish laid card-paper complete sheet of 50 with sheet marginal sheet inscription 
“LITHOGRAPH.JIND.STATE/RAJ PRESS SUNGROOR”, very � ne, mint without gum as issued. (M) J8 (*)  200,-

P 1149 JIND: 1884 Br. India QV ½a blue postal stationery envelope from Jind to Bombay cancelled by 
“UMBALLA/CITY/12 JAN 84” transit cds bearing on reverse 1882-85 ½a lemon on thin yellow-
ish wove paper imperf tied by native heart shaped cancel with Bombay arrival and delivery cds 
on reverse. Certi� cate ISES, Covers bearing Jind stamps are very rare. J17 GA 1.500,-

1150 JIND: 1882-85, ½a buff on thin yellowish wove paper imperf complete sheet of 50 with sheet margins all 
around, mint without gum as issued. (M) J18 (*)  200,-

P 1151 JIND: 1882-85, ½a lemon on thin yellowish wove paper imperf complete sheet of 50 with sheet margins 
all around, mint without gum as issued. (M) J18 (*)  200,-

P 1152 JIND: 1882-85 ½a brown-buff imperf on thin yellowish wove paper two singles on native cover 
(cover with faults bot affecting stamps) tied by two native heart shaped cancels. Covers bearing 
Jind stamps are very rare. J19 b 1.000,-

P 1153 JIND: 1882-85 4a blue-green on thin yellowish wove paper perf 12 horizontal pair variety imperf 
vertically (horizontal pair), mint without gum as issued, A great rarity of Jind State, SG catalogue 
value £650 J45a p/(*) 650,-

P 1154 JIND: 1885 2a with INVERTED ovpt SG 3a mint hinged with BPA certi� cate £800 SG 3a *    500,-
P 1155 JIND: 1886-99 1/2a with INVERTED ovpt SG 17a unused (no gum) with BPA certi� cate £225 SG 17a (*)  150,-

P 1156 JIND: 1927, QV 6as SG 27 var ERROR of color mauve instead bistre-brown marginal copy on pre-printed 
First Flight cover (stainy) to Basrah Iran with “BASRAH/SOR” cds on reverse. SG 27 var b 400,-

P 1157 JIND: 1937/38, GVI 15R right marginal gutter block of four, mint never hinged. SG 125 v/** 150,-

P 1158 JIND 1947, Diamond Jubilee of His Highness the Maharaja of JIND: special (golden coat of arms) invitation 
card and Service cover, franked with KGVI. 1a and 1 1/2a ovpt JIND, from Sangrur to Delhi. Special Jubilee 
cachet and Delhi Dely. cds’s on reverse. (M) b 400,-

P 1159 JIND 1908, registered of� cial cover (with letter inside) from Sangrur to Patiala and retour, franked with 
KEVII. 1/2a, 1a and 2a Service stamps tied with ‘’J’’ in barred circle, with Sangrur despatch and Dely. 
headed cds and similar Patiala arrival cds, very � ne. (T)

SG O26, O28, 
O33 b 100,-

P 1160 JIND-Of� cials 1923, pair and single of 1/2a KGV. tied by headed Jind State cds (5 Jan. 23) to long-size 
Of� cial cover ‘On Jind State Service’ addressed to the Chief Orduance Of� cer in Ferozepore (Delivery cds 
dated 6 Jan. 23 on reverse.) (M) SG O36 (3) b 150,-
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P 1161 JIND-Of� cials 1926, two singles of 1a KGV. tied by headed Jind State cds (2 Feb. 23) to long-size Of� cial 
cover ‘On Jind State Service’ addressed to the Chief Orduance Of� cer in Ferozepore (Delivery cds dated 
3 Feb. 23 on reverse.) (M) SG O37 b 150,-

P 1162 JIND: 1947, ‘JAIPUR GAZETTE’ (Vol. LXV of 13th Aug. 1947) franked with 1/4a Service stamp tied with 
Jaipur cds. Inside listed The Schedule: I. Civil Jurisdiction and II. Criminal Jur. (M) SG O23 b 100,-

P 1163 JIND 1948, large-size registered Of� cial cover from Sangrur to Nabha franked with vertical strip of three 
1939-43 KGVI. 2 1/2a overprinted Service stamps tied with Sangrur machine ds, Registered label and 
Nabha headed Reg. arrival cds (25 JUN. 48) alongside. Doubtless a scarce cover. (M) SG O80 (3) b 150,-

JAMMU & KASHMIR
P 1164 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1861, cover bearing a superb strike of the 1857 Jammu frank in red on 

back of native cover. This cover was illustrated in the “Philatelic Journal of India” Vol IV, 1900 
page 54, Ex Stuart Godfrey and Terry Sturton. A classic rarity of J&K of which less than a hand-
ful exist. b 4.000,-

P 1165 JAMMU & KASHMIR: Die I forgery of the ½a black - horizontal pair. These stamps were once regarded as 
one of the greatest rarities of J&K until it was proven by Masson that these were in fact forgeries - See 
Frits Staal’s J&K book - page 167. (*)  300,-

P 1166 JAMMU & KASHMIR: Die I forgery of the ½a orange - horizontal pair. These stamps were once regarded 
as one of the greatest rarities of J&K until it was proven by Masson that these were in fact forgeries - See 
Frits Staal’s J&K book - page 167 (*)  300,-

P 1167 JAMMU & KASHMIR: Missing Die forgery of the circular ½a orange in oil colour on native paper in block 
of 9, stained. (*)  100,-

P 1168 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1866 small native cover bearing 1866 circular ½a grey-black in watercolour (cut 
square) tied by Srinagar brick red seal cancel with manuscript annotation “21st August 1866” - an early 
cover bearing the � rst stamp of J&K, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £360 1 b 350,-

P 1169 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1866 small native cover bearing 1866 circular ½a grey-black in watercolour (cut 
square) tied by Jammu magenta seal cancel (front of cover incomplete). SG catalogue value £360. 1 b 350,-

P 1170 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1866 circular ½a grey-black in water colour, mint without gum as issued, SG cata-
logue value £300. 1 (*)  200,-

P 1171 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1866 circular 1a ultramarine in water colour, cut square with large margins with thin 
at bottom, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £700. 3a (*)  350,-

P 1172 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1866 circular 1a ultramarine in water colour, cut square with Jammu magenta seal 
cancel, minor thins SG catalogue value £150. 3a g 100,-

P 1173 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1866 Circular 1a ultramarine in watercolour two singles on piece tied by Srinager 
brick-red seal cancel. 3a d 400,-

P 1174 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1866 circular 1a ultramarine in water colour, horizontal pair cut square with Srinagar 
brick-red seal cancel and “X” in black ink, right stamp with hole, pairs of the J&K circulars are scarce. SG 
catalogue value £300 as singles. 3a d 250,-

P 1175 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1866 circular 1a grey-black in water colour, used cut-to-shape, Per Eames 
- all known examples are cut-to-shape. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £1700. 4 g 1.000,-

P 1176 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867-76 circular 4a indigo in water colour, mint without gum as issued cut 
to shape, SG catalogue value £2750 - a rare stamp. 7 g 1.200,-

1177 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867-76 Reissued for Jammu only Circular 4a red in water colour, mint without gum 
as issued, SG catalogue value £110. 8 (*)  70,-

P 1178 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867-76 Reissued for Jammu only Circular 4a red in water colour, mint without gum 
as issued, SG catalogue value £110. 8 (*)  70,-

P 1179 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Reissued for Jammu only circular 4a orange-red in water colour mint without 
gum as issued with trivial stain on back, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £250. 9 (*)  150,-

P 1180 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Reissued for Jammu only circular 4a carmine in water colour mint 
without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £1400 11 (*)  800,-

P 1181 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Reissued for Jammu only circular 1a the rare cherry-red shade in 
water colour mint without gum as issued. This stamp is discussed in Eames article. Not listed 
in SG. 11 var (*)  1.500,-

P 1182 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular ½a red in water colour mint without gum as issued, 
SG catalogue value £110. 12 (*)  80,-

P 1183 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular 1a red in water colour mint without gum as issued, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £250. 13 (*)  150,-

P 1184 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular 1a orange-red in water colour mint with-
out gum as issued with trivial foxing, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £800. 13a (*)  500,-
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P 1185 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular 1a orange-red in water colour mint with-
out gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £800. 13a (*)  600,-

P 1186 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular 1a orange-red in water colour used with 
black Jammu seal, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £850. 13a g 600,-

P 1187 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular ½a bright-blue in water colour, mint without gum as 
issued, with minor stain, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £400. 17 (*)  250,-

P 1188 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular ½a bright-blue in water colour, mint without gum as 
issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £400. 17 (*)  300,-

P 1189 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular ½a very deep shade of deep-blue in wa-
ter colour, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £400 for bright-blue shade. 17 var (*)  500,-

P 1190 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular 1a bright-blue in water colour, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £150. 18 (*)  100,-

P 1191 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular 1a bright-blue in water colour horizontal pair, mint 
without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, pairs of the J&K circulars are scarce, SG catalogue value £300 
as singles. 18 p/(*) 300,-

P 1192 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular 4a bright-blue in water colour, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £250. 19 (*)  150,-

P 1193 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular ½a emerald in water colour, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £140. 20 (*)  100,-

P 1194 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular 1a emerald in water colour, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £140. 21 (*)  80,-

P 1195 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Special Printing circular 1a emerald in water colour used, on piece, Certi� -
cate ISES, SG catalogue value £350. 21 d 250,-

P 1196 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Circular 1a red in oil colour on native paper, vertical strip of 4 with some 
toning, mint without gum as issued. Multiples of the J&K circular are scarce. 27 (*)  400,-

P 1197 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Circular 4a red in oil colour on native paper, mint without gum as issued. 
SG catalogue value £375 28 (*)  300,-

P 1198 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Circular ½a slate-blue in oil colour on native paper, mint without gum as 
issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £180 32 (*)  150,-

P 1199 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Circular 1a sage-green in oil colour on native paper, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £170 36 (*)  100,-

P 1200 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Circular 4a sage-green in oil colour on native paper, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £170 37 (*)  100,-

P 1201 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 circular 4a sage-green in oil colour on native paper horizontal pair mint 
without gum as issued, Certi� cate RPSL, SG catalogue value £340 as singles, pairs command a premium. 37 p/(*) 300,-

P 1202 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Circular 4a red in oil colour on European laid paper, mint without gum as 
issued with small thin, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £450 39 (*)  300,-

P 1203 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Circular 4a red in oil colour on European laid paper, � ne used, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £600 39 g 500,-

P 1204 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Circular ½a black in oil colour on European laid paper, block of 8, mint 
without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £304 as singles. Large blocks command a big premium. 41 (*)  400,-

P 1205 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Circular ½a black in oil colour on European laid paper, block of 6 with ir-
regular printing, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £228 as singles. Large blocks command 
a big premium. 41 (*)  300,-

P 1206 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877 Native registered cover from Jammu to Amritsar bearing 1877-78 
circular 4a sage-green in oil colour on european laid paper (with fault) + Jammu 1877 rect-
angular 1a red in oil colour on native paper tied by two strikes of the Jammu square intaglio 
seal obliterator with handdrawn boxed registration cachet with “Sealkote / Registration no. 
267 and posting date 21/12/77” bearing on obverse Br. India QV 2a orange + 4a green, with 
“SIALKOT CITY/DEC 21” cds and “AMRITSAR/DEC 23” arrival cds. A spectacular cover of the 
greatest rarity. SG catalogue value £5700. 47, 71 b 4.500,-

P 1207 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878 British India QV ½a postal stationery envelope (shortened) from 
Jammu to Jhelum bearing on reverse 1878 circular ½a red on thick yellowish wove paper tied by 
black Jammu seal cancel, stationery indicia cancelled by Sialkot duplex cancel with Lun Miani 
transit cds and Jhelum delivery cds, Ex Masson collection with annotation of date in red ink on 
reverse. SG catalogue value £3300 49 b 2.500,-

P 1208 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular ½a grey-black in watercolour on native paper with Jammu 
magenta seal cancel, touched to full margins. A very � ne and clear impression from an early printing, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £475 52 g 350,-
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P 1209 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular ½a indigo in watercolour on native paper cancelled with 
Jammu seal in magenta, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £375 54 g 300,-

P 1210 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular ½a indigo in watercolour on native paper very lightly used, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £375 54 g 300,-

P 1211 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular ½a indigo in watercolour on native paper mint without gum 
as issued, SG catalogue value £475 54 (*)  300,-

P 1212 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular ½a indigo in watercolour on native paper on 
native local cover cancelled by Jammu magenta seal in purple, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue 
value £1125. 54 b 800,-

P 1213 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular 1a indigo in watercolour on native paper with 
touched to wide margins, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value 
£1000 55 (*)  750,-

P 1214 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular ½a deep-ultramarine in watercolour on native paper can-
celled with Jammu seal in magenta, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £225 56 g 150,-

P 1215 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular ½a deep-ultramarine in watercolour on native paper on 
piece cancelled with “X” in pen, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £225 56 g 150,-

P 1216 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular 1a deep-ultramarine in watercolour on native paper can-
celled with Jammu seal in magenta on piece, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £475 57 d 350,-

P 1217 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular ½a deep violet-blue in watercolour on native paper with 
Jammu seal cancel in magenta on piece, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £130 58 d 80,-

P 1218 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular ½a deep violet-blue in watercolour on native paper lightly 
cancelled, SG catalogue value £130 58 g 80,-

P 1219 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular ½a deep violet-blue in watercolour on native paper uncan-
celled with minor stains, SG catalogue value £275 58 (*)  200,-

P 1220 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular 1a deep violet-blue in watercolour on native paper with 
Jammu seal cancel in magenta, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £475 59 g 350,-

P 1221 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Jammu rectangular 1a deep violet-blue in watercolour on native 
paper mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £950 59 (*)  700,-

P 1221A JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1868-72 Jammu rectangular ½a the rare cherry-red shade, part sheet of 
3 (1a denomination removed after printing) printed in watercolour - This stamp is discussed in 
Eames article. Not listed in SG. 60 var (*)  750,-

P 1222 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1868-72 Jammu rectangular red composite sheet of ½a & 1a printed in 
watercolour comprising of ½a x 3 & 1a - rare in this form as the 1a stamp was removed from te 
sheet after printing, mint without gum as issued. A great rarity. 60, 61 (*)  800,-

P 1223 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1868-72 Jammu rectangular ½a orange-red on native cover from Jammu 
to Lun Miani tied by Jammu seal cancel in black with Sealkote transit cds, boxed “POSTAGE 
DUE/1 ANNA”, boxed “UNPAID/SORTING”, “BHERA/SEP 9” transit cds and “LOON MEANEE/SE 
10” delivery cds. The recipient was charged 1a (twice the de� ciency rate of ½a for single weight 
letters) as the sender did not frank the cover with an Imperial ½a stamp. Ex Masson collection, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £270 62 b 500,-

P 1224 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1868-72 Jammu rectangular ½a orange-red on Br. India QV ½a postal stationery 
envelope from Jammu to Amritsar tied by Jammu seal cancel in black with Phillouri transit cds and “UM-
RITSUR/5 SEP” delivery cds on reverse. SG catalogue value £270 62 b 400,-

P 1225 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1868-72 Jammu rectangular 1a orange-red cancelled by Jammu seal in black, SG 
catalogue value £400 63 g 300,-

1226 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1868-72 Jammu rectangular ½a orange position 1, mint without gum as issued, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £150 64 (*)  100,-

P 1227 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1868-72 Jammu rectangular ½a orange position 1, mint without gum as issued, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £150 64 (*)  100,-

P 1228 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1868-72 Jammu rectangular ½a orange mint without gum as issued, reconstructed 
part of sheet, SG catalogue value £450 64 (*)  300,-

P 1229 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1868-72 Jammu rectangular ½a orange cancelled by Jammu seal in black, SG 
catalogue value £170 64 g 100,-

P 1230 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Jammu rectangular Special printing ½a bright blue cancelled by Jammu 
seal in magenta, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £425 66 g 300,-

P 1231 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Jammu rectangular Special printing 1a bright blue cancelled with a very 
faint strike of the Jammu seal in magenta, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £550 67 g 400,-

P 1232 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Jammu rectangular Special printing 1a bright blue mint without 
gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £1800 67 (*)  1.500,-
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P 1233 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Jammu rectangular Special printing 1a bright blue on piece with large mar-
gin on left, cancelled by Jammu seal in magenta, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £550 67 g 400,-

P 1234 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Jammu rectangular Special printing ½a emerald cancelled Jam-
mu seal in black, stamp slightly cut into and with minor stain, a classic J&K rarity, Certi� cate 
ISES, SG catalogue value £1400 68 g 1.000,-

P 1235 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Jammu rectangular Special printing ½a jet-black mint without gum as is-
sued with minor ink bleeding, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £180 69a (*)  150,-

P 1236 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874-76 Jammu rectangular Special printing 1a jet-black used with de-
fects (as thear through upper part) - a great rarity of J&K of witch less than 6 copies exist, SG 
catalogue value £2000 69b g 750,-

P 1237 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 rectangular ½a brown-red on folded letter from Jammu to Rawalpindi (now 
Pakistan) tied by black Jammu seal with boxed “POSTAGE DUE/1 ANNA”, “SIALKOT CITY” and “SIALKOT” 
transit cds with “RAWALPINDI CITY/NOV 29” arrival cds and “RAWALPINDI/NOV 29” delivery cds on re-
verse. Mail from J&K to destinations out the State boundaries required pre-payment of the Imperial postal 
charges (being ½a for single weight letters) unpaid mail was charged at twice the de� ciency thus the 1a 
postage due which was collected from the recipiant. 72 b 200,-

P 1238 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Jammu rectangular ½a brown-red in oil colour, mint without gum as issued, 
unpriced in SG 72 (*)  400,-

P 1239 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Jammu rectangular 1a brown-red in oil colour with Jammu seal cancel in 
black, SG catalogue value £180 73 g 150,-

P 1240 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 rectangular ½a red in oil colour on thick wove paper, two single 
copies on native cover tied by black Jammu seals, Ex. Dr. Frits Staal, Certi� cate BPA, SG cata-
logue value £1800 - this is much rarer that the SG catalogue would suggest. (T) 79 b 1.800,-

P 1241 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1879 cover (incomplete) bearing two copies of the “Unissued Design” (SG 
type 19) ¼a red on laid paper tied by native numeral in square of bars with two native cds. Cover 
some faults/small part missing.  A great rarity of J&K being the only known used copy of the 
stamp that is believed to have been produced but not issued. Unique. b 1.500,-

P 1242 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877-78 Jammu rectangular ½a red in oil colour on thin laid battone pa-
per, on reverse of Br. India QV ½a postal stationery envelope to Lun Miani, stamp tied by Jammu 
seal cancel in black with Sialkot transit duplex cds with Beera transit cds and Lun Miani ar-
rival cds on reverse. Cover with faults with manuscript annotation by Masson “19th September 
1877” in red ink. The stamp was lifted by Mr. Masson for examination and has been af� xed back 
to the cover with a hinge. Ex Masson. A very rare stamp on cover. SG catalogue value £6750 84 GA 4.000,-

1243 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir composite plate ½a black on piece cancelled by Srinagar brick-red 
seal cancel, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £225 88 d 150,-

P 1244 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir composite plate ½a black cancelled by Srinagar brick-red seal cancel, 
SG catalogue value £225 88 g 150,-

P 1245 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir composite plate 1a black cancelled y Srinagar brick-red seal cancel 
and “X” in manuscript, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £550 89 g 400,-

P 1246 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir composite plate 1a black mint without gum as issued with 
trivial stain, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £3000 89 (*)  3.000,-

P 1247 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir ¼a black - reprint from the original plate in oil colour on European laid 
paper from the composite plate of ¼a and 2a - top row being ¼a and the bottom row being the 2a. With 
partial sheet set-off on reverse. 90 var (*)  250,-

P 1248 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir ¼a black - reprint from the original plate in oil colour on native paper 
from the composite plate of ¼a and 2a - top row being ¼a and the bottom row being the 2a. 90 var (*)  200,-

P 1249 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867-77 Kashmir ¼a black - error stamp printed double, mint without gum 
as issued, Certi� cate ISES. 90 var (*)  500,-

P 1250 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1870 cover from Kashmir to Amritsar bearing Kashmir 1867-77 ¼a black and r. 
India QV ½a blue both tied by Sialkot numeral cancel with “MURREE/SEP 12/70” and “RAWALPINDI/
SEP 13/70” transit strikes with “UMRITSUR/SE 14/70” delivery cds in red on reverse. This cover appears 
to have been sent by a native merchant and was accidently accepted at the Visitor’s rate (half the post-
age rate) by the State authorities without imposing any postage due. A most unusual cover sent with ¼a 
de� ciency. 90 b 300,-

1251 JAMMU & KASHMIR: A stock card containing 16 better stamps of J&K with a total catalog value slightly 
over £500, mint without gum as issued or used in � ne condition. 90 - 109 (*)/d/g 150,-

P 1252 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867-77 Kashmir ½a ultramarine block of 10, mint without gum as issued. 91 (*)  100,-

P 1253 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867-77 Kashmir ½a ultramarine on native cover tied by Srinagar brick-red seal 
cancel. 91 b 70,-
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P 1254 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1875 registered cover from Kashmir to Lahore bearing 1867-77 ½a violet-blue x 
two singles along with Br. India QV ½a blue x 4 + 4a green all tied by Kashmir duplex cancel with boxed 
registration strike with “Kashmir/21-10-75” in manuscript with octagonal “RAWULPINDEE/OCT26” transit 
strike and “LAHORE/OCT 27” delivery cds on reverse. The Postal regulations of J&K required a total frank-
ing of only 1a (irrespective f weight, size and additional fees such as registration) on all mail that were 
handed over to the Imperial post of� ce for further transmission to areas outside the State. (T) 92 b 400,-

P 1255 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867-77 Kashmir ½a violet-blue on native cover to Calcutta tied by manuscript 
cancel with “KASHMIR/JUN 4” cds, boxed “POSTAGE DUE/1 ANNA” and “CALCUTTA/JUN 11” delivery cds 
on reverse. The recipient was charged 1a (twice the de� ciency rate of ½a for single weight letters) as the 
sender did not frank the cover with an Imperial ½a stamp. 92 b 100,-

P 1256 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1874 cover from Kashmir to Bombay bearing on reverse 1867-77 ½a ultramarine 
+ Br. India QV ½a tied by Cashmere duplex cds, “RAWULPINDEE/SEP 17” octagonal transit strike, and 
Bombay arrival cds on reverse. Most attractive cover. 93 b 100,-

P 1257 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir 1a orange - reprint from the original plate in oil colour on native paper 
from the composite plate of ½a and 1a - top 4 rows being ½a and the bottom row being the 1a. 94 var (*)  200,-

P 1258 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir 1a orange complete sheet, mint without gum as issued, from the 
composite plate of ½a and 1a - top 4 rows being ½a and the bottom row being the 1a. 94 (*)  200,-

P 1259 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1877 registered cover bearing 1867 Kashmir 1a orange on br. India ½a postal sta-
tionery envelope additionally franked with Br. India QV ½a, 1a & 4a all tied by “KASHMIR / L/5/6” cancel 
with boxed registration strike with manuscript “KASHMIR/24-7-77” with Murree octagonal transit strike 
and Amritsar delivery cds. The addressee’s portion of the envelope removed. As this cover was addressed 
to a destination outside the State it required a franking of only 1a. 94 GA 250,-

P 1260 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir 1a brown-orange on cover to Amritsar tied by Srinagar brick-red seal 
cancel with Sialkot transit cds, boxed “POSTAGE DUE/2 ANNAS” and Amritsar delivery cds. The recipient 
was charged 2a (twice the de� ciency rate of 1a for double weight letter) as the sender did not frank the 
cover with an Imperial 1a stamp. 95 b 300,-

P 1261 JAMMU & KASHMIR: Native cover bearing Kashmir 1886-77 1a brown-orange pair + 4a sage-
green each cancelled by Srinagar brick red seal cancel. SG catalogue value £2000. 95, 100 b 1.500,-

P 1262 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir 1a orange-vermillion x 2 singles on local cover tied by three strikes of 
the Srinagar brick-red seal cancel. Ex Masson. 96 b 200,-

P 1263 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir 2a yellow - reprint from the original plate in oil colour on native paper 
from the composite plate of ¼a and 2a - top row being ¼a and the bottom row being the 2a. 97 var (*)  200,-

P 1264 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867 Kashmir 2a red - reprint from the original plate in oil colour on native paper 
from the composite plate of ¼a and 2a - top row being ¼a and the bottom row being the 2a. 97 var (*)  200,-

P 1265 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1871 cover from Kashmir to Calcutta bearing Kashmir 1867-77 2a buff tied by Sri-
nagar brick-red seal cancel with Sealkote transit cds, oval train strike and oval “CALCUTTA/23 MAR 71” 
delivery cds in blue. It should be noted that the Imperial post of� ce failed to charge for the missing Br. 
India postage of 2a hence 4a (being twice the de� cient postage) as there are no “Postage Due” markings 
on the cover. 98 b 300,-

P 1266 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867-77 Kashmir 4a sage-green mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG 
catalogue value £400 100 (*)  300,-

P 1267 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1867-77 Kashmir 4a myrtle-green mint without gum as issued, superb 
copy, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £950 100a (*)  700,-

P 1268 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1868 Kashmir 8a red block of 3 mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value 
£195 as singles, multiples of the 8a are scarce. 101 (*)  300,-

P 1269 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878-79 ½a red on laid paper perforated 10-12 block of 6 mint without gum as 
issued. 102 (*)  100,-

P 1270 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878-79 ½a Br. India QV postal stationery envelope from Jammu to Amritsar can-
celled by Sialkot duplex cds additionally franked with J&K ½a red on laid paper rough perf 10-12 tied by 
Jammu black seal with Amritsar delivery cds on reverse. Perforated issued of J&K are scarce on cover. 102 GA 150,-

P 1271 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878-79 ½a slate-violet on laid paper imperf complete sheet of 15 with sheet mar-
gins with some toning. A scarce complete sheet, SG catalogue value £315 as singles 105 (*)  250,-

P 1272 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878-79 ½a slate-violet on laid paper imperf on native cover. 105 b 150,-

P 1273 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878-79 ½a slate-violet on laid paper imperf on decorative envelope tied by boxed 
“TOO LATE” with Jammu native cds with Sialkot transit cds on front and Bombay delivery cds on reverse. 
The Br. India adhesive missing from front. 105 b 150,-

P 1274 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878-79 ½a slate-violet on laid paper imperf on Br. India QV ½a postal stationery 
envelope tied by “KASHMIR/L/5-6” duplex strike with Amritsar delivery cds, part of cover missing. 105 GA 150,-

P 1275 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878-79 2a violet on laid paper imperf block of 8, mint without gum as issued, SG 
catalogue value £224 as singles. 108 (*)  200,-
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P 1276 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878-78 ½a red on laid paper imperf on cover from Kashmir to Lahore tied by 
“KASHMIR/OCT 27/L/5-6” duplex cancel with boxed “POSTAGE DUE/1 ANNA” and Lahore delivery cds 
on reverse. The recipient was charged 1a (twice the de� ciency rate of ½a for single weight letters) as the 
sender did not frank the cover with an Imperial ½a stamp. 113 b 200,-

P 1277 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878-78 2a red on laid paper imperf corner marginal block of 12 can-
celled by “L” in circle of bars on piece - most remarkable used multiple. Certi� cate ISES, SG 
catalogue value £1200 as singles. 115 d 1.500,-

P 1278 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878-79 ¼a red on medium wove paper imperf with native numeral cancel, Certi� -
cate ISES, unprized in SG. 117b g 400,-

P 1279 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878-79 1a red on thick wove paper imperf block of 6 cancelled by 3 strikes of 
Kashmir duplex datestamp, one stamp with thin/small tear on top . SG catalogue value £192 as singles. 123 g 200,-

P 1280 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1879 ½a red on thin wove paper perf 10-12 used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue 
value £350 124 g 250,-

P 1281 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1879 4a red on thin wove paper imperf complete sheet of 8 used on parcel form with 
some fading on the bottom stamps- Complete used sheets of the 4a are rare. 129 g 200,-

P 1282 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1879 4a red on thin wove paper imperf complete sheet of 8 used - rare as such. 129 g 250,-

P 1283 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1880 Provisional printing ¼a ultramarine in water colour on thin battone 
paper � ne used slightly cut into on top right - a rare stamp, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value 
£650 130a g 500,-

P 1284 JAMMU & KASHMIR: The famous Brighton forgery of the 1879 8a red imperf on wove paper. 130 var (*)  70,-

P 1285 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1883-94 ¼a brown horizontal pair (horizontal crease in envelope trough 1 stamp)on 
Br. India QV ½a postal stationery envelope tied by native numeral in bars with Sialkot transit cds (front) 
and Chandausi delivery cds on reverse. 141 GA 70,-

P 1286 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1883 native ornate cover bearing on reverse postal forgery of the ½a rose 
tied by native duplex cds with native delivery cds on reverse. Manuscript annotation in Dutch 
by Rev. C.B. Simmons in pencil on reverse translates “This stamp has been used postally for 2 
years without the authorities noticing (that this was a forgery) / False ½a 1883”. The genuine 
½a rose stamp was issued in 1883 making this a very early forgery. A major rarity of J&K postal 
history being the earliest known cover bearing a copy of the ½a rose postal forgery. 146 var b 1.800,-

P 1287 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1890 cover from Kashmir to Allahabad bearing a postal forgery of the 1883-94 ½a 
in orange-red and Br. India QV ½a blue-green both tied by “L” in circle of bars with “KASHMIR/16 APR 90” 
cds and “ALLAHABAD/AP 22/90” delivery cds., Certi� cate ISES b 200,-

P 1288 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1898 Br. India QV ½a green postal stationery envelope bearing 1883-94 ½a orange-
red tied by a rare strike of bars without numeral (Staal type 30 - see Staal page 239 Fig. 72.14) 147 GA 200,-

P 1289 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1891 GB UPU postcard (stainy) uprated with Jammu & Kashmir 1a green-
ish-grey tied by “KASHMIR/3 JAN 91” cds to London further re-directed within UK with Bombay 
transit cds and “LONDON.W.C./JA 28/91” arrival squared circle cancel. The J&K 1a paid for the 
internal postage from Kashmir to the Imperial Exchange Of� ce in Sialkot and the GB indicia 
paid for the overseas postage at the UPU rate. A most unusual combination of J&K and GB - the 
only example recorded. Unique. 148 GA 2.500,-

P 1290 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1883-94 1a greenish-grey + 2a red on deep-green on registered cover tied by native 
numeral in square of bars, cover with faults and 1a stamp with pin-hole. SG catalogue value £360. 148, 154 b 200,-

P 1291 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1886 cover from Kashmir to Switzerland bearing Jammu & Kashmir 1883-94 1a 
bright-green and Br. India QV 1a + 2a all tied by “L” in circle of bars with “KASHMIR/30 AUG 86” cds, 
“BOMBAY/SEP 6/86” transit cds, “SEA POST OFFICE/F/ 7 SE 86” cds and Swiss arrival and delivery cds 
on reverse. The J&K 1a paid for the internal postage from Kashmir to the Imperial Exchange Of� ce in 
Sialkot. A rare destination from Jammu & Kashmir. 149 b 400,-

P 1292 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1887 cover from Kashmir to UK bearing J&K 1883-94 1a dull green + Br. India QV 
4a6p green both tied by “L” in circle of horizontal bars with “KASHMIR/5 JUL.87” dispatch cds, “BOMBAY/
JUL.11/87” transit cds and a partial strike of the London arrival cds on reverse. The State charged a � at 
rate of 1anna for all articles of mail to overseas destination - hence the J&K 1a stamp. 150 b 200,-

P 1293 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1889 cover from Kashmir to France bearing J&K 1883-94 1a dull-green along with 
Br. India QV ½a x 5 + 1a pair all tied by “L” in circle of bars with “KASHMIR/2 JUN 89” cds, Bombay transit 
cds, small “SEA POST OFFICE/F/11JU/89” cds and French arrival cds in red and black. The J&K 1a paid 
for the internal postage from Kashmir to the Imperial Exchange Of� ce in Sialkot, cover with small piece 
missing on bottom. A rare destination from Jammu & Kashmir. 150 b 220,-

P 1294 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1883-94 1a dull-green + 2a red on yellow-green on registered cover tied by Jammu & 
Kashmir three ring cds with boxed “SRINAGAR” registration strike and delivery cds on reverse. 150, 153 b 100,-

P 1295 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1883-94, 2a red on yellow wove paper - a complete sheet of 20 of the famous Brigh-
ton forgery, mint without gum as produced. (T) 152 var (*)  150,-
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P 1296 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1883-94 4a deep-green complete sheet of 8 with margins all around, mint without 
gum as issued. 155 (*)  70,-

P 1297 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1883-94 4a green complete sheet of 8 with margins all around, mint without gum 
as issued. 156 (*)  70,-

P 1298 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1883-94 8a slate-lilac complete sheet of 8 with margins all around, mint without 
gum as issued Ex Se�  collection. 161a (*)  250,-

P 1299 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1883-94 8a slate-lilac complete part sheet of 4 used on piece tied by 4 native cds. 161a d 150,-

P 1300 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878 ½a black of� cial on white laid paper imperf complete sheet of 15, 
small thin/crease, SG catalogue value £1800 as singles. O2 (*)  1.200,-

P 1301 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1878 2a black of� cial on white laid paper imperf corner marginal block of 4, mint 
without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £260 as singles. O4 (*)  250,-

P 1302 JAMMU & KASHMIR: Telegraph stamps in 7 denominations 1a - 2r each in block of 6, mint without gum 
as issued. (*)  350,-

P 1303 JAMMU & KASHMIR: 1866/94, specialized collection on 182 exhibit pages starting with SG 1 
unused with BPA certi� cate, many circulars including SG 5 unused with BPA certi� cate, rectan-
gulars, Of� cials, blocks, sheets, varieties, reprints, Missing Die forgeries, plating of the Of� cial 
issue, covers, cancels, combination usages, postage dues, etc. Must see to appreciate. (S)

(*)/ */ 
**/ g/ 

b 4.000,-

KAPURTHALA
P 1304 KAPURTHALA State 1924, ‘Coat of arms’ cover and letter sent registered from Bahraich, Oudh to The 

Chief Minister of Kapurthala State, franked with three India KGV. 1a tied by Bahraich Reg. double cds, and 
Kapurthala arrival double cds alongside. (M) b 200,-

KOTAH
P 1305 KOTAH State 1892, registered cover from Jhalrapatan to Kotah (about 60 miles), franked on back with 

India pair of QV 1a and 3a, tied with small squared cds (2 April 92), small Kotah arrival cds (9. April 92) 
alongside, and Jhalrapatan registered h/s on front. A scarce and � ne cover. (M) b 150,-

P 1306 KOTAH: Native cover bearing 1p green on yellow stamp tied by native cds in black with the ini-
tials of the postmaster and serial number within the stamp. Covers bearing Kotah stamps are 
very rare - not listed in SG. b 5.000,-

P 1307 KOTAH: Stampless native cover with a � ne strike of the native Kotah cds. b 100,-

P 1308 KOTAH: Stampless native cover with a � ne strike of the native Kotah cds. b 100,-

P 1309 KOTAH: Native cover bearing a pre-adhesive label in pink with manuscript annotation - consid-
ered to be the forerunners to the Kotah stamps, rare on cover. (T) b 2.000,-

KISHANGARH
P 1310 KISHANGARH: 1900 1a blue mint without gum as issued, superb 4 margined copy rarely seen in this 

condition, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £425 3 (*)  300,-

P 1311 KISHANGARH: 1900 cover bearing 1899-1901 ½a lilac imperf tied by a superb strike of “KIS-
HANGARH/RAJ P.O.” cds with manuscript date “FE 9 00” in red ink with an equally superb strike 
of “ARAIN/RAJ P.O.” cds with manuscript date “9-2-00” in black ink. Most attractive early Kis-
hangarh cover in � ne condition, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £3000 7 b 2.500,-

P 1312 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 ½a orange-vermillion (unlisted shade) mint without gum as issued, 
Certi� cate ISES, A great rarity of Kishangarh State. SG catalogue value £3000 for the listed 
shade of red - this being considerably rarer and possibly unique. 8 var (*)  4.000,-

P 1313 KISHANGARH: 1899 ½a green imperf on small native cover tied by native cds, SG catalogue value £336 9 b 200,-

P 1314 KISHANGARH: 1900 native cover from Arain to Kishangarh City bearing 1900 ½a slate-blue imperf tied 
by a superb strike of “ARAIN/RAJ P.O.” cds with manuscript date “8-2-1900” in red and “KISHANGARH/
RAJ P.O.” delivery cds with manuscript date “9 Feb 1900” in red ink. Most attractive cover, SG catalogue 
value £384 11 b 300,-

P 1315 KISHANGARH 1900 ca., four Notice covers franked with 1a stamps (three single frankings of different 
shades, one with pair 1a brown-lilac), all stamps on LAID PAPER tied with black ‘Kishangarh Raj. P.O.’ 
cds’s. (M) ex SG 12a-14a b 400,-

P 1316 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 1a pink imperf on piece cancelled by “KISHANGARH/RAJ P.O./1 MAY 00” cds, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £250 12b d 200,-

P 1317 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 2a dull-orange on laid paper imperf, mint without gum as issued with minor 
stain, SG catalogue value £700 15a (*)  400,-

P 1318 KISHANGARH: 1911 native folded letter bearing 1899-1901 4a chestnut on laid paper imperf 
tied by “KISHANGARH/RAJ P.O./1 SEP 11” cds, SG catalogue value £760 16c b 500,-
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P 1319 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 ¼a green pin-perf very � ne used copy of this scarce stamp, SG catalogue value 
£550 21 g 400,-

P 1320 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 a rose-pink pin-perf block of 7 with error 1 stamp printed double, mint without 
gum as issued. 22, 22ac (*)  150,-

P 1321 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 ¼a rose-pink pin-perf complete sheet of 168 with 12 tete-beche pairs from the 
middle of the sheet, mint without gum as issued. (T) 22a (*)  150,-

P 1322 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 ¼a rose-pink pin-perf pair on native cover tied by a � ne strike of “KISHAN-
GARH/RAJ P.O./2 JUN 07” cds. 22a b 70,-

P 1323 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 ½a light-blue variety stamp printed double used on piece. 26ab d 150,-

P 1324 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 pin-perf issue a selection of 6 panes of 16 each from 1a to 5r, mint without 
gum as issued, A very nice group of blocks of 16, SG catalogue value £916 as singles. (T) 27-35 (*)  400,-

P 1325 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 1r dull-green on laid paper pin-perf horizontal pair, mint without gum as issued, 
SG catalogue value £200 32a p/(*) 150,-

P 1326 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 1r dull-green on laid paper pin perf with a � ne strike of native cds, rare and 
unprized used in SG. 32a g 250,-

P 1327 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 2r brown-red pin perf on laid paper vertical strip of 6 from the middle of the 
sheet yielding tete-beche pair, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £350 as singles. (T) 34a (*)  250,-

P 1328 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 5r mauve pin perf on wove paper block of 12 from the middle of the sheet 
yielding 3 tete-beche pairs, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £525 as singles. 35 (*)  350,-

P 1329 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 5r mauve pin perf on laid paper block of 12 from the middle of the 
sheet yielding 3 tete-beche pairs, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £1255 as 
singles. 35a (*)  900,-

P 1330 KISHANGARH: 1901 1r dull-green omn toned wove paper pin-perf part sheet of 8, mint without gum as 
issued 38 (*)  70,-

P 1331 KISHANGARH: 1903 ½a pink vertical pair from the left corner of the sheet with error bottom stamp only 
has frame lines - most unusual error, mint without gum as issued. 39 var (*)  400,-

P 1332 KISHANGARH 1904 ca., Colour trial of 2a (SG type 13) in (olive-)yellow, perf 14, complete sheet except top 
left corner block of 4, unmounted mint, showing also misperforation. (M) Trials **   400,-

1333 KISHANGARH: 1904-10 ¼a to 5r complete set of 8 values (missing 4a) in mint never hinged with original 
gum block of 4, SG catalogue value £450 as singles. 42 - 50 v/** 250,-

P 1334 KISHANGARH: 1904-10 master die proof of the ½a in deep-red with very large margins all around on thin 
wove paper, mint without gum as produced. 43 var (*)  250,-

P 1335 KISHANGARH: 1904-10 2a perforated colour trials in 5 different colours on gummed paper mint 
never hinged with original gum, a very rare assembly as 2 anna colour trials are quite rare. 45 var **   750,-

P 1336 KISHANGARH: 1904-10 1a perforated colour trials in 7 different colours on gummed paper - all 
but one never hinged with original gum - a rare assembly. 44 var **/* 500,-

P 1337 KISHANGARH: 1904-10 1a imperf colour trials in 7 different colours on thick card. 44 var (*)  500,-
P 1338 KISHANGARH: 1904-10 1a plate proof in purple-brown (issued colour for 5r denomination) in block of 4 

with minor stain between stamps, mint without gum as produced. 44 var v/(*) 200,-

P 1339 KISHANGARH: 1904-10 1a plate proof in brown on thick card imperf block of 9 44 var (*)  450,-

P 1341 KISHANGARH: 1904-10 2a olive-yellow perf 13½ colour trial corner marginal block of 4, mint never hinged 
with original gum. 45a var v/** 200,-

P 1342 KISHANGARH: 1907 4a brown perf 13½ on folded notice cover tied by “KISHANGARH/27 JAN/38” cds, 
SG catalogue value £144 46a b 70,-

P 1343 KISHANGARH: 1912 2a on thick white chalk-surfaced paper inscribed “TWO ANNA” imperf cancelled “KIS-
HANGARH/RAJ P.O./12 JL 12” with thin & tear, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £900 52 g 300,-

P 1344 KISHANGARH: 1912 2a on thick white chalk-surfaced paper inscribed “TWO ANNA” imperf pair cancelled 
by small oval “STAMP OFFICE/KISHANGARH” strike in violet with manuscript annotation - both stamps 
defective, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £1800 as postally used. 52 p/g 200,-

P 1345 KISHANGARH: 1913-16 1/4a blue 1st printing complete IMPERF sheet of 20 containing 2 
panes of 10 seperated with gutter margin and “DIAMOND SOAP WORKS, K.S.G.” in bottom - un-
listed by Gibbons - BPA certi� cate (T) SG 63 var (*)  5.000,-

P 1346 KISHANGARH: 1913-16 complete set from ¼a to 5r, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value 
£180 63 - 71 (*)  100,-

P 1347 KISHANGARH: Large composite proofs of SG type 14 for the ½a, 1a, 2a & 5r, 2a with the original 
photo vignette. These proofs were made in a much larger size than the produced stamps as the 
stamp printing plates were produced by a photographic process - photograph being taken of the 
composite die - Extremely rare. 63 var (*)  2.500,-
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P 1348 KISHANGARH: 1913-16 1r mauve imperf pair with additional printing ink � aws, mint without gum as is-
sued, SG catalogue value £325 69a p/(*) 250,-

P 1349 KISHANGARH: 1913-16 1r mauve imperf pair with error stamps printed double impressions 
2mm apart, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £325 as imperf 
pair without taking into account that the stamps are printed double. A major rarity and possibly 
unique. 69a var p/(*) 1.500,-

P 1350 KISHANGARH: 1913-16 Plate proof of 5r in black on crème wove paper - horizontal pair with 
large margin on right, left stamp with pin-hole, A rare plate proof. 71 var p/(*) 1.000,-

P 1351 KISHANGARH: 1913-16 5r brown complete sheet of 20 with margins all around in pristine condi-
tion, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £800 as singles. (T) 71 (*)  600,-

1352 KISHANGARH: 1928-36 ¼a to 5r on thick surfaced paper, complete set mint without gum as issued 72 - 80 (*)  70,-

P 1353 KISHANGARH: 1928-36 ½a deep-green corner marginal pair with variety imperf, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £150 73ab p/(*) 100,-

P 1354 KISHANGARH: 1928-36 2r lemon-yellow on thick surfaced paper horizontal pair variety - imperf 
pair, not listed in SG, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES. 79 var p/(*) 1.000,-

P 1355 KISHANGARH: 1929 2r lemon-yellow on thick surfaced paper very � ne used with part “KISHANGARH/RAJ 
P.O./12 AU/33” cds, SG catalogue value £275 79 g 200,-

P 1356 KISHANGARH: 1928-36 5r claret on thick surfaced paper comple imperf sheet of 10, mint with-
out gum as issued, SG catalogue value £900 as singles. 80a (*)  600,-

P 1357 KISHANGARH: 1928-36 5r claret on thick surfaced paper imperf pair, mint without gum as issued, SG 
catalogue value £180. 80a p/(*) 120,-

P 1358 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 ¼a greenish-blue on thick soft unsurfaced paper mint without gum as issued, 
horizontal pair variety imperf between pair, not listed in SG catalogue. 82 var p/(*) 300,-

P 1359 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 ¼a greenish-blue on thick soft unsurfaced paper mint without gum as issued, 
vertical pair variety imperf between pair, Certi� cate ISES, not listed in SG catalogue. 82 var p/(*) 300,-

1360 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 ½a yellow-green on thick soft unsurfaced paper comple pin-perf sheet of 10, mint 
without gum as issued. 84 (*)  70,-

P 1361 KISHANGARH: 1948 folded notice cover bearing 1943-47 printing on thick soft unsurfaced paper 1a 
carmine-red single + horizontal imperf pair and 2a maroon horizontal imperf pair all tied by “KISHANGARH 
STATE POST/9 JLY 48” cds. SG catalogue value £610 85, 85a, 87a b 200,-

P 1362 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 1a carmine-red single and imperf pair + 2a bright magenta on folded court notice 
cover cancelled by “KISHANGARH/RAJ POST/1 SEP 45” cds, SG catalogue value £377 85, 85b, 86 b 150,-

1363 KISHANGARH: 1947 1a carmine-red on thick soft unsurfaced paper comple imperf sheet of 10, mint 
without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £210 as singles. 85b (*)  200,-

P 1364 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 1a red-orange on thick soft unsurfaced paper comple imperf strip of 3 with large 
margins on piece tied by “KISHANGARH/RAJ POST/2 OCT 47” cds, SG catalogue value £210 85da d 150,-

P 1365 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 1a brown-orange (instead of the issued red-orange) imperf block of 4 on the back 
of part cover tied by “KISHANGARH RAJ POST/12 MAR 47” cds, SG catalogue value £280 for stamps only. 85da var g 200,-

1366 KISHANGARH: 1947 2a maroon on thick soft unsurfaced paper comple imperf sheet of 10, mint without 
gum as issued, SG catalogue value £300 as singles. 87a (*)  200,-

P 1367 KISHANGARH: 1945 1r green on thick soft unsurfaced paper imperf vertical pair, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £275 90a p/(*) 200,-

P 1368 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 1r green on thick soft unsurfaced paper, � ne used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue 
value £212 (as half pair) 90a g 150,-

P 1369 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 2r yellow on thick soft unsurfaced paper imperf single with large margins all 
around, mint without gum as issued. 90bba (*)  300,-

P 1370 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 2r yellow on thick soft unsurfaced paper imperf strip of 3 with large 
margins all around, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £1050 90bba (*)  750,-

P 1371 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 5r claret on thick soft unsurfaced paper imperf strip of 3 mint without gum as 
issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £675 91a (*)  450,-

P 1372 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 5r claret on thick soft unsurfaced paper imperf � ne used, unprized in 
SG, Rare. 91a g 500,-

P 1373 KISHANGARH: 1943-47 5r claret on thick soft unsurfaced paper imperf, � ne used, Certi� cate 
ISES, unprized used in SG. 91a g 600,-

P 1374 KISHANGARH: 1917-18 ¼a rose-pink imperf block of 4 overprinted “On K D S” variety top left stamp 
without overprint cancelled by native cds. O2, O2a v/g 100,-

P 1375 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 ½a slate-blue (pin-perf) and 1a brown-lilac (imperf) with manuscript “O K D S” 
in bue ink used on piece - Rare. O3 var, O7 var d 400,-
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P 1376 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 1r dull-green pin perf on wove paper overprinted “ON K D S” � ne used, SG 
catalogue value £130 O12 g 80,-

P 1377 KISHANGARH: 1899-1901 2r brown-red pin perf horizontal pair overprinted “ON K D S” with two 
� ne strikes of “KISHANGARH/RAJ P.O.” cds in superb condition, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue 
value £2000 as singles. O13 p/g 1.500,-

P 1378 KISHANGARH: 1905 8a violet overprinted “ON K D S”, mint hinged with original gum, minor black ink 
spots from the Of� cial handstamp and tiny thin on one perf, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £425 O22 *    300,-

P 1379 KISHANGARH: 1905 8a violet overprinted “ON K D S”, very � ne used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value 
£275 O22 g 200,-

P 1380 KISHANGARH: 1904-10 1r green overprinted “ON K D S”, mint dried gum with thins, Certi� cate ISES, a 
rare stamp, SG catalogue value £1000 O23 (*)  300,-

P 1381 KISHANGARH: 1913-16 ½a green corner marginal block of 4 variety bottom stamps without overprint, 
very � ne used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £190 as singles. O29a v/g 150,-

P 1382 KISHANGARH: 1913-16 1r mauve overprinted “ON K D S” mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, 
SG catalogue value £375 O34 (*)  300,-

P 1383 KISHANGARH: 1913-16 1r mauve overprinted “ON K D S” very � ne used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue 
value £350 O34 g 300,-

LAS BELA
P 1384 LAS BELA: 1897-98 ½a black on white marginal copy with variety imperf between stamp and margin on 

native cover cancelled by a strike of the native cds. b 200,-

P 1385 LAS BELA: 1898-1900 ½a black on greenish-grey close setting complete sheet of 24 with some 
stains and glassine paper adhering to the back. Complete sheets of Las Bela are rare. (T) *    750,-

P 1386 LAS BELA: 1899 registered cover from las Bela to Delhi bearing on reverse ½a close setting tied 
by indistinct Las Bela native cds, bearing on front Br. India QV 2a blue pair tied by “KARACHI/8 
JU 99” cds with boxed “R/KARACHI” registration strike with partial delivery cds on reverse, 
cover with faults - Las Bela registered combination covers are extremely rare., Certi� cate APS. b 750,-

P 1387 LAS BELA: 1901-02 ½a pale grey horizontal pair with error “BFLA” for “BELA” on right stamp (row 3 posi-
tion 2) from a setting of 16 mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES. 6, 6a p/(*) 220,-

P 1388 LAS BELA: 1901-02 ½a pale grey with error “BFLA” for “BELA” (row 3 position 2) from a setting of 16 used 
with thin and stains, Certi� cate ISES. 6a g 100,-

P 1389 LAS BELA: 1904 ½a black on pale green perf 12½ sheet of 12 mint never hinged with original 
gum (5 stamps hinged) in � ne condition - rare sheet. (T) **/* 600,-

P 1390 LAS BELA: 1904 ½a black on pale grey narrow setting two copies on native double weight cover tied by 
native cds and manuscript annotation in red ink, one stamp with faults. b 220,-

P 1391 LAS BELA: 1904 ½a black on pale grey narrow setting on native cover tied by native cds. b 200,-

P 1392 LAS BELA: 1904 ½a black on pale green wide setting on native cover tied by native cds. b 200,-

P 1393 LAS BELA: 1904 ½a black on pale blue wide setting on native cover tied by native cds. b 200,-

P 1394 LAS BELA: 1904 ½a black on pale green wide setting block of 4 on piece, each stamp cancelled by a 
strike of the native cds. v/g 80,-

MORVI
P 1395 MORVI: 1932 registered cover with pink registration label franked with 1931 Morvi 3p deep red x 8 SG 1 

(variously defective) tied by native “22.5.32” cds with manuscript annotation by postman “Left for Karachi 
hence return to sender on 27.5.32” b 200,-

P 1396 MORVI: 1931 3p red complete booklet pane of 4 with selvedge on left each stamp cancelled by a � ne 
strike of Morvi “4-7-31” cds. Superb booklet pane very early usage as the stamps were issued in 1931. 1 v/g 100,-

P 1397 MORVI: 1931 2a yellow-brown mint hinged with original gum, SG catalogue value £130 3 *    80,-

P 1398 MORVI: 1931 ½a dull blue complete booklet pane of 8 with variety bottom pane in a distinctly deeper 
shade of blue - most unusual, mint never hinged with original (toned) gum. 5 var **   220,-

P 1399 MORVI: 1934 London printing 1a purple-brown error imperf between horizontal pair and imperf 
between stamp and margin, very � ne used - a major rarity of Morvi of which only one sheet was 
discovered, SG catalogue value £1600 14a p/g 2.000,-

1400 MORVI: 1935-48 3p scarlet complete sheet of 16 with margins all around with control number “3420” on 
top, mint never hinged with original gum with minor stains. (T) 16 **   70,-

P 1401 MORVI: 1940 philatelic cover bearing 1935-48 3p scarlet, 6p grey-green, 1a chocolate & 2a violet tied by 
indistinct native cds. 16 - 19 b 150,-

P 1402 MORVI: 1941 preprinted Victory cover bearing 1935-48 3p scarlet & 6p grey-green tied by native cds with 
delivery cds on reverse. 16, 17 b 100,-
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P 1403 MORVI: 1938 Registered cover bearing 1935-48 3p scarlet block of 8 cancelled by two strikes of the na-
tive cds with pink registration label on front. 16 b 100,-

P 1404 MORVI: 1937 registered cover bearing 8 copies of 1935-48 3p scarlet tied by native oval strike in violet 
with two native postmarks dated “3-5-37”. 16 b 100,-

P 1405 MORVI: 1935-48 6p yellow-green complete sheet of 16 with margins all around with control number 
“204” on top, mint never hinged with original gum. (T) 17b **   150,-

P 1406 MORVI: 1935-48 6p grey-green and 2a violet on registered cover with acknowledgement due with pink 
registration label. 17, 19 b 100,-

P 1407 MORVI: 1946 registered cover bearing 1935-48 1a pale yellow-brown vertical strip of 3 tied by native cds 
with pink registration label. 18a b 220,-

P 1408 MORVI: 1935-48 1a pale yellow-brown & 2a dull violet on registered cover tied by indistinct native cds with 
pink registration label on front. 18a, 19 b 200,-

P 1409 MORVI: 1937 registered cover bearing 1935-48 2a violet tied by native cds with pink registration label 
with manuscript annotation by postman “Refused/16-9-37. 19 b 200,-

MYSORE
1410 MYSORE: Collection of Proofs  of Stamp Paper from Rs. 2.50 to Rs 112.50 (28 diff), 1a Court Fee 

sheet of 24, Court Fee from 3R to 6R in blocks of 4 (3 diff) all from Waterlow Archives - a scarce 
compilation (64 stamps) - immaculate condition. (M) (*)  1.300,-

NABHA
P 1411 NABHA: 1885-1900, QV 4a top left corner marginal blk/6 ovpt in red shifted overprinted SPECIMEN also 

in red SG 12. Cat £300 as normals - toned gum. *    150,-

P 1412 NABHA 1938, 5r. green and blue, partial gutter sheet (left part) of 48 (3x 16), very � ne un-
mounted mint. (SG ca. £2000) (M) SG 91 **   500,-

P 1413 NABHA 1938, 10r. purple and claret, partial gutter sheet (left part) of 48 (3x 16), very � ne un-
mounted mint. (SG ca. £2880++) (M) SG 92 **   700,-

P 1414 NABHA 1938, 25r. slate-violet and purple, partial gutter sheet (left part) of 48 (3x 16), very � ne 
unmounted mint. (SG £7680++) (M) SG 94 **   1.800,-

NANDGAON
P 1415 NANDGAON: 1891 ½a blue imperf sheet of 16, mint without gum as issued in very � ne condition. 1st is-

sue of Nandgaon are rare in rare multiples. SG catalogue value £448 as singles. (T) 1 (*)  300,-

P 1416 NANDGAON: 1892 registered cover bearing 1891 ½a blue & 1a rose imperf cancelled by “RAJ 
NANDGAON/FE 19/92” squared circle cds with boxed “R/RAJ-NANDGAON” registration strike . 
SG catalogue value £850 for used stamps, Covers of nandgaon are extremely rare. 1, 2 b 4.000,-

P 1417 NANDGAON: 1891 2a rose imperf sheet of 16, mint without gum as issued in very � ne condition. 
1st issue of Nandgaon are rare in rare multiples. SG catalogue value £448 as singles. (T) 2 (*)  600,-

P 1418 NANDGAON: 1893 cover from Nandgaon to Agra bearing on reverse 1893 stamps printed wide 
apart without wavy lines ½a green & 2a red both in horizontal pairs tied by ‘RAJ NANDGAON/
JA 28/93” cds bearing on front Br. India QV ½a blue-green tied by the same cds with “AGRA/31 
JA/93” delivery cds. Cover (with faults as tears) bearing Nandgaon stamps are extremely rare, 
combination covers such as this even more so. 3, 4 b 6.000,-

P 1419 NANDGAON: 1893 die proof of the 1a, 2a & ½a in black on crème wove paper - Unique. 3, 4, 6 var (*)  3.000,-
P 1420 NANDGAON: 1894 stamps printed close with wavy lines ½a green with variety last character in top line 

omitted, mint without gum as issued. 5a (*)  100,-

P 1421 NANDGAON: 1894 stamps printed close with wavy lines ½a green block of 4 with major error - 
stamps printed tete-beche, mint without gum as issued. 5 var p/(*) 1.200,-

P 1422 NANDGAON: 1893-94 stamps printed close with wavy lines 1a rose horizontal marginal pair on 
laid paper, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £550 as singles. 6a p/(*) 500,-

P 1423 NANDGAON: 1893-94 stamps printed close with wavy lines 1a intense red on vertically laid 
paper with wavy lines on three sides mint without gum as produced - very � ne & sharp printing 
indicative of an early proof impression - the issued colour being rose, trivial stains. Most attrac-
tive and most certainly unique. 6a var (*)  2.000,-

P 1424 NANDGAON: 1891 ½a blue handstamped oval “M.B.D.” in purple, mint without gum as issued with small 
thin, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £425 O1 (*)  200,-
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NAWANAGAR
P 1425 NAWANAGAR: 1877 1doc blue two complete sheets of 32 from two different settings one with stamps ar-

ranged horizontally the other with stamps arranged vertically one in pale blue the other in deep blue, mint 
without gum as issued, � ne. (T) 1 (*)  250,-

P 1426 NAWANAGAR: 1877 1doc blue imperf block of 4 each stamp cancelled with a strike of “26” in circle. 1 v/g 150,-

P 1427 NAWANAGAR: 1877 1doc blue imperf block of 4 with two intaglio strikes of “RAD” (Specimen) 1 v/g 150,-

P 1428 NAWANAGAR: 1877 1doc in ultramarine shade imperf block of 5 with printing � aw on position 5, mint 
without gum as issued. 1 var (*)  100,-

P 1429 NAWANAGAR: 1877 Thick horizontal and vertical frame lines stamps 19mm wide 1doc deep mauve from 
sub-setting Z3 on piece tied by a native 2 line oval intaglio cancel, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value 
£275 3 d 200,-

P 1430 NAWANAGAR: 1877 Thick horizontal and vertical frame lines stamps 19mm wide 1doc deep 
mauve from sub-setting Z3 cut into at top & bottom on folded letter tied by a native 2 line oval 
intaglio cancel + another clear strike of the oval intaglio seal, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue 
value £550 3 d 500,-

P 1431 NAWANAGAR: 1880 stamps 18mm wide 1doc on lavander a part sheet of 9 from the top of the 
sheet from the very rare setting “L” ex Doring Beckton, 3rd vertical row severed and rejoined 
with hinges and minor faults, mint without gum as issued. 6 (*)  600,-

P 1432 NAWANAGAR: 1880 stamps 15mm wide 1doc on deep mauve a complete sheet of 15, mint without gum 
as issued. 6 (*)  200,-

P 1433 NAWANAGAR: 1880 stamps 15mm wide 2doc on yellow-green a complete sheet of 15, mint without gum 
as issued. 8 (*)  200,-

P 1434 NAWANAGAR: 1880 stamps 15mm wide 2doc on blue-green a complete sheet of 15, mint without gum 
as issued. 8a (*)  300,-

P 1435 NAWANAGAR: 1880 stamps 15mm wide 3doc on orange-yellow a complete sheet of 15, mint without gum 
as issued. 9 (*)  350,-

P 1436 NAWANAGAR: 1893 1doc black on thin wove paper vertical pair - error perforated on top and 
sides but imperf at middle and bottom - variation of SG 13c, mint without gum as issued, Certi� -
cate ISES, SG catalogue value £700+ 13c var p/(*) 600,-

P 1437 NAWANAGAR: 1893 on thin wove paper 1doc black, 2doc green & 3doc orange on part of cover front tied 
by oval of bars cancel in purple. 13 - 15 d 400,-

ORCHA
P 1438 ORCHA: 1935 ¼a purple & slate imperf bottom marginal pair with major error “Purple Head omitted”, mint 

never hinged with original gum. 8 var p/** 400,-

P 1439 ORCHA: 1939 registered cover bearing 1935 1a myrtle-green & purple-brown imperf strip of 4 
tied by “TIKAMGARH/ORCHA STATE/22 JL/39” cds with boxed registration strike on obverse.
SG catalogue value £5610 11a b 3.000,-

P 1440 ORCHA: 1949 cover from Jatara to Tikamgarh bearing, on reverse, 1939-42 1a scarlet + 4a slate tied by 
“JATARA/ORCHA STATE/ 7 JA/49” cds with boxed “R/ORCHA STATE/JATARA” registration strike on obverse 
and “TIKAMGARH/ORCHA STATE/8 JA/49” delivery cds on reverse. 1949 is a very late usage of Orcha 
stamps as it is believed that the State was merged into Vidhya Pradesh by 1 May 1948. Most unusual. SG 
catalogue value £152 34, 40 b 120,-

P 1441 ORCHA: 1947 registered native cover from Tikamgarh bearing, on reverse, 1939-42 1a scarlet block of 4 
+ single tied by 4 strikes of “TIKAMGARH/ORCHA STATE/16 DE/47” cds and boxed registration strike on 
obverse. SG catalogue value £192 34 b 150,-

P 1442 ORCHA: 1939 1a scarlet SG 34 blk/4 + single on handmade registered cover with boxed registration 
strike on front. £216 SG 34 b 120,-

PATIALA
P 1443 PATIALA 1884, 1/2a green and 2a blue, both in complete sheets of 120 with overprints in 

shades of red (from pale to deep red), partially toned gum, MNH. (SG £2250+) (M) SG 1, 3 (120) **   1.500,-
P 1444 PATIALA: 1885 QV 2a Of� cial top right corner block of four ovpt in red DOUBLE one inverted, mint never 

hinged, toned gum. £120+ SG O7a v/** 100,-

P 1445 PATIALA 1947, Of� cial cover by air mail to MEXICO bearing 93 1/2a franking (India KGVI. 1/2a, 13x 1a, 
10x 4a and 5x 8a incl. multiples), tied with Patiala machine ds. Some small faults due to usage and open-
ing, but a rare (and decorative) item. (M) b 300,-
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POONCH
P 1446 POONCH: 1876 6p red with good to large margins all around with manuscript pen cancel, Certi� cate ISES, 

SG catalogue value £180 1 g 100,-

P 1447 POONCH: 1886 Br. India QV ½a Postal stationery envelope from Poonch to Jammu bearing 1876 
6p red, superb copy with very clear impression, tied by native 4 line intaglio seal cancel with 
Kahuta Imperial exchange of� ce cds, Sialkot transit cds, boxed J&K native postage due strike 
and Jammu native cds, postal stationery envelope with faults with piece missing, A very early 
usage on 24 October 1876 of the � rst Poonch stamp, Ex Frits Staal. 1 GA 1.000,-

P 1448 POONCH: 1876 6p in orange-vermillion with large margins all around (seldom seen with such 
large margins) on cover (back only) tied by the extremely rare Poonch 3 line intaglio seal cancel 
(normally found with 4 lines). 1 b 1.000,-

P 1449 POONCH: 1876 6p red with large margins all around (seldom seen with such large margins) 
on cover tied by Poonch 4 line intaglio seal cancel on cover from Poonch to Rawalpindi with 
“KAHUTA/DEC 19” transit cds, boxed “POSTAGE DUE” with “RAWALPINDI/DEC 20” cds. Post-
age due of 1anna (twice the de� cient postage) was levied and collected from the recipient as 
the sender did not pre-pay the required ½a postage with Br. India stamp, Certi� cate ISES, SG 
catalogue value £540 1 b 500,-

P 1450 POONCH: 1887 19x17mm Central face value in oval and 2 rosettes in outer frame ½a red on 
yellowish-white wove paper with faults and small corner missing tied to cover with “X” in ink 
from Poonch to Choya SaIdan Shah with Poonch 4 line intaglio seal on back, Kahuta transit cds, 
boxed “POSTAGE DUE” and “CHOYA SAIDAN SHAH/MAY 3” delivery cds on reverse, cover with 
faults. One of only two known covers bearing a copy of this classic Poonch rarity, Certi� cate 
ISES, SG catalogue value £16,000. 1a b 10.000,-

P 1451 POONCH: 1876 6p 22x21mm with 5 rosettes in outer frame in red on toned laid paper of unknown status. 1 var (*)  70,-

P 1452 POONCH: 1881 Br. India QV ½a green postal stationery envelope bearing, on reverse, 1880 ½a red on 
yellowish-white wove paper tied by Poonch 4 line intaglio seal, envelope cancelled by “KAHUTA/5 NOV 81” 
cds, with small “GUJARKHAN/NO 7 81” delivery cds on reverse. 3 GA 400,-

P 1453 POONCH: 1885 cover from Poonch to Jammu bearing 1880 ½a red on yellowish-white wove paper tied 
by Poonch 4 line intaglio seal cancel with “KAHUTA/1NOV 85” transit cds with boxed “POSTAGE DUE/ONE 
ANNA”, with “SIALKOT/NO 3/85 transit cds, boxed native J&K postage due strike and native J&K delivery 
cds on reverse. Cover with faults. 3 b 400,-

P 1454 POONCH: 1880 1a red on yellowish-white wove paper, mint without gum as issued, ex Dawson & Staal, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £150 which is very low for this rare stamp. 4 (*)  200,-

P 1455 POONCH: 1880 2a red on white wove paper strip of 5, mint without gum as issued, A great rarity, 
SG catalogue value £1500 as singles. 5 (*)  1.500,-

P 1456 POONCH: 1889 Br. India QV ½a green postal stationery envelope bearing, on reverse, 1884 ½a red on 
toned wove batonne paper tied by Poonch 3 concentric of squares cancel, envelope cancelled by “KA-
HUTA/9 JUN 89” cds with small “RAWALPINDI/10 JUN 89” delivery cds on reverse. 7 GA 200,-

P 1457 POONCH: 1891 Br. India QV ½a green postal stationery envelope bearing, on reverse, 1884 ½a red on 
white laid batonne paper tied by Poonch 3 concentric of squares cancel, envelope cancelled by “KA-
HUTA/6 AU/91” cds with small “RAWALPINDI/AU 7/91” delivery cds on reverse. 12 GA 100,-

P 1458 POONCH: 1891 Br. India QV ½a green postal stationery envelope bearing, on reverse, 1884-87 ½a red 
on white laid batonne paper tied by Poonch 3 concentric of squares cancel, envelope cancelled by “KA-
HUTA/2 JU/91” squared circle cds, boxed “TOO LATE” with small “RAWALPINDI/JU.4/91” delivery cds on 
reverse. 12 GA 200,-

P 1459 POONCH: 1892 cover from Poonch to Allahabad bearing 1884-87 2a red on white ribbed batonne paper 
tied by Poonch 3 concentric of squares additionally franked with Br. India QV 1/2a blue-green tied by “KA-
HUTA/21 OCT/92” squared circle cds with “ALLAHABAD/24 OCT.92” delivery cds on reverse. The Poonch 
stamp paid the postage to Kahuta (the Imperial Exchange post-of� ce) and the British India stamp paid 
postage from Kahuta to Allahabad. Poonch 2a stamps are rare on cover. A beautiful cover. 14 b 250,-

P 1460 POONCH: 1894 Br. India QV ¼a postcard bearing 1884-87 1p red on yellow wove batonne paper tied by 
Poonch 3 concentric of squares cancel with “KAHUTA/14 JA/94” transit cds with “RAWALPINDI/JA 15/94” 
delivery cds. 27 GA 100,-

P 1461 POONCH: 1884-87 1p red pair on yellow wove batonne paper tied to local cover by Poonch 3 concentric 
of squares cancel. 27 b 200,-

P 1462 POONCH: 1884-87 1p red on yellow wove batonne paper block of 19 with 7 tete-beche pairs, mint without 
gum as issued, SG catalogue value £355 as singles. 27a (*)  400,-
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P 1463 POONCH: 1892 cover from Poonch to Allahabad bearing 1884-87 4a red on yellow wove batonne paper 
cancelled by Poonch 3 concentric of squares additionally franked with Br. India QV 1/2a blue-green tied 
by “KAHUTA/21 OCT/92” squared circle cds with “ALLAHABAD/24 OCT.92” delivery cds on reverse. The 
Poonch stamp paid the postage to Kahuta (the Imperial Exchange post-of� ce) and the British India stamp 
paid postage from Kahuta to Allahabad. Poonch 4a stamps are rare on cover. A beautiful cover. 31 b 300,-

P 1464 POONCH: 1893 Br. India QV ¼a postcard bearing 1884-87 1p red on orange-buff wove batonne paper 
tied by Poonch 3 concentric of squares cancel with “KAHUTA/18 MAY/93” transit cds with “RAWALPINDI/
MY 20/93” delivery cds. 32 GA 100,-

P 1465 POONCH 1884-87, 1p red on yellow laid paper, sheet of 81 (9x9) with SG 36 (x31), 36a (pair one 
stamp sideways: x19) and 6 tete-beche pairs, unused as issued, � ne and scarce. (M) SG 36,a,b (*)  1.000,-

P 1466 POONCH: 1884-87 ½a red on yellow-green laid paper used on piece - � ne and rare, Ex Frits Staal, Certi� -
cate ISES, unpriced in mint or used. 48 d 400,-

P 1467 POONCH: 1884-87 1a red on yellow-green laid paper (SG group 48), mint without gum as issued - � ne and 
rare, Ex Frits Staal, Certi� cate ISES, not listed in SG. 48 var (*)  400,-

P 1468 POONCH: 1884-87 1a red on yellow-green laid paper (SG group 48), horizontal pair each can-
celled by 3 concentric of squares cancel - � ne and rare, Certi� cate ISES, not listed in SG. 48 var g 600,-

P 1469 POONCH: 1891 cover from Poonch to Sopur (Kashmir State) bearing 1884-87 1a red on blue-green wove 
battone paper tied by 3 concentric of squares with an array of various Jammu & Kashmir 3 ring cds from 
Srinagar x 3, Gulmarg x 2 and Sopur. Most unusual and interesting - Ex Frits Staal accompanied by a de-
tailed description of the cover and postmarks. 50 b 300,-

P 1470 POONCH: 1884-87 1a red on blue-green wove batonne paper strip of 3 on registered cover cancelled by 
Poonch 3 concentric of squares cancel bearing on obverse Br. India QV 1a x 3 with boxed registration 
strike, Kahuta transit cds and Ferozepor delivery cds. The addressee’s portion of the cover has been cut 
out. 50 b 300,-

P 1471 POONCH: 1884-87 1a red on blue-green wove batonne paper cancelled by a rare strike of 3 concentric 
of squares in blue. 50 var g 200,-

P 1472 POONCH: 1884-87 2a red on lavender wove batonne paper block of 12, mint without gum as issued 52 (*)  150,-

P 1473 POONCH: 1884-87 2a red on lavender wove batonne paper block of 6 each cancelled by 3 concentric of 
squares cancel. 52 (*)  100,-

P 1474 POONCH: 1884-87 1p red on blue wove batonne paper strip of three with stamp sideways on 
piece cancelled by 3 � ne strikes of the Jammu & Kashmir boxed 1” in diagonal of bars - Staal 
type 35 (see page 137) used at Anant Nag (Kashmir). Rare. 53a var d 600,-

P 1475 POONCH: 1884-87 1a red on blue wove batonne paper, mint without gum as issued with pinholes, Certi� -
cate ISES, SG catalogue value £450 54 (*)  150,-

P 1476 POONCH: 1894 Br. India QV ¼a postcard bearing 1888 1p red in aniline rose on blue wove batonne paper 
tied by “KAHUTA/ju 18/94” transit cds with “GUJARKHAN/20 JU/94” delivery cds. This stamp is unprized 
used. 57 GA 250,-

P 1477 POONCH: 1888 1p aniline rose on buff laid paper pair one stamp sideways, mint without gum as issued, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £150 58b (*)  120,-

P 1478 POONCH: 1888 printed in aniline rose ½a on white laid paper with a � ne strike of the Poonch 3 concentric 
of squares cancel. Ex G.C. Jain and Frits Staal, unprized used by SG. 59 d 200,-

P 1479 POONCH: 1892 cover from Poonch to Allahabad bearing 1887 1p black & ½a black on white laid batonne 
paper cancelled by Poonch 3 concentric of squares additionally franked with Br. India QV 1/2a blue-green 
tied by “KAHUTA/16 SEP/92” squared circle cds with “ALLAHABAD/19 SEP/92” delivery cds. Most attrac-
tive combination cover bearing of� cial stamps of Poonch. O1, O2 b 250,-

P 1480 POONCH: 1887 1p black on white laid batonne paper 2 pairs one stamp sideways on philatelic unad-
dressed cover tied by 4 strikes of Poonch 3 concentric of squares cancel. SG catalogue value £727 O1, O1a b 250,-

P 1481 POONCH: 1887 1p black on white laid batonne paper block of 20, 8 pairs with stamps printed sideways + 
1 tete-beche pair, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £191 as singles. O1, O1a, O1b (*)  200,-

P 1482 POONCH: 1890 cover from Poonch to Rawalpindi (Pakistan) bearing, on reverse, 1887 ½a black on white 
laid batonne paper (defective) tied by Poonch 3 concentric of squares cancel, envelope cancelled by “KA-
HUTA/1 OCT 90” cds, boxed “POSTAGE DUE/2 ANNAS” with small “RAWALPINDI/MA 1/92” delivery cds 
on reverse. This must have been a double weight cover hence 2 anna postage due (twice the de� ciency of 
1a postage for double weight letters). Of� cial stamps of Poonch are scarce on cover. O2 b 150,-

P 1483 POONCH: 1892 Br. India QV ½a green postal stationery envelope bearing, on reverse, 1887 ½a black 
on white laid batonne paper tied by Poonch 3 concentric of squares cancel, envelope cancelled by “KA-
HUTA/29 FE/92” squared circle cds with small “RAWALPINDI/MA. 1/92” delivery cds on reverse, address 
portion of envelope removed. Of� cial stamps of Poonch are scarce on cover, especially on combination 
covers. O2 GA 150,-

P 1484 POONCH: 1887 1p black on toned wove batonne paper block of 8 with 4 pairs stamp sideways, mint with-
out gum as issued, SG catalogue value £88 as singles. O6a (*)  100,-
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P 1485 POONCH: 1887 ½a black on toned wove batonne paper block of 16, mint without gum as issued. O7 (*)  70,-

RAJASTHAN
P 1486 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi ¼a blue-green (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in violet, 

variety handstamp double, mint never hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES 1B var **   250,-

P 1487 RAJASTHAN on Bundi 1948-49, 1/2a violet (x3) and 1a green (x2) on registered cover with re-
ceipt piece af� xed at back. Scarce. (M) SG 2A, 3A b 500,-

P 1488 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi ½a voilet (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in violet, variety 
handstamp double, mint never hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES 2B var **   250,-

P 1489 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi ½a voilet (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in violet, variety 
handstamp sideways, mint hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES 2B var *    200,-

P 1490 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi ½a voilet (1947 issue) machine prined with Rajasthan SG type 1 in black 
block of 4, mint never hinged with original gum, SG catalogue value £240 as singles. 2C v/** 200,-

P 1491 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 1a yellow-green (1947 issue) machine prined with Rajasthan SG type 1 in 
black block of 4, mint never hinged with original gum - trivial gum disturbance, SG catalogue value £240 
as singles. 3C v/** 150,-

P 1492 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 2a vermillion (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in violet, 
horizontal pair variety handstamp double on left stamp, mint never hinged with original gum, Certi� cate 
ISES 4B var p/** 300,-

P 1493 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 4a orange (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in violet, variety 
handstamp inverted, mint original gum with minor gum disturbance at foot, Certi� cate ISES 5B var *    200,-

P 1494 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 4a orange (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in violet, variety 
handstamp sideways, mint never hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES 5B var *    200,-

P 1495 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 8a ultramarine (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in violet, 
variety handstamp double, mint hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES 6B var *    250,-

P 1496 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 8a ultramarine (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in violet, 
variety handstamp inverted, mint hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES 6B var *    200,-

P 1497 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 8a ultramarine (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in violet, 
variety handstamp double one inverted, mint never hinged with original gum. 6B var **   350,-

P 1498 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 8a ultramarine (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in blue, 
variety handstamp inverted, mint never hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES 6C var **   300,-

P 1499 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 1r chocolate (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in violet, 
mint hinged with original gum, SG catalogue value £325 7B *    200,-

P 1500 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 1r chocolate (1947 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in 
violet, variety handstamp double, mint hinged with original gum with few ragged perfs at bot-
tom, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £325 for normal stamp. 7B var *    500,-

P 1501 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 2a to 1r (1947 issue) machine prined with Rajasthan SG type 1 in black each 
in a corner marginal block of 4, mint never hinged with original gum, SG catalogue value £174 as singles. 11 - 14 v/** 150,-

P 1502 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 4a orange (1947 issue) machine printed with Rajasthan SG type 1 in black, 
complete sheet of 20, mint never hinged with original gum. (T) 12 **   100,-

P 1503 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Bundi 4a orange (1947 issue) machine printed with Rajasthan SG type 1 in black 
on Of� cial cover with manuscript “Kar Sarkari” (On Service) with manuscript annotation “Return to sender 
19-10-48”. Rare on cover, SG catalogue value £340 12 b 300,-

P 1504 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur ¼a overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2, on postcard from Madhopur to Kis-
hangarh tied by “SAWAI MADHOPUR/8 MAR 50” and “KISHANGARH/10 MAR 50” delivery cds. 15 b 70,-

P 1505 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur ¼a overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2 pair on local cover tied by “SAWAI 
JAIPUR/19 FEB 50” cds. 15 b 100,-

P 1506 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur ¼a to 2½a each overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2 on � rst day cover tied by 
2 strikes of “SAWAI JAIPUR H.O./30 APR 50” cds, SG catalogue value £246 for stamps only. 15 - 20 FDC 300,-

1507 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur ¼a to 1r complete set mint hinged with original gum. 15 - 25 *    70,-

P 1508 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur ¼a to 1r complete set (missing ¾a, 1a & 2a) overprinted with Rajast-
han SG type 2, very � ne used, These stamps are rare used, SG catalogue value £891 15 - 25 g 700,-

P 1509 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur ¼a & 4a each overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2 on registered cover, from 
Madhopur to Jaipur City, tied by “MADHOPUR/7 MAR 50” cds with boxed “SAWAI MADHOPUR S.O.” regis-
tration strike on obverse, SG catalogue value £405 15, 22 b 300,-

P 1510 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur ¼a & 2a overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2 + Jaipur 1a Silver Jubilee on 
Jaipur ¼a postcard (some small pin holes and vertical crease) send registered stamps tied by “SAWAI 
JAIPUR/22 FEB 50” cds with boxed “SAWAI JAIPUR H.O.” registration strike with manuscript annotation 
“Refused 27-2” - A nice combination of Jaipur & Rajasthan stamps on Jaipur postal stationery. SG cata-
logue value £330 16, 19 b 200,-
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P 1511 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur ½a & 3a overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2 on Jaipur ¼a postcard (faults) 
send registered stamps tied by “SAWAI JAIPUR/25 FEB 50” cds with boxed “SAWAI JAIPUR H.O.” registra-
tion strike  - A nice combination of Rajasthan stamps on Jaipur postal stationery. SG catalogue value £366 16, 21 GA 200,-

P 1512 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur 2½a overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2 on local cover tied by “SAWAI JAIPUR 
H.O./23 FEB 50” cds with delivery cds on reverse. SG catalogue value £140 20 b 100,-

P 1513 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur 2½a black & carmine overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2 variety frame print-
ed double, mint never hinged with original gum. 20 var **   100,-

P 1514 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur 4a, 6a, 8a & 1r (being the 4 top values of the set) overprinted with Rajasthan 
SG type 2, each in marginal block of 10, mint never hinged with original gum, SG catalogue value £580 
as singles. 22 - 25 **   300,-

P 1515 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur 4a black & grey-green overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2, very � ne used, SG 
catalogue value £130 22 g 70,-

P 1516 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur 6a black & pale blue overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2, variety stamp frame 
printed double, mint never hinged with original gum. 23 var **   200,-

P 1517 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur 8a overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2 used, SG catalogue value £190 24 g 150,-

P 1518 RAJASTHAN: 1950 Jaipur 1r black & yellow-bistre overprinted with Rajasthan SG type 2, very � ne used, 
SG catalogue value £300 25 g 200,-

P 1519 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 1a brown-lilac pin-perf (1899-1901 issue) handstamped with Rajast-
han SG type 1 in red block of 4 variety handstamp inverted on all 4 stamps, mint without gum as issued, 
Certi� cate ISES 29b var v/(*) 400,-

P 1520 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 4a brown pin-perf (1899-1901 issue) handstamped with Rajasthan SG 
type 1 in red used, SG catalogue value £130 30 g 80,-

P 1521 RAJASTHAN: 1949 cover from Kishangarh to Arain bearing, on reverse, Rajasthan 1948-49 Kishangarh 4a 
brown pin-perf (1899-1901 issue) & 2a purple (1915 issue) both handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 
1 in red + Kishangarh 1913-16 1a red all tied by “RAJASTHAN/RAJ P.O./17 JAN 49” cds. SG catalogue 
value £400 30, 43 b 300,-

P 1522 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 4a chestnut pin-perf (1899-1901 issue) handstamped with 
Rajasthan SG type 1 in red block of 4 mint without gum as issued, SG lists this stamp in choco-
late (Kishangarh SG 31), this being on chestnut (Kishangarh SG 31b) and not listed in SG - Rare. 30 var v/(*) 600,-

P 1523 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 2r brown-red pin-perf (1899-1901 issue) handstamped with 
Rajasthan SG type 1 in red block of 4 mint without gum as issued with minor faults, Certi� cate 
ISES, SG catalogue value £1600 as singles. 31a v/(*) 1.000,-

P 1524 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 2r brown-red pin-perf (1899-1901 issue) handstamped with 
Rajasthan SG type 1 in red horizontal pair mint without gum as issued, left stamp with small 
fault on bottom left, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £800 as singles 31a p/(*) 500,-

P 1525 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 1r dull green on toned wove paper pin-perf (1901 issue, Kis-
hangarh SG 38) corner marginal copy handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red with large 
Kishangarh cds, Certi� cate ISES, not listed in SG (SG lists 1r dull-green on Kishangarh SG 32 
only). Possibly unique. 31 var g 1.000,-

P 1526 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 1a blue (1904-10 issue) handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red 
� ne used copy on piece, SG catalogue value £325 33a d 250,-

P 1527 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 8a slate pin-perf (1904-10 issue) handstamped with Rajasthan SG 
type 1 in red horizontal pair, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £260 as singles. 35 p/(*) 200,-

P 1528 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 8a slate pin-perf (1904-10 issue) handstamped with Rajasthan SG 
type 1 in red block of 4, mint without gum as issued, 2 stamps with faults, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue 
value £520 as singles. 35 v/(*) 200,-

1529 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 2a purple (1915 issue) complete sheet of 20, mint without gum as 
issued. (T) 43 (*)  100,-

P 1530 RAJASTHAN: 1949 cover bearing 1948-49 Kishangarh 2a purple (1915 issue) + 2 Kishangarh ½a brown 
postal stationery envelope cutout all handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red tied to cover by two 
strikes of “RAJASTHAN/RAJ P.O./31 DEC 49” cds. Kishangarh postal stationery envelopes did not see 
much use as they were made on very brittle paper that would not withstand travelling through the mail. 
Most unusual use of stamps and postal stationery cutout on cover. 43 b 250,-

P 1531 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 8a brown (1913-16 issue) handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in 
blue, mint without gum as issued, Blue handstamp not listed in SG. 45 (*)  250,-

P 1532 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 8a brown (1912-16 issue) handstamp with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red, 
variety handstamp double, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES 45 var (*)  250,-

P 1533 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh ½a yellow-green on thick smooth surfaced paper pin-perf (1928-36 
issue) on piece cancelled by small native cds, Unpriced used in SG, SG catalogue value £350 for unused. 49 d 350,-
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P 1534 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 2a magenta on thick smooth surfaced paper pin-perf (1928-
36 issue) mint without gum as issued, Unpriced mint in SG, used catalogue value £700 49a (*)  600,-

P 1535 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 4a chestnut on thick smooth surfaced paper pin-perf (1928-36 issue) 
mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £400 50 (*)  250,-

1536 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 8a violet on thick smooth surfaced paper pin-perf (1928-36 issue) 
complete sheet of 10, mint without gum as issued. 51 (*)  70,-

P 1537 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 2r lemon-yellow on thick smooth surfaced paper pin-perf (1928-36 
issue) part sheet of 8, mint without gum as issued. 53 (*)  150,-

P 1538 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh ½a  deep-green on thick soft unsurfaced paper pin-perf (1943-47 is-
sue) complete sheet of 10, handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red, mint without gum as issued, 
SG catalogue value £380 as singles. 57 (*)  250,-

1539 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh ½a yellow green on thick soft unsurfaced paper pin-perf (1943-47 is-
sue) part sheet of 8 missing only 2 stamps, handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red, mint without 
gum as issued, SG catalogue value £360 as singles. 57b (*)  250,-

P 1540 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh ½a yellow green on thick soft unsurfaced paper pin-perf 
(1943-47 issue) handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in blue, mint without gum as issued, 
Unpriced in unused condition, used catalogue value £350. 57bb (*)  500,-

P 1541 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 1a carmine-red on thick soft unsurfaced paper pin-perf (1943-47 is-
sue) on piece cancelled by Arain cds, SG catalogue value £110 58 d 70,-

P 1542 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 1a orange-red on thick soft unsurfaced paper imperf (1943-47 issue) 
pair each handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in blue, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, 
SG catalogue value £450 as singles. 58ba p/(*) 300,-

1543 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 4a brown on thick soft unsurfaced paper pin-perf (1943-47 issue) com-
plete sheet of 10, handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red, mint without gum as issued. 61 (*)  70,-

P 1544 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 1a carmine-red on thick soft unsurfaced paper pin-perf (1943-47 is-
sue) handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red on folded notice cover with manuscript date on stamp, 
SG catalogue value £70 for stamp unpriced on cover. (T) 62 b 200,-

1545 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 1r green on thick soft unsurfaced paper pin-perf (1943-47 issue) com-
plete sheet of 10, handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red, mint without gum as issued. 63 (*)  70,-

P 1546 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 5r claret on thick soft unsurfaced paper pin-perf (1943-47 issue) cor-
ner marginal pair each handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red, mint without gum as issued, SG 
catalogue value £110 as singles. 65 p/(*) 70,-

P 1547 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 1a deep violet-blue on thick soft unsurfaced paper pin-perf (1943-47 
issue) handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red. A rare stamp in unused condition, unpriced by SG - 
see note in SG catalogue after SG 65 (*)  400,-

P 1548 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Kishangarh 1a deep violet-blue on thick soft unsurfaced paper pin-perf 
(1943-47 issue) and 2a purple (1913-16 issue) handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 in red on 
native cover tied by “SARAONJ/KISHANGARH RAJ P.O.” cancel to Arain. The 1a blue is rare on 
cover - see note in SG catalogue after SG 65 b 500,-

P 1549 RAJASTHAN: 1948-49 Shahpura 1a red (1932-47 issue) handstamped with Rajasthan SG type 1 
in violet, mint without gum as issued - an extremely rare stamp in unused condition - not listed 
in SG (*)  600,-

P 1550 RAJASTHAN: Kishangarh ½a brown postal stationery envelope cutout x 6 all handstamped with Rajasthan 
SG type 1 in red on local cover. Kishangarh postal stationery envelopes did not see much use as they 
were made on very brittle paper that would not withstand travelling through the mail. Most unusual use of 
postal stationery cutout as adhesives. b 400,-

P 1551 RAJASTHAN 1948 ca., sheet with 36 � scal stamps of DUNGARPUR with black Rajasthan overprint. Can-
celled � scally with punch holes also. (M) d 100,-

RAJPIPLA
P 1552 RAJPIPLA 1880, complete sheet of 64 of 1p blue, � ne unused as issued. Scarce in cpl. sheet. 

(SG £320+++) (M) SG 1 (*)  500,-

P 1553 RAJPIPLA: Essay of 1a in black & mauve underprinted “SPECIMEN” diagonally in green with 
some staining as is the case with the known copies - very rare. *    1.500,-

P 1554 RAJPIPLA: 1880 2a green half sheet of 10 with margins on 3 sides, mint without gum as issued, SG cata-
logue value £300 as singles. 2 (*)  300,-

P 1555 RAJPIPLA: 1880 2a green variety imperf between horizontal pair, mint without gum as issued - 
A great rarity of Rajpeepla of which only a handful copies exist. Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue 
value £650 which is very low for this classic rarity. 2a p/(*) 800,-

P 1556 RAJPIPLA: 1880 4a red complete sheet of 20, mint without gum as issued. A rare complete 
sheet, SG catalogue value £320 as singles. (T) 3 (*)  500,-
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SHAHPURA
P 1557 SHAHPURA: 1920-28 1p carmine on drab horizontal pair with manuscript cancel, SG catalogue 

value £2600 3 p/g 800,-
P 1558 SHAHPURA: 1920-28 1a black on pink on piece with manuscript cancel, SG catalogue value £1500 4 g 400,-

P 1559 SHAHPURA: Of� cial cover from Phulia to Shahpura City bearing a strike of “RAJ DAK/KOTWALI/
SHAHPURA” intaglio seal (T) b 500,-

P 1560 SHAHPURA: 1932-47 1a red Postal-Fiscal on native folded letter cancelled by the postmaster in 
manuscript (as was almost always the case), stamps with faults, Certi� cate ISES. F1 b 500,-

P 1561 SHAHPURA: Registered cover bearing 2 pairs of 1932-47 1a red Postal-Fiscal stamps each can-
celled by the postmaster in manuscript (as was almost always the case), stamps and cover with 
faults. Registered covers bearing Shahpura stamps are rare, Certi� cate ISES. (T) F1 b 1.000,-

SIRMOOR
P 1562 SIRMOOR: 1878 1p blue on horizontal laid paper marginal horizontal pair with error imperf between pair, 

mint hinged with original gum, SG catalogue value £425 2a p/* 300,-

P 1563 SIRMOOR: 1892 1p yellow-green imperf between (vertical pair) with a spectacular pre-printing paper fold 
variety. 3a var p/* 250,-

P 1564 SIRMOOR: 1887 cover from Majra (Sirmoor State) to Lahore bearing 1885-96 6p blue-green x 2 
(one affected by spindle hole) each tied by “S” in bars with “SIRMOOR STATE/MAJRA/21 JU 87” 
octagonal strike, “NAHAN/22 JUL 87” arrival cds with “SIRMOOR STATE/NAHAN/22 JUL 89” 
octagonal strike with boxed “POSTAGE DUE/1 ANNA” and “LAHORE/25 JL/87” delivery cds, 
Certi� cate ISES, An extremely rare cover. 7 b 1.500,-

P 1565 SIRMOOR: 1888 Br. India QV ½a postal stationery envelope from Palwi to Lahore bearing, on 
reverse, 1885-96 6p green tied by “S” in bars with “SIRMOOR STATE/PALWI 30 NOV 88” oc-
tagonal strike, “SIRMOOR STATE/NAHAN/2 DEC 88” transit octagonal strike and “LAHORE/4 
DE/88” delivery cds, most attractive and rare cover, Certi� cate ISES. 7a b 1.500,-

P 1566 SIRMOOR 1894/99, two � scal documents with strip of 8 of 2a (SG Type 3) and 15x 2a ‘El-
ephant’, respectively, with � scal cancellation by pen-strokes and star-like punch holes. (M) SG 9, 25 b 750,-

P 1567 SIRMOOR: 1894-99 3p orange marginal block of 6 overprinted “On S. S. S.”, mint all but one 
never hinged with original gum. These stamps are not listed in SG with Of� cial overprint. 22 var **/* 600,-

P 1568 SIRMOOR: 1900 local cover bearing 1894-99 6p green tied by “SIRMOOR STATE/NAHAN/18 
MY 1900” cds with an indistinct delivery cds, cover reduced on two sides, Certi� cate ISES, Cov-
ers bearing stamps of Sirmoor are very rare. 23 b 1.500,-

P 1569 SIRMOOR: 1902 picture postcard from Nahan to Germany bearing 1894-99 6p, 3q, 8q & 1 + Br. 
India QV 2a with Bombay transit cds, Sea Post Of� ce transit cds with “FREDRICHSHUTTE” arriv-
al cds and sent back to Sirmoor with boxed “D.L.O./BOMBAY/1 OC 02” strike. Most attractive. 23, 26, 28, 29 Ak 2.000,-

P 1570 SIRMOOR: 1900 3a, 4a, 8a, 1r each in corner marginal block of 4 each stamp with security 
punch hole ex Waterlow archives - Rare. 26 - 29 var v/(*) 600,-

P 1571 SIRMOOR: 1899 3a, 4a, 8a & 1r each in corner marginal block of 4 (some stains mostly limited 
to the margins) each stamp with security punch hole ex Waterlow archives - Rare. 30 - 33 var v/(*) 600,-

P 1572 SIRMOOR: 1a green receipt stamp corner marginal block of 4 with part original gum each stamp with 
security punch hole ex Waterlow archives - Rare v/* 200,-

P 1573 SIRMOOR: 1891 1a bright blue overprinted “On S. S. S.” SG type12 in black mint with part original gum, 
SG catalogue value £450 56 *    300,-

P 1574 SIRMOOR: 1892-97 3p orange overprinted “On S. S. S.” SG type13 error surcharge inverted, mint hinged 
with original gum, SG catalogue value £300 60b (*)  200,-

P 1575 SIRMOOR: 1892-97 6p green overprinted “On S. S. S.” SG type13 in red variety overprint inverted, used, 
SG catalogue value £SG catalogue value £110 64b g 70,-

P 1576 SIRMOOR: 1896-97 3p orange overprinted “On S. S. S.” SG type 14 error overprint double, � ne 
used, SG catalogue value £800 66c g 600,-

P 1577 SIRMOOR: 1892-97 1a steel-blue overprinted “On S. S. S.” SG type13 with variety overprint inverted, used. 
SG catalogue value £250 65b g 200,-

P 1578 SIRMOOR: 1896-97 2a carmine overprinted “On S. S. S.” SG type14 with variety Comma after � rst “S”, 
mint never hinged with original gum, SG catalogue value £130 69a *    100,-

P 1579 SIRMOOR: 1900 3p, 6p & 2a each in corner marginal block of 4 (some stains mostly limited 
to the margins) overprinted “On S. S. S.” SG type 18 each stamp with security punch hole ex 
Waterlow archives - Rare. 78, 79, 81 v/(*) 600,-

P 1580 SIRMOOR: 1896 3p orange handstamped “On S. S. S.” SG type 21, mint hinged with original gum, SG 
catalogue value £200 96 *    150,-
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SORUTH
P 1581 SORUTH: 1864 handstamped in water colour 1a black on azure laid paper unused without gum 

as issued with minor stains, SG catalogue value £700 1 (*)  500,-

P 1582 SORUTH: 1868 Inscriptions in Devnagri with accents over � rst letters 1a pink with most unusual 
variety - bottom row of inscrriptions / value appear to be written in manuscript. It would appear 
that the bottom part of the stamp did not get printed and someone, during te printing process, 
corrected this by hand, used - most unusual variety of this rare stamp and most certainly unique. 8 var g 4.000,-

P 1583 SORUTH: 1870 Inscription in Devnagri with accents over second letters 1a black on azure on vertically 
laid paper with part sheet watermark, bottom marginal pair with sheet inscriptions, mint without gum as 
issued, SG catalogue value £200 as singles. 11 p/(*) 200,-

P 1584 SORUTH: 1870 Inscription in Devnagri with accents over second letters 1a black on azure x two 
copies on native part folded letter one with variety - � rst two characters in last word on bottom 
line omitted, SG catalogue value £861 11, 11b d 750,-

P 1585 SORUTH: 1871 cover to Rajkot bearing 1868-75 1a black on azure vertically laid paper SG 11 tied by 
pencancel & 1865 British India 1/2a blue cancelled by Bombay duplex cds with Rajkot delivery cds on 
reverse - cover stained - with BPA 2007 certi� cate. Early Soruth combination cevers are rare SG 11 b 350,-

P 1586 SORUTH: 1870 Mixed setting with inscription in Devnagri & Gujrati with accents over second 
letters 1a black on azure on vertically laid paper with large crown sheet watermark, part sheet 
of 9 from the top left corner, with inscriptions in Devnagri x 7 and inscriptions in Gujrati x 2 (po-
sition 1 and 3) position 1 with error � nal character in bottom line omitted, mint without gum as 
issued, Certi� cate ISES, Most spectacular block, SG catalogue value £1800 as singles. 11, 12, 12b (*)  1.800,-

P 1587 SORUTH: 1870 Reprints  with inscription in Devnagri with accents over � rst letters 1a red on white laid 
paper horizontal pair with pre-printing paper fold overprinted “Reprint” 13 var p/(*) 150,-

P 1588 SORUTH: 1870 Inscription in Gujrati with accents over second letters 1a red on white vertically laid paper 
with part of sheet watermark bottom left corner marginal pair with sheet inscriptions with error � rst two 
characters in bottom line omitted, mint without gum as issued. 13, 13a p/(*) 200,-

P 1589 SORUTH: 1870 Reprints  with inscription in Devnagri with accents over � rst letters 1a red on white wove 
paper complete sheet of 16 (folded vertically), mint without gum as issued - complete sheets of the early 
reprints are rare. 13 var (*)  400,-

P 1590 SORUTH: 1868 Accents over second letters, 4a black on white on vertically laid paper inscriptions in Gu-
jrati mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £170 15 (*)  120,-

P 1591 SORUTH: 1870 Reprints  with inscription in Devnagri with accents over � rst letters 4a black on blue wove 
horizontal strip of 4 overprinted “Reprint” (*)  150,-

P 1592 SORUTH: 1886 4a red on toned laid paper with lines close together two complete sheets of 5 
printed tete-beche on the opposite side of the paper - major error - imperf, mint without gum as 
issued, Certi� cate ISES, Not recorded by SG - A major rarity of Soruth and probably unique. (T) 20 var (*)  5.000,-

P 1593 SORUTH: 1886 4a red on toned laid paper with lines close together perf 12, two complete 
sheets of 5 printed tete-beche on the opposite side of the paper, mint without gum as issued. 20 var (*)  750,-

P 1594 SORUTH: 1886 4a red on toned laid paper perf 12 marginal copy with manuscript “Cancelled / initials of 
the post-master” in black ink written by the post-master - ex Soruth archives, mint without gum as issued 
- only a handful known, extremely rare. 20 var (*)  400,-

P 1595 SORUTH: 1886 1a green on wove paper complete sheet of 20 with sheet inscriptions on top and 
bottom variety imperf, mint without gum as issued with horizontal fold and some stains on back, 
SG catalogue value £900 as singles. (T) 22a (*)  800,-

P 1596 SORUTH: 1886 1a green on wove paper imperf vertical strip of 4 with sheet margins on top and 
bottom each stamp with manuscript “Cancelled / initials of the post-master” in black ink writ-
ten by the post-master - ex Soruth archives, mint without gum as issued - only a handful known, 
extremely rare. 22a var (*)  800,-

P 1597 SORUTH: 1886 4a red on wove paper 12, two complete sheets of 5 printed with both impres-
sions upright, mint without gum as issued, a rare double sheet. 23 var (*)  600,-

P 1598 SORUTH: 1886 4a red on wove paper 12, left 2 stamps and margin from two sheets of 5 printed with 
both impressions upright, variety middle vertical row of perforation double, mint without gum as issued. 23 var v/(*) 200,-

P 1599 SORUTH: 1913 4a red on toned wove paper surcharged “One anna.” SG type 9 variety imperf 
between horizontal pair, � ne used with native double ring cancel, A major rarity of Soruth un-
priced in SG. 34d p/g 1.500,-

P 1600 SORUTH: 1913 1a emerald on white wove paper (1886 issue) surcharged “Three pies” SG type 
8 variety surcharge inverted on local cover tied by native cds, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue 
value £1000 35b b 750,-
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P 1601 SORUTH: 1a blue Essay of the unissued design, imperf marginal pair from bottom of sheet with 
manuscript “Cancelled / initials of the post-master” in black ink written by the post-master - ex 
Soruth archives, only a handful known, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, extremely 
rare. p/(*) 1.000,-

P 1602 SORUTH: 4a black Essay of the unissued design, perf 11½ with manuscript “Cancelled / initials 
of the post-master” in black ink written by the post-master - ex Soruth archives, only a handful 
known, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, extremely rare. (*)  1.000,-

P 1603 SORUTH: Sunken die proof of 1a red unadopted design, Certi� cate ISES, Unique. (*)  2.000,-
P 1604 SORUTH: 1913 1a emerald on white wove paper (1886 issue) complete sheet of 20 with sheet inscrip-

tions on top and bottom, surcharged “Three pies” SG type 8 variety surcharge shifted upwards & to the 
right, mint without gum as issued. (T) 35 var (*)  100,-

P 1605 SORUTH: 1914 1a red on wove paper complete sheet of 20 with sheet inscriptions on top and bottom 
variety imperf, mint without gum as issued, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £230 as singles. (T) 41a (*)  200,-

1606 SORUTH 1923, 1a red on laid paper, pin-perf 12, complete sheet of 16, very � ne. Scarce in complete 
sheet. (M) SG 42 (16) (*)  100,-

1607 SORUTH: 1923 3p mauve blurred impression on wove paper pin-perf 12 with small holes, complete sheet 
of 16 with sheet inscriptions on top and bottom, mint without gum as issued. (T) 44 (*)  70,-

P 1608 SORUTH 1924 (1928), 3p mauve on wove paper, complete sheet of 32 IMPERFORATED, with 
pre-printing paper fold. A rare double sheet (2x 16). (SG for 16 pairs: £4800++) (M) SG 45a (16) (*)  4.000,-

P 1609 SORUTH: 1924 1a red clear impression on wove paper complete sheet of 16 with sheet inscrip-
tions on top and bottom variety imperf, mint without gum as issued in pristine condition, Certi� -
cate ISES, SG catalogue value £680 as singles. (T) 46a (*)  500,-

1610 SORUTH 1929, 3p mauve on laid paper, perf 12, complete double sheet (two separated halfs), unused as 
issued, � ne. Scarce in complete sheet. (SG for singles: £160) (M) SG 47 (*)  200,-

P 1611 SORUTH: 1929 3p black & blackish-grey two copies on piece each with manuscript “SARKARI” in red 
ink. These provisional manuscript overprints were made by the post-master and used at Ghada & Una 
between June & december 1949, scarce, Certi� cate ISES 49 var p/d 400,-

P 1612 SORUTH: 1929 ½a black & deep blue bottom right corner marginal block of 4 with variety frame printed 
double, mint never hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES 50 var **   400,-

P 1613 SORUTH: 1929 1a black & carmine with manuscript “Cancelled / initials of the post-master” in black ink 
written by the post-master - ex Soruth archives, mint never hinged with original gum toned - only a handful 
known, extremely rare. 51 var **   400,-

P 1614 SORUTH: 1929 2a black & dull orange with manuscript “Cancelled / initials of the post-master” in black 
ink written by the post-master - ex Soruth archives, mint never hinged with original gum toned - only a 
handful known, extremely rare. 52 var **   400,-

P 1615 SORUTH: 1864 handstamped in water colour 1a black on azure laid paper vartical pair used with manu-
script cancel, multiples of the � rst issue are rare. 1 p/g 300,-

P 1616 SORUTH: 1949 ½a black & deep blue surcharged “POSTAGE & REVENUE/ONE ANNA” in red SG 
type 19 with error surcharge double, unused without gum - A great rarity unpriced in SG. 58a (*)  2.000,-

P 1617 SORUTH: 1949 ½a black & deep blue surcharged “POSTAGE & REVENUE/ONE ANNA” in red SG 
type 19 with error surcharge double, one partial, used, SG catalogue value £600 58a g 500,-

P 1618 SORUTH: 1929 2a black & dull orange surcharged “Postage & Revenue/ONE ANNA” SG type 20 vertical 
pair on piece each with manuscript “Service” in red ink. These provisional manuscript overprints were 
made by the post-master and used at Ghada & Una between June & december 1949, scarce, Certi� cate 
ISES 59 var g 300,-

P 1619 SORUTH: 1949 1A Court Fee stamp overprinted “U.S.S./REVENUE &/POSTAGE/SAURASHTRA” 
variety “POSTAGE” omitted, used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £300 60a g 500,-

P 1620 SORUTH: 1949 1A Court Fee stamp overprinted “U.S.S./REVENUE &/POSTAGE/SAURASHTRA” 
variety overprint double, unused, Certi� cate ISES, 1 of only 40 possible - SG catalogue value 
£400 60b *    500,-

P 1621 SORUTH: 1950 3p black & blackish-green surcharged “POSTAGE & REVENUE/ONE ANNA” SG type 22 
marginal block of 4 with original gum top two stamps hinged and bottom two stamps never hinged, SG 
catalogue value £160 for singles. 61 v/**/* 100,-

P 1622 SORUTH: 1950 1a on 3p complete sheet of 40 with “P” of Postage omitted (R8/1) and “O” of 
ONE partly omitted (R6/1) SG 61/a/b. £2500++ (M) SG 61/a/b **   1.500,-

P 1623 SORUTH 1950, ONE ANNA on 3p, complete sheet with a lot of varieties including ‘ ‘’P’’ of POST-
AGE omitted’ and ‘Half of ‘’O’’ of ONE omitted’, very � ne MNH. (SG about £2500++) (M)

SG 61/61a/
(61b) **   1.500,-

P 1624 SORUTH: 1950 3p black & blackish-green surcharged “POSTAGE & REVENUE/ONE ANNA” SG 
type 22 with error surcharge double, used, Certi� cate ISES - Not listed in SG. 61 var g 600,-
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P 1625 SORUTH: 1929 1r black & pale blue overprinted “SARKARI” SG type O1 in vermillion with manuscript 
“Cancelled / initials of the post-master” in black ink written by the post-master - ex Soruth archives, mint 
never hinged with original gum toned - only a handful known, extremely rare. O8 var **   400,-

P 1626 SORUTH: 1948 3a black & carmine overprinted “SARKARI” SG type O1 surcharged “ONE ANNA” with vari-
ety � rst “N” in “ANNA” inverted used - Rare. O15 var g 300,-

P 1627 SORUTH: 1948 1a on 4a black & purple with “SARKARI” overprint mint hinged with original gum with small 
diagonal crease not visible from front, SG catalogue value £450 O16 *    300,-

P 1628 SORUTH: 1948 4a black & purple overprinted “SARKARI” SG type O1 surcharged “ONE ANNA” 
corner marginal block of 4, mint with original gum, 3 hinged and 1 never hinged, Certi� cate 
ISES, SG catalogue value £1800 as singles. O16 v/*/** 1.500,-

P 1629 SORUTH: 1948 1a on 4a black & purple with “SARKARI” overprint - error “ANNE” for “ANNA”, � ne used, 
Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £500 O16a g 400,-

P 1630 SORUTH: 1948 1a on 8a black & yellow-green with “SARKARI” overprint horizontal pair- error right stamp 
“ANNE” for “ANNA”, � ne used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £455 O17, O17a p/g 300,-

P 1631 SORUTH: 1948 1a on 8a black & yellow-green with “SARKARI” overprint - error “ANNE” for “ANNA”, � ne 
used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £400 O17a g 300,-

P 1632 SORUTH: 1948 1a on 8a black & yellow-green with “SARKARI” overprint - error “ANNN” for “ANNA”, � ne 
used, SG catalogue value £400 O17b g 300,-

P 1633 SORUTH: 1949 3p black & blackish-green block of 4 with overprint “SARKARI” SG type O2 in 
red with small “A” in position 1, small “A” and broken “I” in position 3, mint never hinged with 
original gum, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £1100 as singles. O20 v/** 800,-

P 1634 SORUTH: 1949 ½a black & deep blue with overprint “SARKARI” SG type O2 in red mint never 
hinged with original gum, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £650 O21 **   500,-

TRAVANCORE
P 1635 TRAVANCORE: 1888 Essay for the � rst postage stamp with “RV” (for Ravi Varma) at foot in 

green on laid paper perf 12½ - 13, extremely rare. (*)  750,-
P 1636 TRAVANCORE: 1899-1904 1ch ultramarine watermark SG type A variety stamp printed double, � ne used, 

SG catalogue value £450 6b g 400,-

P 1637 TRAVANCORE: 1899-1904 2ch red watermark SG type A pair variety imperf between (horizontal pair), mint 
without gum as issued with small thin in middle, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £400. 7ca p/(*) 300,-

P 1638 TRAVANCORE: 1904-20 3ch violet watermark SG type B vertical strip of 3 variety imperf between, � ne 
used, Certi� cate ISES, SG catalogue value £375 17b g 300,-

P 1639 TRAVANCORE: 1931 Coronation set (6ca, 10ca & 3ch) plate proof each in horizontal imperf pair mint 
without gum as issued. 47 - 49 var p/(*) 300,-

P 1640 TRAVANCORE: 1931 Coronation 10ca black & ultramarine marginal copy ith variety imperf between mar-
gin and stamp � ne used. 48 var g 100,-

P 1641 TRAVANCORE: 1889/1951, a very detailed study collection on 63 pages of Postal markings 
from 1889 to 1951 with detailed description of each of the markings mainly on postal stationer-
ies including 9 wrappers. (M) b 1.000,-

TRAVANCORE-COCHIN
P 1642 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN: 1950 Cochin 1a brown-orange overprinted “T.-C.” horizontal pair error overprint 

inverted, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £550 as singles. 9b p/(*) 400,-

P 1643 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN: 1950 Cochin 1a orange overprinted “U.S.T.C./NINE PIES” horizontal pair, mint 
without gum as issued, SG catalogue value £320 as singles. 11b p/(*) 200,-

P 1644 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN: 1950 Cochin 1a orange overprinted “T.-C../NINE PIES” block of 8 with variety wa-
termark inverted, mint without gum as issued. 11 var (*)  200,-

P 1645 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN 1950, complete sheet of 48 of 9p on 1a orange, with varieties ‘No stop 
after ‘’T’’ ‘, ‘Broken ‘’C’’ ‘, and ALBINO overprint at back, i.e. normal at right hand margin and 
inverted at top margin. A very uncommon sheet. (M) SG 11, 11a (*)  500,-

1646 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN 1950, complete sheet of 48 of 9p on 1a orange, with varieties ‘No stop after ‘’T’’ ‘ 
and ALBINO overprint at right hand margin from reverse. An uncommon sheet. (M) SG 11, 11a (*)  400,-

P 1647 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN: 1949-51 ½a on 1ch overprinted “SERVICE” SG Type O1 perf 11 used block of 4 
with variety “NANA” instead of “ANNA” on top right stamp. SG catalogue value £110. O3dc v/g 60,-

P 1648 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN: 1949 ½a on 1ch yellow-green perf 12 overprinted “SERVICE” SG type O1 with er-
ror “HALF” and  “ANNA” surcharge spaced 8mm apart, mint without gum as issued. O3e var (*)  70,-

P 1649 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN: 1949 ½a on 1ch yellow-green perf 12 overprinted “SERVICE” SG type O1 vertical 
pair variety top stamp without “HALF ANNA” surcharge, mint without gum as issued, SG catalogue value 
£140 O3eb p/(*) 100,-
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P 1650 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN: 1949 1a on 2ch orange perf 12½ overprinted “SERVICE” SG type O1 marginal 
block of 4 with error surcharge sifted upwards, mint without gum as issued. O4 var v/(*) 150,-

P 1651 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN: 1949 ½a on 1ch yellow-green perf 12 overprinted “SERVICE” SG type O2 marginal 
block of 4 with error “H” of  “HALF ANNA” inverted (row 1 position 2), mint without gum as issued, this 
error unrecorded by SG. O11 var v/(*) 200,-

P 1652 TRAVANCORE-COCHIN: 1949 1a on 2ch orange perf 11 overprinted “SERVICE” SG type O2 gutter pair 
with variety stamp perforated once between gutter making both stamps 12mm wider, mint without gum 
as issued O12 var p/(*) 200,-

WADHWAN
P 1653 WADHWAN: 1893 local cover bearing a pair of 1888-94 ½p black on thick toned paper each tied 

by native cds in purple with a large native Wadhwan State with “24/OCTR/93” cds in purple on 
reverse, Certi� cate ISES, Covers of Wadhwan State are rare. 5 b 600,-

P 1654 WADHWAN: 1893 local cover bearing a pair of 1888-94 ½p black on thick toned paper each 
tied by native cds in black with a large native Wadhwan State with “11/MAY/93” cds in black 
on reverse, Covers of Wadhwan State are rare. 5 b 600,-

WANKANER
1655 WANKANER: 1940, letter from Messrs. L.V. Indap & Co. to the Dewan of Wankaner State soliciting busi-

ness with regards to the printing of the State’s stamps - most interesting. (M)

COLLECTION: b 200,-

P 1656 India Convention States - mostly complete mint collection on 95 album pages (all stamps 
housed in clear mounts) including many complete sets to 25r mostly mint with a handful of 
mused stamps. Mostly very � ne condition & many never hinged high values. Owner’s  catalog 
slightly over £12,000 (A1) */** 4.000,-



ABKÜRZUNGEN – ABBREVIATIONS – ABRÉVIATIONS 

** postfrisch  mint (never hinged) (MNH) neuf sans charnière

* ungebraucht unused (MH) neuf avec gomme originale

(*) ungebraucht ohne Gummi unused without gum (MNG) neuf sans gomme

g gestempelt, Stempel used, cancell, handstamp (hs.) oblitéré, cachet

h handschriftliche Entwertung pen-stroke, manuscript (ms.) trait de plume

x gefälligkeitsgestempelt canceled to order oblitération de comlaisance

d Briefstück on piece fragment

b Brief cover, envelope lettre

FDC Ersttagsbrief First Day Cover lettre de premier jour

e Flugpostbrief air mail cover lettre poste aérienne

f Flugpost air mail poste aérienne

Ak Ansichtskarte, Karte picture postcard, card carte-vue, carte illustrée

ETB Ersttagsblätter First Day Sheetlets feuilles premier jour

GA Ganzsache postal stationery entier postal

Mk Maximumkarte maximum card carte maximum

p Paar pair paire

v 4er Block block of four bloc de quatre

s schön f (� ne) b (beau)

ss sehr schön vf (very � ne) tb (trés beau)

vz vorzüglich ef (extremely � ne) superbe

ST Stempelglanz Mint State FDC (� eur de coin)

PP Polierte Platte proof � an bruni



FACHAUSDRÜCKE – TECHNICAL VOCABULARY – VOCABULAIRE TECHNIQUE  – VOCABULARIO TECNICO

Abart variety variété varietà

angeschnitten, berührt touched touché, coupé intaccato, toccato

Aufdruck overprint, surcharge surcharge soprastampa

belanglos insigni� cant insigni� ant insigni� cante

berührt touched touché toccato

beschädigt demaged endommage danneggiato

Bogen sheet feuille foglio

Bogenecke sheet comer coin de feuille angolo di foglio

Bogenrand sheet margin bord de feuille bordo di foglio

breit wide large largo

Brief letter, cover, lettre lettera

Briefstück on piece fragment (sur) frammento (su)

Bruch (Spur) crease, creased pli, trace de pli piega

Bug slight crease légèrement plié leggera piega

dezentriert off centre mal centré mal centrato

Dienstmarke of� cial stamp timbre de Service francobollo di servizio

Doppeldruck double Impression double impression doppia stampa

Dreier-, Viererstreifen strip of three, four bande de trois, quatre striscia de 3 pezzi, 4 pezzi

dünn thin mince, aminci assottigliato

durchstochen rouletted percé perforato ad archi

entwertet cancelled oblitéré annullato

Erhaltung (unterschiedlich) condition (mixed) état (différent) stato di conservazione (mista)

ESST, Erstagssonderstempel � rst day commemorative cancel cachet speziale (1° jour) timbro speziale (1° giorno)

F, P, Foto, Photo illustration photo foto

Falz hinge charnière linguella

Federzug pen-stroke trait de plume tratto di penna

Fehldruck error erreur errore

fehlerhaft defective défectueux difettoso

fein � ne � n � ne, squisito

Fleck spot, stain fache macchia

gepr., geprüft expertised expertisé � rmato

geschnitten imperforated non dentelé non dentellato

gleiches Los id., same lot id., même lot analogo lotto

gezähnt perforated dentelé dentellato

Gummi (ohne) gum (without) gomme (sans) gomma (senza)

halbiert bisected coupe en deux tagliato a metä

handschriftlich, hs. in handwriting par écrit scritto a mano

Handstempel handstamp cachet à main soprastampa a mano

hinterlegt repaired repare riparato

K1, K2, Ein-(Doppel-)kreisstempel one (two) circel cancel oblitération avec 1,2 cercle (s) timbro circolare (1,2 circolare)

Kabinettstück superb copy in every respect pièce hors ligne pezzo soperbo

Kehrdruck tete-beche tête-bêche tete-beche

komplett, kpl. complete complet completo

knapp short, cut close court scarso

kopfstehend inverted renverse invertito

Kreidepapier chalky paper papier de craie carta gessata



Lokalausgabe local issue émission locale emissione locale

Lupenrand very small margin marge tres étroite margini corti

Luxusstück, Lux. luxury quality pièce de luxe pezzo di lusso

Mangel, Mlg. defective défaut difetto

Michel. Mi. Michel catalogue catalogue Michel catalogo Michel

Nadelstich pin hole trou d’épingle foro di spillo

nachgummiert regummed regomme rigommato

Nennwert face value valeur faciale valoref acciale

Neudruck (ND) reprint réimpression reimpressione

ohne Gummi without gum, no gum neuf sans gomme nouvo senza gomma

Originalgummi original gum gomme originale gomma originale

Paar pair paire coppia

Plattenfehler plate error erreur de gravure errore d’incisione

Portomarke postage due (stamp) timbre-taxe segnatasse

postfrisch mint never hinged neuf avec gomme nouvo con gomma integra

Ra1, Ra2, Rahmenstempel boxed or frame cancel oblitération du cadre timbro incorniciato

Rand margin marge, bord de feuille margine - bordo di foglio

repariert, rep. repaired reparé riparato

Riß(chen) (very small) tear fente (minime) taglietto, crepa (piccola)

rückseitig, rs. back side à l’envers la parte posteriore

Sammlung collection collection collezione

Satz set série serie

(sehr) selten (very) rare (tres) rare (multo) raro

signiert, sign. signed expertisé � rmato

Sonderstempel special cancel cachet special annullo speciale

Stempel cancellation oblitération annullo

Stock� eck stain tache jaunie (tache de rouille) punto di ruggine, macchia di ossido

Streifen Strip bande striscia

Stück piece pièce, exemplaire pezzo

Tintenentwertung (entfernt) pen cancellation (removed) oblitération à l’encre (effacée) annullo a penna (cancellata)

ungebraucht, ungebr. unused, original gum with hinge neuf nuovo, non usato

Überdruck overprint surcharge soprastampa

überrandig very large margins marges de luxe margini enormi

ungezähnt imperforate non dentelé non dentellato

unterlegt repaired réparé riparato

vollrandig füll margins marges de tous côtes margini completi

vordersetig, vs. front en face la parte annteriore

Vorläufer forerunner précurseur precursore

Wasserzeichen, Wz. watermark � ligrane � ligrana

Zähnung Perforation dentelure dentellatura

Zahnfehler Perforation fault dentelure défectueuse dentellatura difettosa

zentriert (gut, de-) centered (well, badly) centre (bien, mal) centrato

Zierfeld ornamental coupon ornement fermant cadre appendice ornamentale

Zusammendruck se-tenant se tenant in coppia con

Zwischensteg gutter interpanneau interspazio
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Sell Outright to us 
or consign to our Auctions -  You have the choice

lots we can come to your home at your convenience. If you de-
cide to send your consignment by post each parcel is automa-
tically insured up to 25,000 € after prior notice.
Our experts analyze and value your consignment, be it a single 
lot, many bulky lots or a complete estate and if you like we can 
submit a concrete purchase offer. We buy “Philately and Nu-
mismatics“ worldwide at top market prices with immediate 
cash. Agents receive a � nder’s fee and we guarantee a discrete 
transaction. 

We continuously look for interesting single items, stocks, spe-
cialised collections, complete estates – worldwide. Also all 
types of coins, single or on a large scale, e.g. gold and silver coins 

and collector editions, are always very welcome.
For certain collections we can publish specialised catalogues in 
order to give your consignment an optimum market presence.

Your personal ideas are our guidelines and it is up to you if you 
prefer to consign to our public auctions or sell directly. 
Just give us a call and let our experts help. In the case of larger 

Consigning: Easy and effective! 

How do I consign and what should I consider?
Due to economic reasons your lots should have a minimum starting price of 100 € and the whole 

consignment should not be less than 1.000 €.

Lot description
and starting price
After the processing you will receive 
a list of your lots with their descrip-
tions and the � xed starting prices.

By mail 
Send us your consignment of at 
least 1.000 € starting price 1, 2, 3

Personal delivery
You can come and visit us personally 
by appointment and we can discuss 
everything on site. Our experts offer 
professional help and advice and will 
value and estimate your collections 
and stocks free of charge and with 
no obligation.  

Acknowledgement of receipt
You will promptly receive a short 
notice an acknowledgement of 
receipt for your consignment.

- Parcel up to an estimated value of 25.000,- € 
after prior notice
- Express mail for higher values 
- Our special eParcel service of the German Post 
DHL. You can have your parcel collected free of 
charge (up to 31,5 kg). As soon as it is ready for 

dispatch just give us a call and let us know which day 
would suit you best. 
Please do not forget to include a list of your lots. 
Additionally you can also propose a starting price. 
Should our estimates differ too much  we will then 
get in contact with you.

2 By mail from foreign countries 
If you intend to send us your consignment from an 
European or Overseas country, please let us know in 
advance. Should you have any questions regarding 
dispatch and customs clearance we would be 
pleased to help. Dispatch through private carriers 
(UPS, FeDex, Cargo Company etc.) is also insured 
through us.

1 By mail in Germany

House calls
Our experts will make a house call 
for especially large and valuable 
consignments.
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Facts and Figures you can rely on

Sales                                          
10th - 16th  Auction (May ́ 09 - November ́ 10) 
33,570,355 € in total

Number of bidders                          
10th - 16th  Auction (May ́ 09 - November ́ 10) 
20,328 bidders in total, with a strong part 
international bidders

Number of lots                                
10th - 16th  Auction (May ́ 09 - November ́ 10) 
Strong offers from all countries 119,448 lots in 
total 37,159 collections worldwide

Dispatched catalogues                     
10th - 16th  Auction (May ́ 09 - November ́ 10) 
181,051 catalogues sent to over 110 countries

In our customer base we have 118,441 
collectors from more than 110 countries.

3 Insurance
We grant full insurance coverage if you let us know in 
advance of the dispatch either by phone or through 
e-mail or fax.

AUCTION
You are very welcome 

to come to our auction!

Payment
You will be paid 30 working days 
after the auction, either by cheque 
– in every currency you prefer – or 
bank transfer. 4, 5

4 Our auction commission
This commission is only due in case of successful 
sales and is calculated on the price realized. Special  
agreements are possible regarding expensive items 
or large consignments. 

5 Finder´s fee for agents 
If you are satis� ed with our services, please re com-
mend us. You will receive an adequate � nder´s fee in 
the case of a successfull intermediation.

Do you have any more questions? 
We would be pleased to hear from you. 
Call us on:  Tel. +49 - (0)7142 -789 400

Results
The results of the auction are available 
online as soon as the auction is com-
pletely � nished and are professionally 
printed a few days after the auction.

Auction catalogue
You will receive a catalogue in time 
for the auction as well as a listing 
of your lot numbers.

Online catalogue
The catalogue goes online about 
4 weeks before the auction at our 
easy to use website.
www.auktionen-gaertner.de
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